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seCtion 1
CompetenCe-based approaCh in management

1.1 Setting up the competence-based approach

Questions of assessment of the level of qualifications and competence of can-
didates for leadership positions historically has always been the focus of every 
social organization, aware of the role of a particular individual in the success of its 
existence and development. Fifty years ago, most Western employers while select-
ing candidates for the vacant positions were limited by comparing the academic 
grades of applicants and their IQ test results. Enhancing the role, responsibility, 
personal contribution of each person for the results of management of organization 
showed that these two criteria are not sufficient for selection of prospective candi-
dates, and especially for evaluating the performance of existing staff. Employers 
needed more determined characteristics targeting specific skills and competencies 
of candidates, and that demand eventually got the name of the competence-based 
approach.

One of the first researchers who developed the explanation and settings of com-
petence-based approach, was A. K. Gastev (Russia), publishing extensive work 
“Labor settings” in 1924. This work for the first time formulated the specific de-
mands for the cultural and professional competencies of employees. In 1927, P. M. 
Kerzhentzov adapted its main ideas and applied them to management personnel 
in his famous work “Organize oneself”. Those works were translated into foreign 
languages and created a lot of interest of both researchers and practical managers 
in the personnel management sphere, which was reflected in the following works 
of such Western experts as Bailes, K. E. Alexei Gastev and the Soviet Controversy 
over Taylorism, 1918—1924 // Soviet Studies. Glasgow, UK. 1977 или Maier, 
C. S. Between Taylorism and Technology: European Ideologies and the Vision of 
Industrial Productivity in the 1920’s // Journal of Contemporary History. London. 1970/
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In modern history, the fundamental rationale for the competency approach in 
the management of personnel abroad was actively pursued by such well-known 
researchers and organizers, as D. Mc Cleland, R. Boyatsis, L. Spencer and others. 

As an alternative for the traditional approach towards the selection of candi-
dates for vacancies, D. Mc Cleland suggested to use competence-based approach 
on the basis of the term” variable competencies”, which was introduced in 1959 by 

White company to describe the qualities of a person determining “excellent” 
performance. Mc Clealand’s idea was to change the methods of variable compe-
tencies assessment and on their practical use. He suggested to use criteria selection 
and mental state of a candidate (motives, moods, values) as well as specific activi-
ties guaranteeing successful performance. Behavior Event Interview – the inter-
view producing behavioral examples by combining Flanagan’s Critical Incident 
method and Theme Apperception test – was developed.

The practice of building competence-based approach in Russian Federation 
was founded on the approbation of Mc Cleland’s ideas in the 70s when Mc Ber and 
Co was selecting personnel for the Diplomatic Information Service upon request 
of the State Department of the USA. The major problem with that was impossibil-
ity to predict how well the person in question would work somewhere in Ethiopia, 
for example, given the assessment of general abilities tests results and the person’s 
vocabulary score. At the first stage 2 groups were selected: the group with the best 
performance results and the group of medium results. They all took part in BEI, 
where the subject of test was telling a short story about three super successes and 
three major failures. Several specific questions were asked, like: “What led to this 
situation? What were you thinking, feeling doing in this situation?” The results 
were summarized by Cave (Content Analysis of Verbal Expression) system.

The Russian researchers were particularly interested by the development of the 
first competency model for the Diplomatic Corps: understanding cultural differ-
ences in interpersonal communication, positive expectations when dealing with 
people, the ability to quickly navigate the new political environment. The experi-
ment laid the foundation of the competency approach. The success of the new 
system was quite convincing. The United States began intensive research in this 
direction. In 1979, the American Management Association (AMA) has identified 
five clusters of competencies related to effective behavior management.

Interesting from the standpoint of managers of domestic HR companies was 
the way Richard Boyatzis conducted the study of 2,000 managers holding 41 posts 
in 12 companies in 1982 and proposed an integrated model of managerial compe-
tence, which explains the relationship between “these features” and their relations 
with both management functions and the internal organizational environment. As 
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a result of these studies, since 90s competence approach has been applied both in 
American and in Russian business schools. It gave reason to believe that the com-
petence approach received public recognition and became one of the most promis-
ing technologies of HR - management.

Both European and Russian researchers have continued to develop this promis-
ing trend by discussing typology, structure and opportunities for practical appli-
cation. In 1993, Spencer & Spencer in the book «Competence at Work» («Com-
petence at work. Models of effective work “) summed up the 20 - year study of 
competencies based on the methodology provided by Mc Clelland / Mc Ber (JCA). 

Competence was defined as “any individual feature that can be measured or 
calculated, reliability and ability to differentiate between “excellent” and “aver-
age” performers or effective and ineffective. »(Spencer and Spencer, 1993). On 
this basis, a new structure of competencies was proposed: cognitive behavioral 
components including those, which are actively investigated and included in the 
national practice today. The greatest interest in this regard is a dictionary of 360 
indicators of the 21 competencies, as well as examples of the use of competence-
based approach in a variety of HR - practices.

At the same time in the UK a broad concept of competencies is developed and 
proposed, paying special attention to the key value of work-related knowledge and 
skills; in France and in Germany a comprehensive integrated model is created that 
combines the knowledge, skills and behavioral competencies. The general princi-
ples of competence approach research are applied in the education system in Rus-
sia. Reform of the higher education system of the Bologna type draws the signers 
of relevant agreements to the concepts of “competence” and “competency” as the 
main criteria of the modern preparedness of graduates to the constantly changing 
and stereoscopic conditions of work and social life.

Object studies show that the ratio between the cognitive, personal and informa-
tion origin in the modern organization does not fit into the traditional notion of 
professional qualifications. The UNESCO report stated that: “Increasingly, entre-
preneurs need not a qualification which in their view is too often associated with 
the ability to carry out certain operations of a material nature, but a competence, 
which is regarded as a kind of cocktail of skills specific to each individual, which 
combines expertise in the strict sense of the word ... social behavior, the ability 
to work in a team, initiative and love of risk “. [10] All this convinces us that 
competence approach becomes a basis developing a system that connects business 
requirements, personnel management and objectives of modern education.

It is important to recognize that changes in the manufacturing sector also caused 
changes in the political sphere, in particular in relation to the workforce. In Europe, 
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ideas of self -development, lifelong education, giving special importance to the 
informal and non-formal learning have become increasingly popular. Independent 
competency assessment systems are reflected in the personal skills maps (Personal 
Skills Card) and the European Skills Accreditation System. In many countries, the 
EU education and training systems started to check “informal” skills (Bjornavold, 
1999, 2000).

Competencies’ level evaluation systems target the result, giving one the oppor-
tunity for career development not only on the basis of elite education, but also on 
the basis of experience and self-education. In the context of globalization and labor 
mobility it is necessary to form the common reference levels of professional com-
petence, which was worked out in detail in the European Employment Strategy. 

Thus, competence approach was a reflection of changes in the nature and con-
tent of work, vocational training and education. Its development is extremely im-
portant to combine education and training, to align them with the needs of the labor 
market and to ensure labor mobility (vertical - in career development, horizontal 
- rotation between sectors and spatial - territorial), especially for workers facing 
unemployment (van der Klink and Boon, 2002). The main advantage of the com-
petence approach lies in its integration capabilities and flexibility.

Studies of the real sector of economy show that the spread and popularity of the 
competence approach is due to objective reasons, one of which is the change of 
the production sphere. In connection with the acceleration of innovation processes, 
learning becomes part of the business process. Development of corporate train-
ing, new requirements for employee standards alter the overall workforce training, 
education system as a whole, which is reflected in the adoption of the third genera-
tion Russian federal state educational standard.

Leading Russian companies are actively developing and implementing com-
petence-based approach in the management staff. An interesting example of such 
a development is building and using competence-based approach [42] in one of 
the structural units of Gazprom while choosing the Head of Personnel Manage-
ment and the leading HR expert. Previously, the most popular Gazprom selection 
criteria were education and work experience without the use of the competencies 
‘system [36].
•  Employee “A” - higher education in personnel management and law, with eight 

years of experience.
•  Employee “B” - higher education in personnel management and psychology, with 

a seven-year work experience.
How to choose between them? Both applicants have two higher education de-

grees, each of which is important for the available positions and have almost the 
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same experience.
Evaluation of candidates for vacant positions with the use of competence-based 

approach allows to make better informed choices:
•  Employee “A” - strategic thinking, the ability to form a team, the ability to sup-

port new ideas, focus on quality, focus on results,
•  Employee “B” - the ability to resolve interpersonal conflicts, tact and diplomacy, 

focus on building relationships, development of others.
As you can see from the example, in this particular situation, competency as-

sessment of employees shows that employee “A” should be appointed the head of 
Personnel Management, and the employee “B” should be the leading expert of the 
service. This example demonstrates the use of competences combined with the use 
of traditional, formal criteria.

1.2. Understanding competency, competence and competency models

It should be understood that despite the increasing popularity of the compe-
tence approach, there is still no generally accepted view of its typology and struc-
ture of competencies. Moreover, there is a serious terminological confusion in 
the definitions of competence and competency, as well as the problem of distin-
guishing between the concepts. There are many different definitions of the term 
“competency”,, which often boil down to two basic approaches in understanding 
competencies.

American approach, considering competency as a description of employee’s 
behavior. Competency is the basic characteristic of the employee, with possession 
of which he is capable of showing the correct behavior and, as a consequence, to 
achieve high results.

The European approach treats the competency primarily from a functional 
point of view, as a description of work tasks or expected results. Competency is 
employee’s ability to act in accordance with standards established by the orga-
nization. Thus, the European approach focuses on the standards’ definition, the 
minimum that must be achieved by employee, and the U.S. model determines what 
employee must do to achieve the highest efficiency.

In our view, with respect to personnel management it seems appropriate to use 
integrated approach to competency, connecting behavioral or functional approach-
es in unified multidimensional models, suggesting the inclusion of functional, 
cognitive and behavioral competencies in the whole structure. Thus, competency 
should be viewed as personality characteristics that are important for effective 
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performance in the respective positions and that can be measured through the ob-
served behavior. 

Holistic competency model is most appropriate for reflection of unity and com-
plexity of the separation in cognitive, functional, social dimensions which can be 
represented as follows:

- Social competencies Meta-competencies
- Ethical competencies
- Cognitive competencies Functional competencies

Analyzing this model, it is important to understand that cognitive competen-
cies include not only formal knowledge, but also informal and are based on the 
experience representation. Functional competencies (skills or know-how), reflect 
what the workers in this occupational area should be able to do and is able to 
demonstrate this. Social competencies combine personal and ethical. Personal 
competencies (behavioral know how to behave), are defined as “relatively stable 
characteristics causally related to effective or superior performance in a job.” Ethi-
cal competency reflects personal opinion and professional values   as the ability to 
make decisions based on them. Meta competencies characterize the ability to cope 
with uncertainty, as well as with the teachings and criticism.

Modern research shows that the multidimensional (holistic) approach to com-
petence is becoming more common and offers more opportunities for the integra-
tion of business requirements, technology management and staff of the educational 
process, as well as for the synergy between formal education and industrial train-
ing and professional competence.

Studies have shown that both in scientific and applied terms competence should 
be distinguished from competency. Steve Widdet and Sarah Holliford in their book 
“Guide to Competencies” [46] give the following definitions: “Competence - the 
ability required to address operational problems and to obtain the necessary re-
sults.” “Competency - the ability of reflecting the required standards of behavior.” 

In practice, many organizations’ objectives, outputs and behavior include a de-
scription of competence and competencies and combine these two concepts. But 
the more usual description of competencies is associated with the ability to reflect 
the standards of behavior than with the tasks or with performance.
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Thus, we can assume that the worker becomes competent on the basis of the 
presence and development of his competencies, i.e. competencies are the primary 
factors of derivative competence. Then the structure of competence can be repre-
sented in Figure 1.1 as follows:

Fig. 1.1 - Structure of competence

This model determines the overall positioning of the components of needed 
competence, establishing the place and role of each of them in the general concept 
of professional competence. However, not all ideas find place in the presented 
model, determining the need for its further improvement. Thus, according to Spen-
cer & Spencer [44], the essence of competencies is that they are a stable part of 
the personality (basic quality) and “represent behaviors or thinking”, distributed to 
various situations and lasting quite a considerable period of time. 

“It is important to remember that the Spencers define five basic types of quali-
ties and competencies to build a structure based on levels of formation features and 
the ability to develop. Without rejecting the significance of professional knowledge 
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and skills, these researchers see them as superficial competencies. They point out 
that personal traits are relatively easy to develop and can act as a threshold compe-
tencies, without which efficiency is impossible, but not guaranteed. The competen-
cies which guarantee effectiveness lie deep, hidden in the core of the person:
•  motives, i.e. what directs and gives effective character to knowledge and experi-

ence;
•  physiological properties or features - which are the basis for the highest quality 

execution of a job (for example, the reaction rate for the pilot, or emotional stabil-
ity for the manager, empathy to social worker);

• attitudes and values of an individual, I - concept.
This position may also be represented by tier model, as reflected in Figure 1.2:

Fig. 1.2 - Competencies decomposition

In our view it is important to understand the difference between the model in 
Figure 1.2, where, according to Spencer, competencies always contain the inten-
tion with which the motive or the properties will work for the result. For example, 
expertise knowledge and skills must include the motive-based competency or 
property, “I - concept” that provides the desire to use knowledge and skills.
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In this context and in terms of practical use is important to classify competen-
cies for various reasons provided in Table 1.1 as follows:

Classification by the level of popularity:
General competencies Specific competencies

Organization Corporate (key, core) competencies for all 
positions in organization

For specific professions or professional 
groups within organization

Position Managerial – for specific professional 
workers

Classification by content and essence:
Competencies needed for effective work Competences tied to individual effectiveness

Fundamental Cognitive competencies (knowledge and 
skills)

Personality competencies, including 
motivation, self-development, etc.

Operational Functional competencies (psychometric and 
applied skills)

Social competencies 9 including behavior 
and relationships)

Classification by level of development:
Threshold Differentiating

Necessary for the beginning of activities Differentiating the best performers from the 
mediocre ones

To describe the general competences several dictionaries of competency factors 
could be used (for example, the Matrix competencies of Hague Institute for Public 
Management - ROI, R. Boyatzis’s dictionary, the dictionary of competencies pro-
posed by Spencer in “Models of effective work,” or list of factors titled Manage-
ment Charter Initiative - MCI).

Studies show that competency can be general and in terms of organization it 
can be applied to all its employees of organization - corporate (key) competencies. 

Corporate competencies follow from the company’s values, which are recorded 
in the corporate documents such as strategy, code of conduct, etc. An example of 
this is the “main key competencies” developed by U.S. experts on management 
[21], presented in Table 1.2 as follows:
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Table 1.2 - Main competencies
Results of competency manifestation Observed behavior(indicators)

                                                                         Guidance by result

Constant search for the best and fastest task solving in 
the sphere of one’s immediate responsibility.

Constant increase in efficiency level, overcoming 
bureaucratic barriers.

	 Setting up complicated but realistic targets

	 Mobilizing all abilities while making dif-
ficult decisions

	 Seeking quality and efficiency 

	 Seeking changes leading to improvement

	 Taking calculated risks

                                                                         Creative thinking

Quality increase by changes, introduction of improve-
ments, initiatives and constant movement towards 
new achievements

	  Using innovations as a possibility for fur-
ther development

	 Using other people’s input for improve-
ment and development

	 Actively searching for further improve-
ments based on critical analysis of current 
situation

	 Setting free time and resources to check 
out new ideas

	 Creating conditions stimulating changes 
and new ideas

                                                                         Guidance by consumer

Being business partner for internal and external clients

	 Collecting all the necessary information to 
identify client needs

	 Prioritizing the client work, providing 
highest quality service

	 Acting to improve clients ‘results

	 Viewing own business from clients’ point 
and acting as a trusted consultant propos-
ing short-term and long-term solutions

A similar analysis of bibliographical sources shows that modern approach to 
the management strategy emphasize the concept of “nuclear competencies” as a 
key organizational resource that can be used for competitive advantage. Hamel and 
Prahalad (1994) define “nuclear competencies” as “the collective knowledge of the 
organization, especially how to coordinate the various production skills, abilities 
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and a variety of process streams (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990: 82).
Object research practice shows that a number of organizations successfully use 

only core competencies, developing and using other management methods only 
for evaluation of top managers, and others are developing special competencies 
only for employees of the sales department. Differentiating competencies distin-
guish the best from the average (for example, “Focus on customer satisfaction” is 
the responsibility of distinguishing the best seller from the mediocre). It is impor-
tant to understand that such differentiation is possible only on the basis of identify-
ing indicators, i.e. both positives and negatives for each factor. An example of such 
allocation is presented in Table 1.3 as follows:

Table 1.3 - Competency “Ability to adapt to situation”
Positives Negatives

1.  Shows flexibility towards the set goals, if effective 
participation in team work is needed

2.  Is ready to change position in view of reasonable 
arguments

3. Easily reacts to unexpected situation

4. Easily adapts during the dramatic changes

1.  Is rigid towards the set goal, even when situation 
demands otherwise

2.  Doesn’t change one’s position even in view of rea-
sonable arguments

3. Experiences difficulties reacting to unexpected

4.  Experiences difficulties adapting to dramatic 
changes

In order to determine competencies we need to attribute to them a clearly de-
fined name given to the appropriate specific description. Such a name is typically 
laconic and contrast. Typical competencies, for example, are name liked those be-
low:
• relationship management
• team work
• influence
• collection and analysis of information
• decision making
• personal development.

Besides the exact name, models of competencies include their description, 
which is generally carried out in two ways:

The first method involves creation of a set of criteria behavior appropriate to 
a specific competency and is used in case the content includes one competency 
criteria list of behavior.
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For example, the competency, entitled “Planning and organization” can be de-
ciphered as follows: “the result is achieved thanks to the detailed planning and 
organizing staff and resources in accordance with the goals and objectives within 
an agreed timeframe.”

The second method involves the transcript summary, which is the argument 
why this competency is important for the organization. It is best used when the 
model reflects several levels of competency behavior, such competency entitled 
“Effect” can have 5 levels. On one level influence is clear by presenting facts and 
arguments in support of a particular product. On another level, the impact includes 
the development and presentation of the vision of the company and the company’s 
influence on the market and different professional groups. Instead of trying to sum-
marize a wide range of standards of conduct, the company can submit it as follows: 
“incite people to any idea or course of action through effective persuasion. 

This is very important in training, acquisition of new knowledge, innovation, 
decision-making and creation of an atmosphere of trust”.

In practice, the competency model is a complete set of features that allows the 
employee to successfully perform the functions corresponding to his position. 

To be effective, the model must have a simple structure to be clear and easy 
to understand. In such a structure, behavioral indicators are the basic elements of 
each competency. Related competencies are united into clusters. Each competency 
is described below, starting with the basic blocks - with indicators of behavior. 

Behavioral indicators are understood as standards of behavior that are observed 
in the actions of a person who has specific expertise. Each competency is a set 
of related behavioral indicators. These indicators are combined into one or more 
blocks - depending on the volume of the semantic competence. Most often, there 
is the following competency model:

A simple model, which covers jobs with simple standards of conduct, may have 
one set of indicators for all competencies. In such model without competence lev-
els all behavioral indicators relate to all activities. For example, such as model, 
which describes the work of senior managers of the company in the “Planning and 
organization” may include the following indicators of behavior:
-  Makes plans which distribute work in accordance with deadlines and priorities 

(from several weeks to three years).
-  Develops plans that correspond exactly to the objectives of the activities of the 

department.
- Coordinates the activities of company’s business plan, etc.
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Typical content of competency mode; is shown by Fig. 1.3:

COMPETENCIES with levels
Relations management Team work Influence

Level 1

Builds relation within the group:
•	 Adapts personal style in order to develop 

relations with colleagues
•	 Adapts the form and way of presentation 

of information to the audience’s needs
•	 Establishes and maintains constant con-

tact with people

Team member Creates positive 
image

Level 2

Builds relations outside the group:
•	 Comprehends personal role in establish-

ing external relations
•	 Maintains regular external ties
•	 Establishes and maintains external con-

tacts useful for one’s business

Supports team 
members

Influences mode of 
thinking of other 
people

Level 3

Maintains external ties:
•	 Takes into consideration different cultural 

styles and values in external ties
•	 Actively manages external contacts in 

business environment
•	 Organizes and uses all events to develop 

external ties

Suggests team 
directions

Changes other 
people’s opinion

When the competences model covers a wide range of job requirements, behav-
ioral indicators within each competence can be reduced in separate lists or divided 
into “levels”. It allows us to combine a number of elements of different compe-
tences under one heading, which is convenient and necessary when the compe-
tences model has to cover the wide range of activity, jobs and functional roles, for 
example: the model includes five levels of competences for the top manager [23, 
c. 50]:
Е -  competence isnt developed (unsatisfied level, development is obligatory, but 

it is complicated). The worker doesn’t own necessary skills and doesn’t try 
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to apply them. E - Level is unsatisfactory as the employee neither reveals his 
skills nor understands their importance; he doesn’t try to develop them either.

D -  competence is insufficiently developed (standard level is required and devel-
opment is possible). The worker partially shows the skills which are a part of 
competence. Tries, seeks to show the necessary skills, understands their need, 
but often fails to do it. If the expert corresponds to level D, which is a norm, it 
is supposed that he has to develop himself.

C -  basic level which is necessary and sufficient for the expert. It gives an idea of 
what behavior and which abilities are assumed by this competence. The basic 
level is optimum for effective work of the middle manager.

B -  strong level of competence development (it is required only for leader manage-
ment). Especially high level of influence on the events is supposed, to show 
the corresponding skills in situations of the increased complexity. This level 
assumes the ability of the person to expect and prevent negative events in ad-
vance.

A -  leader level of competence development (it is required for the top management). 
This level of competence development is necessary only for heads responsible 
for making strategic decisions. Achievement by the head of a leader level of 
competence development will mark that he not only himself shows necessary 
skills, but also creates opportunities for other employees to develop this com-
petence. The head with A-level of competence, organizes special events, sets 
norms, rules, procedures which promote manifestation of these competences.
According to the technique available, top manager competences can be pre-

sented in table 1.4 as follows:
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Table 1.4 - Competences model for the top manager
Orientation to achievement / result

А

The leader level 
of development

Broadcasts high expectations to the employees. Helps employees to believe in success 
and makes maximum efforts for achieving the goals. Creates the system for assessment of 
achievements. Supports employees during failures.

В

The strong level 
of development

Establishes the purposes at such level which is difficult, but realistic. Decides on an assess-
ment of the achievements. He is capable to be persistent, active and selective during the 
long period of failures

С

The basic level 
of development

He is persistent, tends to be a success. Never gives up having faced temporary failures. He 
is aimed at concrete result rather than process. He is initiative.

D

Competence is 
insufficiently 
developed

Wants to achieve success. Not always shows sufficient persistence. Having faced failures, 
he can lose self-confidence. In certain cases shows an initiative

Е

Competence 
isn’t developed

Doesn’t try to achieve success. Satisfied with the results he gains.

Conflict management

А

The leader level 
of development

Sets norm of the constructive relation to disagreements in collective. Demands that em-
ployees agreed among themselves, without bringing a situation to the conflict. In case of 
the conflict acts as the competent intermediary, helping the parties to agree.

В

The strong level 
of development 

Is able to reveal deep interests of the interlocutor. Evades discussion of the declared posi-
tions, passing to discussion of deep interests. Inventive in finding new options for decision-
making which are in full agreement with both parties. Capable to avoid the conflict while 
communicating with ignorant worker.

С

The basic level 
of development

Facing disagreements, looks for the compromise solution, finds out a position of another. 
Shows understanding and respect in relation to a position of another, even when it contra-
dicts his own. Capable to change the position, to be flexible in search of compromises. At 
mutual will of the parties doesn’t bring disagreement to the conflict

D

Competence is 
insufficiently 
developed

Having faced disagreements, tries to agree. Thus holds the position. He isn’t flexible. Re-
fuses to understand the position of the interlocutor.

Competence 
isn’t developed Provokes colleagues to the conflict. In case of disagreements takes unconstructive position
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The cluster forms a set of competences closely connected among themselves 
(usually from three to five). The majority of models of competences involves clus-
ters relating to:
-  intellectual activity, for example, to the analysis of problems and decision-making;
- actions, for example, on achievement of concrete results; 
- interaction, for example, in work with people.

For example, in 1996 the “Competency “magazine generalized researches of 
126 organizations and presented 9 most widely presented ways of behavior which 
became a basis for formation of clusters. “Clusters” are used in the dictionary of 
competences Spenser & Spenser, uniting competences according to basic inten-
tion: 
• Communication
• Orientation to achievement/result
• Concentration on the consumer
• Teamwork
• Leadership
• Planning and organization
• Commercial and business awareness
• Flexibility/adaptability
• Development of others
• Solution to problems.

Researches show that analytical skills, persistence and strategic planning are 
widely demanded as well. For the employees to understand the model of com-
petences clusters are specified with similar names. Some organizations give the 
description of whole “bunches” of competences to reveal the nature of the com-
petences which each set involves, for example: the cluster of competences “Data 
gathering and analysis” can be presented as follows: “Data gathering and analysis’ 
includes various forms of information, ways of collecting and information analysis 
necessary for adoption of effective decisions - current, quick and perspective”.

Researches show that the number of competences of models for the last years 
consistently decreased, as a result of that from models including 30 and more dif-
ferent standards passed to the models containing no more than 20 competences, 
and sometimes - only eight. Nowadays many users consider a set of competences 
from 8 to 12 standards in one model optimal.

In practice if all competences included in model, belong to all kinds of company 
or department performance, such model is call “The main model of competences”. 

It includes the competences establishing distinctions in activity of the working 
groups for which this model is intended. The main model consists of competences 
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which cover behavior standards which are typical for all kinds of activity, or stan-
dards for special types of work in particular organization, for example, structure 
of the general competence model, developed for one of the Banks of Moscow, 
presented in figure 1.4 as follows:

The structure presented in figure 1.4 is accompanied by the following descrip-
tion of competences:

Customer focus – orientation to the help and care of the client that guarantees 
and meets client needs so that to exceed his expectations.

 Problem solving – ability to understand a problem, to reveal the key chal-
lenges, to define and estimate alternative options for achieving the result.

Teambuilding – ability to realize the belonging to team and the role in it, the 
ability to be flexible and work in close cooperation and solve any problem avail-
able. 

Communications – ability to transfer information in an oral and written form, 
which should be clear and consecutive and timely.
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Knowledge exchange – the ability to communicate with other people through 
gained knowledge in interests of the organization.

Professionalism – ability to organize the work according to work standards, 
ability to see and use commercial opportunities for making and preserving profit.

Responsibility - responsibility awareness and limit of the power, ability to at-
tract additional resources in a situation of resources and competences limits.

Orientation to result – the ability to set and achieve the objectives in order to 
increase business efficiency.

The structure of special (profile) model of competences includes competences 
clusters with detailed description of basic elements and standards of employee 
behavior through special competency model.

Table 1.5 - Model of competences for the HR manager, created by generaliz-
ing the competences models used in various companies1.

Role Competence Shows (abilities, skills) Activity 
(behavioral indicators)

STRATEGIC 
PARTNER

- Organizational awareness
- Solution to problems
- Customer service
- Stress tolerance
- Oral communication 

-  Understanding of business envi-
ronment

-  Knowledge of company mission
-  Knowledge of the organization 

development principles
-  Understanding of client organi-

zational culture 
- System approach knowledge
-  Understanding of business pro-

cess and ways to increase busi-
ness efficiency 

- Innovation and readiness for risk 

Coordinates personnel 
policy to strategy and 
company mission
-  Applies the principles 

of business develop-
ment 

-  Adapts human resource 
management proce-
dures for organizational 
culture of the client

-  Applies human resource 
management principles 
to change business pro-
cesses and to increase 
company efficiency. 

LEADER

- Decision-making
- Planning and evaluation
- Conflict management 
- Self-management
- Self-assessment
- Oral communication 

Analytical, strategic and creative 
thinking
- Knowledge of working roles
-  Knowledge of business systems 

and IT technologies 

- Operates resources 
-  Applies methods of an 

effective resolution of 
conflict in working situ-
ations

-  Uses negotiation strat-
egy for reaching con-
sensus

MENTOR

- Flexibility
- Training of others
- Interpersonal skills
- Oral communication 

-  Develops communications 
among employees

-  Understands and evaluates di-
versity

-  Tries to keep balance between 
interests of the employer and the 
worker

- Develops talents
-  Holds mentoring sessions
-  Establishes confidential 

relationship in organi-
zation

1 http://www.ikt.ru/
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TECHNICAL 
EXPERT

- Technical competence
-  Human resource manage-

ment competence
- Knowledge of mathematics
-lucioalessio@gmail.com
- Writing
- Good memory
- Attention to detail
- Oral communication 

Knowledge of laws, proce-
dures and legislation in hu-
man resource management 
and labor
-  Knowledge of business 

planning
-  Knowledge of informa-

tion technologies

-  Applies knowledge in 
all spheres of human re-
source management to 
achieve business strategic 
objectives 

-  Uses special tools for 
business efficiency

-  Adapts information tech-
nologies for application 
them in human resource 
management.

AGENT of 
CHANGES

- Teamwork
- Influencing
- Honesty/Integrity
- Creative thinking
- Stress tolerance
- Oral communication 

-  Basic knowledge of mar-
keting

-  Presentation of HR prod-
ucts and services

- Teambuilding awareness

-  Estimates readiness for 
changes

-  Defines strategy of 
changes

-  Introduces innovative HR 
solutions

-  Influences others, induc-
ing to actions

-  Encourage behavior ethics 
- Works in team
- Good communicator

The aspects of competences necessary for effective implementation of work 
can also be called a profile of competences. The profile of competences is the sys-
tem of competences made for a certain position with the description and level of 
their development. The level of development is defined by scaling. It is important 
to understand that for each position there is an optimum level of scale (not neces-
sarily high). Besides, that achievement of result can be provided with a combina-
tion of various competences. 
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Figure 1.5 – The example of representation of profile competences for heads 
and experts

1.3. Formation of competences model

In spite of the fact that there are uncountable sources of “ready” competences, 
both their use and application is very attractive, each organization needs to pass 
process of development of own model of competences since each company is 
unique and works by “the rules”. 

That the model of competences worked effectively, it has to answer the purpose 
set for it and tasks and to be used on the mission. The model of competences, at 
least, has to be coordinated with the following quality standards (table 1.6).
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Table 1.6 - The quality standards for competence model
 Quality standard name Maintenance of the quality standard

Clarity and ease for 
understanding

Model of competences has to be:

- unambiguous

- described by a simple language

- well-structured

- organized logically.

Relevance

(compliance)

For all staff members Relevance of competence model means: all employees 
recognize behavior indicators as the requirements corresponding to high-quality 
work performance. Besides, everyone who will apply model, and everyone to 
whom this model will be applied, necessity and usefulness of competence model 
for business have to be recognized.

The accounting of 
expected changes

Probable changes involve competences model as behavior standards which 
describe how employees should cope with the current work in the short or 
long run. To remain relevant, the model has to consider:

- environmental changes,

- new technology implementation,

-  image of the future predicted by heads for the purpose of informing the 
employees about the role of decision-making.

Inclusion of elements, 
different one from an-
other (for example: the 
behavior indicators, not 
being crossed one with 
another

Some simple rules can help to avoid mixture of different competences:

- One competence shouldn’t depend on other competences.

-  Competences and behavior indicators have to be included only in one frag-
ment of model.

- Competences shouldn’t be involved in some clusters.

- Behavior indicators shouldn’t belong to several competences.

- Behavior indicators shouldn’t belong to several levels of competence.

-  Behavior indictors have to describe directly measured (observed) manifes-
tations of competence of an individual.

Justice towards all those 
involved in model use

If the competence model involves the high quality standards, the model will be 
fair to whom it is applied.

For creating competence model to meet the above-mentioned quality standards 
there are three principles to follow:
1. Involving people in model development and putting it in practice.
2.  Providing employees with full information on what occurs in the company and 
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the purpose for competences models developing. 
3.  Meeting behavior standards included in competences with the corporate inter-

ests. 
Despite a variety of technology, the general technology of competences model 

development consists of the following main steps (figure 1.6):

Figure 1.6 - Competences model development technology

We will expand on development stages of competences model 1 stage - Project 
Planning.

At this stage the description of desirable result and areas of its application, 
dates of performance is carried out. It is necessary to present to the management 
and linear managers objective information on the forthcoming project: why the 
competence model is developed; what should be done; to what consequences it 
will lead, what information should employees be aware of. When implementing 
the project it is necessary to consider each stage of work, up to forming the model 
before putting it into operation. The team participating in the analysis of model 
performance has to be included, if it is possible, in planning process. It will con-
tribute to business, will make the task and responsibilities clear for all members of 
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the team on project implementation.
The effective plan provides:

- successful project promotion;
-  identification and decrease (and even full elimination) of potential hindrances 

which one can face when developing competences model;
- concentration on development and fulfillment of the project;
- identification and designation of possible delays in work at an early stage.

Stage 2 - Project implementation. 
The purpose of this stage is to collect maximum information on the work which 

is performed by the employees to allocate those behavior standards which lead to 
positive result. The number of workers who are likely to be involved in compe-
tences model development at a stage of information collection depends on roles 
and working functions existing in the company (how different or similar they are). 

The distinctions between the roles result in more serious selection of the par-
ticipants. 

The realization of the project is enabled in some steps.

Step 1. Project team formation. 
Structure of project group: the optimum option - team is built generally from 

the staff of the company; the ideal option - team is completely gathered from the 
staff of the company. When firm personnel is insufficient or there is shortage of 
skilled experts among the employees, they are brought in from outside. The mixed 
option of team on information collection is most effective: association of company 
staff and external experts.

Size of project team: From 4 to 8 specialists for work analysis (depending on a 
variety of functional roles and organization scale). Teams from 8 people are neces-
sary only where the collection of large volume of information should be picked up 
in a short time. But if it is possible, the number of team should be limited to 4 - 6 
analysts.

Requirement for project group: it is important for each member of the team to 
be trained and trained to various techniques of information collection which will 
be applied in the specific project. 

Collectors of information, using various collection techniques, have great idea 
of the organization and of those standards which are shaped in relation to job re-
quirements. It is especially useful when team, having on hands the mass of data, 
gathers to comprehend all information at the analysis stage.
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Step 2. The right choice of method for data gathering and analysis.
There is a set of the different techniques which have been specially intended for 

information collection about job and positions, each of which has advantages and 
disadvantages: any technique isn’t sufficient for collecting information available 
for the analysis; not all methods of work analysis are applicable in all situations 
(table 1.7).

Step 3. Information collection.
Main goals of this step are:

• to collect behavior standard samples providing effective performance; 
•  to define behavior standards which can be demanded for effective work perfor-

mance in future.
Sources of information are the following:

• business plans
• company strategy documents
• statement on the principles of the organization and corporate values 
• models of employees performance on place 
• training certificates 
• duty regulations 
• information on governing bodies 
• opinion of clients and suppliers about the organization
• opinions of clients and suppliers about the organization staff and so forth.

Character of information to be collected depends on the purpose of creation 
of competence model. The description of a wide range of behavior standards is 
required for the right model. It is developed on the basis of effective work perfor-
mance. Competences models for special types of job will demand specific infor-
mation.
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Table 1.7 - Specification of information gathering. Describes gathering of the 
information which is necessary to make a model of the competences.

Methods of the 
information gath-

ering

Specification of method Advantages Drawbacks

Interview on receipt 
of behavioral pat-
terns (IBP) 

Objective of IBP is to obtain the 
detailed descriptions of how a 
person copes with his/her work. 
The best and medium executors 
are interviewed, with the use of 
the technology of interview on 
receipt of behavioral patterns 
(IBP), which was elaborated by 
David Clarence McClelland and 
his colleagues. IBP takes place 
from the method of the critical 
incidents, but includes addition-
ally the patterns of the thematic 
apperception test (TAT). IBP-
method determines the compe-
tences which are necessary for 
performance of a good quality 
work. When asking people to 
concentrate on the most critical 
situations with which they have 
come across, one may collect 
data about the most important 
skills and competences. 

1.  «Firsthand» data receipt on 
basis of a real activity analy-
sis.

2.  Operating algorithms deter-
mination.

3.  Data receipt for training, de-
velopment and estimation. 

1.  Expensive method from the 
point of view of time and 
cost. 

2.  Necessity of additional train-
ing to carry out an interview 
and analysis of data.

3.  Possible mistakes, since the 
material for analysis is based 
on critical incidents only. 

Reviews 
(questionnaires)

Members of the group of ex-
perts or other representatives 
of an organization make ratings 
of competences (indicators of 
competences or behavior) ac-
cording to the importance in 
efficient performance of a work, 
a frequency of this competence 
claiming etc. 

When elaborating the clauses, 
it’s important to: 

•  Determine the behavior or 
characteristic features of an 
employee rather than the 
working tasks. 

•  Submit brief, simple descrip-
tions; not more than 100. 

•  Respondents must be heads of 
people performing the work, 
the best executors of this work 
and external experts, who are 
good at this work. 

1.  Provides a quick and cheap 
gathering of a sufficient 
quantity of data for statistic 
analysis

2.  Representativeness - dispatch 
of the questionnaires makes it 
possible for many employees 
to make their contribution 
and come to agreement in re-
lation to the facts, got in the 
course of a research 

1.  Limitation of data with claus-
es and concept of a question-
naire, what results in the fact 
that the competences which 
were not included into a re-
view by its organizers, are 
lost very often. 

2.  This method may turn out 
to be non-efficient, since ev-
erybody is asked 100 similar 
questions in the course of a 
review, beginning from an 
executive director to a yard-
keeper, and in fact, only a 
certain range of the questions 
is important for the studied 
work. 
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Expert

Group of the experts discusses 
collectively the personal char-
acteristic features of the em-
ployees, which are necessary 
for the work performance at an 
adequate (minimally acceptable 
or threshold level) and high 
levels.
These experts may be supervi-
sors over the studied positions, 
the best executors of this work 
or third-party experts, who 
know well the work. 
(Medium executors should not 
fall within this group of the ex-
perts, since they don’t know, as 
a matter of fact, what is needed 
for the best execution). The 
group of experts attaches their 
priorities depending on their 
importance in the success of the 
work. 

1. Quickness and efficiency 

2.  Group members get knowl-
edge about the concepts of 
competences, methods of es-
timation and variables; their 
participation may promote 
to consensus and support of 
these researches

3.  Development of the group 
members. 

1.  Loss of the most important 
factors of competences, for 
which the group members 
lacked the competence

2.  Possible determination of 
original or corporate ele-
ments, which reflect well the 
company traditions bit don’t 
give any outlook for a com-
petent execution 

Analysis of work 
(objectives / func-
tions)

Observers enumerate in detail 
each objective, function or ac-
tion, which is performed by an 
employee in a concrete period 
of time. The data are collected 
with the help of the written 
questionnaires, measurements 
of time, individual or group in-
terview or direct observation

1.  Gives a very detailed descrip-
tion of a work 

2.  Determination of working 
algorithms.

3.  Receipt of the data for train-
ing, development and estima-
tion. 

1.  Submits the work specifica-
tions rather than people.

2.  Superfluous detalization, dif-
ficulties of analysis and dif-
ferentiations

Observation of the 
activity of employ-
ees, a working day 
photo 

It’s efficient for analysis of the 
working positions in which the 
working conduct may be ob-
served, it’s accessible for the 
activity estimation of sellers-
consultants in a shop, or trade 
representatives

Good method of other methods 
validation.

1.  Expensive method from the 
point of view of time and 
cost. 

«Expert systems», 
databases of models 
of competences

Computerized expert system 
may ask questions to research 
workers, managers or other 
experts. These questions are 
substantiated by a base of 
knowledge on competences, 
determined by the previous 
researched. The expert system 
governs by the analysis pro-
cess and represents a detailed 
description of the competences, 
needed for an adequate and top-
ranked execution of a work. 

Integratedness into the general 
process-access to several hun-
dreds researches of competenc-
es in a database may provide the 
data to compare competences 
which are tested in reality, of-
fered by other methods of the 
data gathering. 

2.  Efficiency - expert systems 
narrow quickly a range of 
the questions to those which 
relate to the analyzed work.

3.  Productivity - expert systems 
don’t need highly qualified 
experts, save time and costs.

Necessity of a special thorough-
ness when answering the sys-
tem’s questions. 

Opportunity absence to take 
into account the specialized and 
nuclear competences.

High cost of the systems. 
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On this stage people must be involved into elaboration of a model of the com-
petences. The involvement can be made via notices of the employees about their 
work, notices of the employees about their minds concerning the work of the 
others, changes determination by the employees in the activity and the fact how 
would-be changes would influence on relation o the people to their work. 

Table 1.8 - Stage of the information gathering about standards of behavior [46]
Application

Special General

WORK

ROLE

SP
EC

IA
L

Set of the standards for team leaders

To gather the data about: 

• with view to specific nature of a work,

• on certain works (roles)

• in adjacent divisions 

Examples of the leaders’ activity of 
the teams 

To gather the data about: 

• suitable for all the activity types

• on certain works (roles)

• in adjacent divisions

G
EN

ER
A

L

Set for all the works

To gather the data about: 

• on certain activity types,

• on all the works (roles)

• on all the organization

Examples from all the activity types

To gather the data about: 

• suitable for all the activity types,

• on all the works (roles)

• on all the organization

To make a model of competences suitable for the entire company, it’s also im-
portant to gather the information on the work throughout the entire company. 

Membership of the employees who will take part in the information gathering, 
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must include different people - on age, gender and ethnic affiliation. 
Factual quantity of the employees, who are to be reasonably included into the 

model elaboration of competences on the information gathering stage, depends 
on how the roles and working functions are similar or different, which exist in the 
company. 

The more differences exist between the roles, the more selection of the par-
ticipants will be needed. For example: a big selection of the employees may be 
needed in a organization with a plenty of the technical professions. If in the entire 
organization the roles are similar, the least quantity of people will be included on 
this stage. 

Step 4. Information preparation for analysis 
Main goal of this step - is gathering of all the data for a draft model of compe-

tences. 
The most essential thing here is the information encoding and drawing up the 

classification of the behavior standards. 
All the information is stored in one place so that it could always be at hand and 

as may be necessary to use the data. 
Encoding and classification give an additional advantage: each person who is 

involved into the data analysis will be able to read and understand the materials, 
gathered by other members of the team, and know where and how the information 
was gathered. 

Step 5. Analysis of information
This step is anticipated by a working hypothesis elaboration or a concept of a 

model of competences. 
The content is to be used efficiently for the analysis - analysis, for the analysis 

it’s also necessary to have an idea of the general and specific competences and use 
a vocabulary of the competences. 

The sense and frequency of the behavioral examples giving are analyzed, the 
comparison of the best and medium executors is given on the same parameters. 

The analysis is given according to a scheme on Fig. 1.7: 
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Fig. 1.7 - Stages of information analysis

A special thoroughness is necessary when elaborating of a list of the behavioral 
des, which would have described the competences, forecasting a work execution. 

The list of the codes determines each competence and criteria for its calcula-
tion, as well as gives the examples from IBP. Competences are located through 
the hardly noticeable intervals, what makes it possible to determine exactly the 
requirements to the working competences, as well as to estimate the individuals at 
any level of a group of the related professions

S. Weeddst, S. Hallnford offer to carry out an analysis of the information ac-
cording to the following scheme: 
1.  They check if all the examples of behavior, revealed on the stage of gathering 

and encoding, are recorded and encoded. 
2.  Related examples of behavior are united in volumetric categories (not more than 

4 categories).
3.  Kinship and difference of the behavior examples are established inside each 

category and a decision is taken, which categories will be used on the following 
stage. 

4.  All the examples of behavior are classified on the categories. Then, within the 
framework of each category, the examples of behavior are subdivided into the 
least sets of the examples of behavior related with each other. Usually, each cat-
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egory has three or four examples. The unification and division of the examples 
is continued, since the understanding of behavior is developed inside each cat-
egory. 

5.  General structure of a model of the competences is worked out, i.e. a determina-
tion of the clusters (batches) of the competences and separate competences. It’s 
achieved by the following actions: 

    • each volumetric category is taken; 
    • examples of behavior are compared and grouped into the clusters;
    •  formed clusters are approved in case of coincidence of the grouping results 

of the examples of behavior in different groups; in cases when the results in 
different groups are different, the reasons for differences are identified, and 
a joint decision is taken concerning a repeated grouping of the examples of 
behavior. 

On this stage the clusters and competences don’t have a name, since they may 
be amended yet. 

Work result on this stage may be a detection of absence or lack of the informa-
tion (example of behavior). If such informational “emptinesses” are detected, the 
encoding must specify where one must gather the additional data. 

Step 6. Designing of model of competences
This step of the information analysis stage includes the following actions when 

elaborating a draft model of the competences: 
1.  Names are chosen which conform to the individual competences, - a final 

“grouping” of the data is made. Then the name to clusters of the competences 
are given.

2.  Each group, working with one set of the standards of behavior, considers the 
examples related to the concrete categories (to the competences with one name). 
The team in full membership decides only those issues, which examples must 
be: 

    • be relocated into another competence which suits more,
    • removed completely due to vagueness and obvious needlessness,
    • simplified because they are too complicated,
    • generalized because they have too specific nature,
    • subdivided because they differ from each other as to the contents. 
When revising and relocating the examples it’s important to preserve the codes 
attributed to them initially. 
3.  Team eliminates the doubling the standards of behavior: all the examples which 

describe one and the same behavior, are substituted by one behavior. Thereby 
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it’s very important to establish the difference of the codes of the initial examples 
and codes of the newly formed examples. The models of the competences made 
on basis of the information on several working roles, may need a distribution 
on the levels. 

4.  Working out of the levels of the model of competences. The work on this stage 
is started with the definition of the number of the levels, which each competence 
will include. The practice shows that usually the competences are subdivided 
into 3-5 levels. The big number of the levels is complicated by the use of the 
model when carrying out estimation operations. 
It’s recommended to start with a definition of accessible minimal and desired 

maximal levels of the competences development. Some competences include a 
zero and even negative level, i.e. the situations, when an employee doesn’t only 
demonstrate the desired behavior but also undertakes actions which are not needed.

Levels can be enumerated as the first, second, third; and may have such names 
as the levels of development, competence, workmanship. 

It’s important that the behavior, described in the levels of the competences, 
should be demonstrated actually by the employees in the practice. It’s important 
that the levels should not have the same description or have the essential difference 
between them. 

For example, competence “Work with customers” contains 4 levels, a zero lev-
el is absent, so the developers assumed that people who don’t conform to the first 
level, were not accepted by the company on the stage of the employees selection.

LEVEL 1: He/she knows how to find a common language with people. He/she 
conducts negotiations together with a head or colleague. He/she is restricted in 
decisions taking in relation to the work with customers. 

LEVEL 2: He/she conducts negotiations on his/her own. He/she acts strictly to 
the extent permitted. He/she supports the customer base. 

LEVEL 3: He/she is a confident negotiator. He/she is able to exercise influence 
upon a counter-party. He/she supports and develops actively the customer base. 

LEVEL 4: He/she is able to conduct negotiations at a high level. He/she may 
act as a consultant and preceptor in conduct of negotiations. He/she has powers 
under decisions taking in work with customers. 

Another example, - is competence “Attitude to new objectives” - contains 5 
levels, 2 of them are negative, i.e. lowest expected. 

DISTINGUISHED LEVEL. He/she is open for new objectives and translates 
them to others, considers objectives as an opportunity of own development, sets 
goals independently, seeks resources and ways of their achievement.

HIGHEST EXPECTED LEVEL. He/she accepts new objectives with enthusi-
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asm, is focused in his/her activity on their solution.
EXPECTED LEVEL. He/she accepts new objectives, discusses them in a con-

structive way, inquires adequate resource to fulfill them. 
LOWEST EXPECTED LEVEL. He/she accepts new objectives only provided 

that they are expressed in form of an order. 
UNSATISFACTORY LEVEL. He/she criticizes new objectives and plans, 

stonewalls their fulfillment.

Stage 3 - Verification of validation of the draft competences

Subsequent verification of the draft competences is necessary in order to make 
sure that:
•  competences correspond strictly to all the working roles existing in an organiza-

tion;
• draft model of competences has a value for future users;
•  examples of conduct differentiate actually between the good and less good per-

formance of a work. 
Such testing of the draft competences is made in order to estimate validation of 

an elaborated model.

Table 1.9 - Examples of levels of development, indices and criteria for estima-
tion of manifestation of heads’ competences

Level of expres-
siveness of com-
petence

Indices of a competence manifestation End-to-end criterion 
assessment (score)

Competence «General eco-
nomic erudition»

Competence «Managerial 
intuition»

Competence Ability to a man-
agerial decision taking»

Strong • Economic way of thinking;

•  Use of theoretic knowledge 
and practical experience 
when solving the training 
tasks;

•  Attempt to solve a manage-
rial task in which the logic 
elements, necessary for so-
lution, are absent.

Head offers a reasoned solu-
tion of a social and econom-
ic or managerial problem 
which is debatable in the 
modern science and prac-
tice. All his/her decisions are 
aimed at profit obtaining. 

Decision taking - is individual: 

•  in terms of incomplete and 
fractionary information;

• in terms of a high stress;

• in a short period of time;

•  manifestation of a risk at a 
high and average level.

From 7 to 9

Average •  Knowledge of the basic ter-
minology;

•  General idea of the eco-
nomic and managerial 
models, both foreign and 
Russian

Head solves the basic mana-
gerial objectives, uses skill-
fully the help of consultants, 
his/her decisions coincide 
with one of the answer vari-
ants.

Decision taking: 

•  only on basis of the rather 
complete information;

• only in a collegial way;

•  manifestation of a risk at an 
average level.

From 4 to 6
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Base Readiness to uptake the 
basic economic categories

Head feels a lack of manage-
rial knowledge and shows 
readiness to master them

•  decisions taking is confined 
only to executing of the in-
structions;

•  striving to reduce a risk to a 
low level; 

•  significant time consumption.

From 1 to 3

Absent Utterances «Anybody who 
can drive a camel, can man-
age by the government» etc. 

Technocracy. Absence of 
understanding of difference 
between management by liv-
ing objects (an organization, 
personnel) and non-living 
objects (machinery). State-
ments: «Any engineer can 
become a manager, but not 
every manager can become 
an engineer». A claim to sub-
stitute all foreign managerial 
terms by the Russian words. 

•  evading of a head from a 
managerial decision taking 
as regards an issue of his/her 
competence and employment 
duties; 

•  schedule overrun of docu-
ments signing; 

•  attempts to «shuffle off» a 
decision taking to the subordi-
nates or senior officials. 

0

Verification of validation of draft competences makes it possible to reveal: 
1.  Whether the employees who demonstrate competences, fulfill their work more 

efficiently than their colleagues who demonstrate no competences?
2.  Whether the employees themselves recognize the competences offered by the 

developers, to be the instruments, necessary for the effective fulfillment of their 
works and roles?
Estimation of a model validation can be made by solving two objectives. 
The first objective - is a feedback receipt from a wide range of the company 

employees. The feedback must promote to the understanding by each employee of 
a necessity of the competences for the effective work performance, as well as to 
the understanding of a language, used in a model of competences.

This objective may be solved with the help of structured questionnaires or fo-
cus-groups, or by a mixed method. 

The second objective - is verification of the fact how competences differentiate 
between the effective and less effective work. In order to solve this task, it’s neces-
sary to gather the employees’ rating in respect of: 
• competences received both from the very employees and from their managers,
•  other forms of the quality execution estimation - via approval, via quantatively 

measured productivity. 
Then a statistic comparison of a work performance estimation and rating on 

competence is made. 
On this elaboration stage a draft model of competences still relates exclusively 

to a situation, developed in a company. 
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Stage 4 - Verification and completion of model of competences

Model of competences may not embody all the information received on the 
gathering stage. Completion of a model - is an adjustment of a model based on the 
feedback, on a step of the validation estimation, as well as inclusion into the model 
of all the information which is acceptable and suits for competences:
• about trends of business development,
•  about assumed changes on which the execution by the personnel of its work will 

depend,
• about new principles, valuables and organization,
• about business plans, forward-looking statements, decrees etc. 

Stage 5 - Launch of the model 

One may launch a model as soon as it’s “approved”. The information about the 
model must disclose the goals of the competences system introduction and must 
be understood by people for whom the model is meant. This information should 
answer the following questions: 
1. why the model was created,
2. how was it made, 
3. how will it be introduced into different fields of application, 
4.  what kind of support will be rendered to users when assimilating a model of 

competences,
5. how will the very model be supported for it not to become obsolete.

Launch of a model and its accessibility for the users doesn’t yet guarantee an 
effective application of a model. The application needs that users should be trained 
how to interpret and use competences. A special instrument will be needed which 
will help the users in the work. 

Continuous efforts are needed for supporting a model of competences in a 
working condition. Besides, the more special the model is, the more frequently it 
will be adjusted, especially it touches upon the used language. 

All the employees, covered by a concrete model of competences, should un-
derstand what personal contribution they may make into supporting a model in a 
working condition. For example: if a company appoints special representatives to 
introduce amendments into a model and to transfer these amendments to the cen-
tral body of the company, the employees should know who these representatives 
are, and how to discuss different problems with them, related with the work and 
competences. 
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Example of elaboration of the models of competences on position “Manager” 
is given below. 

In the course of an expert opinion, the competences have been singled out, the 
knowledge of which is necessary for a successful work performance at a position 
of a manager: 
	 Customer-oriented approach 
	 Loyalty to a company
	 Impact and exercise of influence
	 Management by a team and cooperation
	 Surety in oneself
	 Leadership
	 Self control
	 Commitment to achievement
	 Analytical way of thinking
	 Planning and organization
	  Development of the others. Here after the experts have put into order the 

competences, by the method of the pair-wise comparison (table 1.10):

Table 1.10 - Ranks of competences in respect of position Manager
Name of competence Rank

Customer-oriented approach I

Loyalty to a company III

Impact and exercise of influence I

Management by a team and cooperation I

Surety in oneself II

Leadership VI

Self control III

Commitment to achievement III

Analytical way of thinking III

Planning and organization II

Development of the others VI

Hereafter on basis of the data received on the previous stages, the experts have 
compiled the list of the behavioral indices for each competence. 

The behavioral indices are differentiated on the level of the competences 
knowledge (1 - significantly lower than the needed standard, 2 - lower that the 
needed standard, 3 - satisfactory, but doesn’t comply with the standard, 4 - needed 
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standard, 5 - higher than the needed standard) (see table 1.11).
Hereafter, for the more convenient use of the model of competences, all the 

competences have been united into 3 clusters. 
1. Communication
2. Management
3. Personal and business qualities. 

The following model of competences has been formed on position “Manager” 
(see table 1.12). 

Table 1.11 - Behavioral Indicators of Competences

Competences / Behavioral Indicators
Level

Customer Focus

Provides an immediate and extempore response to the customer’s questions without investigat-
ing the hidden needs or problems or without attempting to understand the customer’s inquiries. 1

Works to satisfy customer’s requirements and take into account customer’s interests. 2

Checks out whether customers are satisfied. Delivers useful information to a customer (on ac-
tions, corporate cards). Provides friendly, encouraging service. Attempts the customer’s needs. 3

Identifies real, hidden customer’s needs, besides originally expressed, and attempts to correlate 
the needs with available or adjusted customer products and services.

Solves customer service problems immediately and without justification.

4

Builds the independent opinion on customer’s needs, opportunities/problems. Works in compli-
ance with this opinion. Takes direct part in the customer decision-making process.
Makes a wide range of additional efforts to satisfy the customer’s needs.

5

(in additionto 4)

Influence and Impact

Appeals to others’ opinions/ideas to emphasize own viewpoint. 1

Does not make explicit attempts to adapt to the «audience» level and interests. Emphasizes 
benefits of own offers using facts and figures. 2

Adapts a presentation or discussion to others’ interests and levels. Predicts own behaviour ef-
fect on the audience. 3

Models the behaviour expected from others, or undertakes well-considered, unusual or impres-
sive actions to make particular influence.
Foresees possible objections and prepares arguments.

4

Uses the comprehensive influence strategies adjusted to particular situations, structures situa-
tions or activity to encourage desirable behaviour.
Inspires others to accept and approve of own ideas. 

5

(in additionto 4)

Team Management and Cooperation

Is neutral, passive, does not take part or is not a team member. 1
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Informs people and keeps them informed on the processes within the team, shares helpful 
information or related. 2

Properly appreciates the contribution and knowledge of others, wants to study under them. 
Supports ideas and opinions to make specified decisions and plans. 3

Creates friendly environment, encourages high team spirit and cooperation. Supports and pro-
motes team reputation among non-team members. 4

Acts to solve conflicts, does not attempt to avoid problems.
5

(in additionto 4)

Self-confidence

Relies on others. Shows little confidence. 1

Makes independent decisions. Works without regular supervision. 2

Presents self as an expert, considers self or own opportunities better in comparison with those 
of other people. Presents self as a source, core initiator, catalyst, creator. Is confident in own 
opinion.
Does not take failures and offenses particularly and globally.

3

Adheres to own definite position in conflicts. Actions support or prove verbal expression of 
self-confidence.
Analyzes own performance to understand failures and improve own execution.

4

Is happy or excited about difficult tasks. Looks for extra responsibility. Displays disagreement 
with executives or clients politely and tactfully, expresses own position accurately and surely 
in conflicts with subordinates. 
Admits own errors and corrects them.

5

(in additionto 4)

Planning and Organizing

Does not analyze information when planning, works instinctively, is chaotic and impulsive.
Misses deadlines systematically (delays task implementation as a team-member). 1

Starts planning without having studied information (situation) completely, misses, digs up core 
information and essential resources and restrictions during planning; does not set priorities.
Establishes unrealistic terms and breaks them; is not interested in overall state and task imple-
mentation; begins on work not perfectly informed.

2

Takes into account the core of analyzed information (situation); sets priorities: builds the action 
plan taking into account the key resources and restrictions; creates plans and work schedules 
beforehand (thinks over a step forward).
Meets dead-lines (postpones once); is able to organize work of others; knows the goals and 
tasks, amplifies them if necessary; stipulates the resources to do tasks.

3

Builds several action plans based on the detailed analysis; designs work algorithm taking into 
account optimum sequence of actions.
Organizes the overall process of task performance: sets purposes and individual tasks to each 
participant; controls the overall task performance.

4

Plans additional resources to secure plans; takes into account people peculiarities to build plans.
Is aware of time, adds and calculates extra time to secure.

5
(in additionto 4)

Orienting Achievement

Shows lack of interest to work, does just within required scope of the job. Can be over-engaged 
in personal business, such as public life, hobbies, friends, etc. 1

Works to meet the company standards. 2

Makes definite changes in own work to improve performance, without setting particular goals 
at that. 3

Sets and achieves own and others’ difficult goals. «Difficult» means that real achievement of 
these goals is 50:50 - hard work, but real and possible.
Performs tasks using unique ways and means to get progress.

4
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Makes decisions within potential benefit, sets priorities or chooses the goals, considering po-
tential benefit, analysis of expenses.
Improves performance, doing something new never done before in the organization.

5

(in additionto 4)

Analytical Thinking

Lists problems into ordinary tasks or actions. 1

Identifies simple causal relations or makes decisions, weighing pros and cons. Sets task priori-
ties as mattered. 2

Divides a complex task into directed parts by systematic. Identifies several possible sources of 
events or some action consequences. Usually foresees obstacles and prearranges the following 
steps.

3

Systematically divides a complex problem or processes into components or uses several ana-
lytical procedures to divide complex problems and makes a decision or builds long chains of 
causal relations.

4

Systematically divides multivariate problems or processes into components or uses several 
analytical procedures to define several decisions and evaluate each of them.

5
(in additionto 4)

Company Loyalty

Makes the minimum attempts to meet company standards, follows dress code and respects 
company rules and regulations. 1

Makes maximum attempts to meet company standards, follows dress code and respects com-
pany rules and regulations. 2

Shows loyalty, readiness to help the colleagues to cope with tasks, respect to the authorities. 3

Understands and actively supports the company mission and purposes. Builds own actions and 
priorities in accordance with the company requirements. Is aware of cooperation to achieve the 
key company objectives.

4

Takes company’s needs above own. Sacrifices personal interests (relate to professional self-
determination and preferences, family affairs) to the company’s needs.
Upholds the doubtful and unpopular decisions but advantageous to the company.

5
(in additionto 4)

Self Control

Avoids people or situations that provoke negative emotions, or withstands inappropriate par-
ticipation or impulsive behaviour. 1

Feels strong emotions, such as rage or frustration, or stress; controls these emotions, but does 
not undertake constructive actions. 2

Feels strong emotions, such as rage or frustration, or stress; controls these emotions, and keeps 
on discussions or other actions. 3

Uses stress management techniques to control reactions, prevents self-control loss, copes ef-
fectively with routine stresses. 4

Controls strong emotions and some stresses and makes constructive attempts to respond to a 
problem source.

5
(in additionto 4)

Leadership

Keeps track of team performance to provide goal achievement / standard compliance. Ascer-
tains that a team has all required information. Can explain the decision criteria. 1

Uses authority and power fairly and impartially. Makes efforts to treat all team members fairly. 2

Uses complex strategy to strengthen team spirit and improve efficiency. 3

Guarantees that others will win from mission, goals, plans, climate, tone and policy of the 
leader. Builds desirable behavior, «acting as a good example». 4

Has a true charisma, delivers the vision that produces excitement, enthusiasm, and desire to 
follow the team mission.

5
(in additionto 4)
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Developing Others

Focuses on good performance, acts as a good example. 1

Gives positive comments on abilities or potential of other people, even in difficult cases. Be-
lieves that others are able and want to study. 2

Talks how to do a task, gives specific good advice. 3

Instructs or gives practical support or the help to lighten the work, i.e. offers additional re-
sources, tools, information, qualified advice. Asks questions to ensure that the instructions are 
truly understood.

4

Encourages others when they encounter obstacles. Gives negative feedback rather in relation 
to behaviour, than the personality, displays positive expectations for future implementation or 
gives individual advice how to improve.

5
(in additionto 4)

Table 1.12 - Model of Managing Director Competences 

Levels
1. Communication

Customer Focus Influence and Impact  Management and 
Cooperation

1

Provides an immediate and ex-
tempore response to the custom-
er’s questions without investigat-
ing the hidden needs or problems 
or without attempting to under-
stand the customer’s inquiries.

Appeals to others’ opinions/ideas 
to emphasize own viewpoint.

Is neutral, passive, does not take 
part or is not a team member.

2

Works to satisfy customer’s re-
quirements and take into account 
customer’s interests.

Does not make explicit attempts 
to adapt to the «audience» level 
and interests. Emphasizes ben-
efits of own offers using facts and 
figures.

Informs people and keeps them 
informed on the processes within 
the team, shares helpful informa-
tion or related.

3

Checks out whether customers 
are satisfied. Delivers useful in-
formation to a customer (actions, 
corporate cards). Provides friend-
ly, encouraging service. Attempts 
the customer’s needs.

Adapts a presentation or discus-
sion to others’ interests and lev-
els. Predicts own behaviour effect 
on the audience.

Properly appreciates the contri-
bution and knowledge of others, 
wants to study under them. Sup-
ports ideas and opinions to make 
specified decisions and plans.

4

Identifies real, hidden customer’s 
needs, besides originally ex-
pressed, and attempts to corre-
late the needs with available or 
adjusted customer products and 
services.
Solves customer service prob-
lems immediately and without 
justification.

Models the behaviour expected 
from others, or undertakes well-
considered, unusual or impres-
sive actions to make particular 
influence.
Foresees possible objections and 
prepares arguments.

Creates friendly environment, en-
courages high team spirit and co-
operation. Supports and promotes 
team reputation among non-team 
members.

5
(in addition

to 4)

Builds the independent opinion 
on customer’s needs, opportuni-
ties/problems. Works in compli-
ance with this opinion. Takes di-
rect part in the customer decision-
making process.
Makes a wide range of additional 
efforts to satisfy the customer’s 
needs.

Uses the comprehensive influence 
strategies adjusted to particular 
situations, structures situations 
or activity to encourage desirable 
behaviour.
Inspires others to accept and ap-
prove of own ideas.

Acts to solve conflicts, does not 
attempt to avoid problems.
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Levels
2. Management

Planning and 
Organizing

Orienting 
Achievement

Analytical Thinking Developing Others

1

Does not analyze infor-
mation when planning, 
works instinctively, is 
chaotic and impulsive.
Misses deadlines sys-
tematically (delays task 
implementation as a 
team-member).

Shows lack of interest to 
work, does just within 
required scope of the 
job. Can be over-en-
gaged in personal busi-
ness, such as public life, 
hobbies, friends, etc.

Lists problems into ordi-
nary tasks or actions.

Focuses on good perfor-
mance, acts as a good 
example.

2

Starts planning without 
having studied informa-
tion (situation) com-
pletely, misses, digs up 
core information and 
essential resources and 
restrictions during plan-
ning; does not set priori-
ties.
Establishes unrealis-
tic terms and breaks 
them; is not interested 
in overall state and task 
implementation; begins 
on work not perfectly 
informed.

Works to meet the com-
pany standards.

Identifies simple causal 
relations or makes de-
cisions, weighing pros 
and cons. Sets task pri-
orities as mattered.

Gives positive com-
ments on abilities or po-
tential of other people, 
even in difficult cases. 
Believes that others are 
able and want to study.

3

Takes into account the 
core of analyzed infor-
mation (situation); sets 
priorities: builds the ac-
tion plan taking into ac-
count the key resources 
and restrictions; creates 
plans and work sched-
ules beforehand (thinks 
over a step forward).
Meets dead-lines (post-
pones once); is able to 
organize work of oth-
ers; knows the goals and 
tasks, amplifies them if 
necessary; stipulates the 
resources to do tasks.

Makes definite changes 
in own work to improve 
performance, without 
setting particular goals 
at that.

Divides a complex task 
into directed parts by 
systematic. Identifies 
several possible sources 
of events or some action 
consequences. Usually 
foresees obstacles and 
prearranges the follow-
ing steps.

Talks how to do a task, 
gives specific good ad-
vice.

4

Builds several action 
plans based on the de-
tailed analysis; designs 
work algorithm taking 
into account optimum 
sequence of actions.
Organizes the overall 
process of task perfor-
mance: sets purposes 
and individual tasks to 
each participant; con-
trols the overall task 
performance.

Sets and achieves own 
and others’ difficult 
goals. “Difficult” means 
that real achievement of 
these goals is 50:50 - 
hard work, but real and 
possible.
Performs tasks using 
unique ways and means 
to get progress.

Systematically divides 
a complex problem or 
processes into compo-
nents or uses several 
analytical procedures 
to divide complex 
problems and makes a 
decision or builds long 
chains of causal rela-
tions.

Instructs or gives 
practical support or 
the help to lighten 
the work, i.e. offers 
additional resources, 
tools, information, 
qualified advice. Asks 
questions to ensure that 
the instructions are truly 
understood.
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5
(in addition to 4)

Plans additional re-
sources to secure plans; 
takes into account peo-
ple peculiarities to build 
plans.
Is aware of time, adds 
and calculates extra time 
to secure.

Makes decisions within 
potential benefit, sets 
priorities or chooses the 
goals, considering po-
tential benefit, analysis 
of expenses.
Improves performance, 
doing something new 
never done before in the 
organization.

Systematically divides 
multivariate problems 
or processes into com-
ponents or uses several 
analytical procedures 
to define several deci-
sions and evaluate each 
of them.

Encourages others 
when they encounter 
obstacles. Gives 
negative feedback rather 
in relation to behaviour, 
than the personality, 
displays positive 
expectations for future 
implementation or gives 
individual advice how to 
improve.

Levels
3. Personal and Business Characteristics

Confidence Company Loyalty Self Control Leadership

1

Relies on others. Shows 
little confidence.

Makes the minimum at-
tempts to meet company 
standards, follows dress 
code and respects com-
pany rules and regulations.

Avoids people or situ-
ations that provoke 
negative emotions, or 
withstands inappropriate 
participation or impulsive 
behaviour.

Keeps track of team per-
formance to provide goal 
achievement / standard 
compliance. Ascertains 
that a team has all re-
quired information. Can 
explain the decision cri-
teria.

2

Makes independent de-
cisions. Works without 
regular supervision.

Makes maximum attempts 
to meet company stan-
dards, follows dress code 
and respects company 
rules and regulations.

Feels strong emotions, 
such as rage or frustra-
tion, or stress; controls 
these emotions, but does 
not undertake construc-
tive actions.

Uses authority and power 
fairly and impartially. 
Makes efforts to treat all 
team members fairly.

3

Presents self as an expert, 
considers self or own op-
portunities better in com-
parison with those of other 
people. Presents self as a 
source, core initiator, cat-
alyst, creator. Is confident 
in own opinion.
Does not take failures and 
offenses particularly and 
globally.

Shows loyalty, readiness 
to help the colleagues to 
cope with tasks, respect to 
the authorities.

Feels strong emotions, 
such as rage or frustra-
tion, or stress; controls 
these emotions, and keeps 
on discussions or other 
actions.

Uses complex strategy to 
strengthen team spirit and 
improve efficiency.

4

Adheres to own definite 
position in conflicts. Ac-
tions support or prove 
verbal expression of self-
confidence.
Analyzes own perfor-
mance to understand 
failures and improve own 
execution.

Understands and actively 
supports the company mis-
sion and purposes. Builds 
own actions and priorities 
in accordance with the 
company requirements. Is 
aware of cooperation to 
achieve the key company 
objectives.

Uses stress manage-
ment techniques to con-
trol reactions, prevents 
self-control loss, copes 
effectively with routine 
stresses.

Guarantees that others 
will win from mission, 
goals, plans, climate, tone 
and policy of the leader. 
Builds desirable behav-
ior, «acting as a good ex-
ample».
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5
(in addition

to 4)

Is happy or excited about 
difficult tasks. Looks for 
extra responsibility. Dis-
plays disagreement with 
executives or clients po-
litely and tactfully, ex-
presses own position ac-
curately and surely in con-
flicts with subordinates. 
Admits own errors and 
corrects them.

Takes company’s needs 
above own. Sacrifices 
personal interests (relate 
to professional self-deter-
mination and preferences, 
family affairs) to the com-
pany’s needs.
Upholds the doubtful and 
unpopular decisions but 
advantageous to the com-
pany.

Controls strong emo-
tions and some stresses 
and makes constructive 
attempts to respond to a 
problem source.

Has a true charisma, 
delivers the vision that 
produces excitement, en-
thusiasm, and desire to 
follow the team mission.

1.4. Use of Management Competence

Competence-based approach represents wide opportunities to describe a be-
haviour type and its aspects that are essential to achieve a high level of efficiency. 

The opportunity to focus on key points of the behavior bearing influence on 
the outcome takes place. At that, the opportunity to use the competence concept 
for the description of the knowledge and abilities that expected from employees to 
implement effectively their duties is retained. Also, the competence concept gives 
the possibility to integrate components of human resource management.

The competence-based approach is the response to a technological and infor-
mation challenge in the production. Many human resources services face difficul-
ties related to various methodological approaches for activities, fragmentariness 
and function duplication. Selection, assessment, development and staff rewards 
are profoundly interdependent. The above interdependence is technologically re-
alized due to the competence-based approach. The single database built on the 
competences, shared by all human resource services will give the opportunity to 
integrate all activities. The system will allow to solve two, apparently, contradic-
tory problems: to establish a European and probably world ground for common 
competences and concurrently develop specific competences that are essential for 
well-being, maintenance and improvement of organizations.

The competence model is a core of the company personnel management sys-
tem. Modern competence models are set as a coordinate system that allows to 
reveal not just the most professionally competent employees, but individuals who 
will be able to act maximum effectively within particular organizational culture.

Figure 1.10 shows a competence model integrated in a personnel management 
system. Use of competences allows to bring key processes of personnel manage-
ment into accord with strategic goals within organizations.
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Figure 1.8 - Scope of management competence model

1.4.1 Use of competence model to select and assess personal

Selection and recruitment based on competence approach requires thorough 
preparation and special training. Therefore it is important to define, how effec-
tively to use this approach. Managers are recommended to use a list of situations 
as a good help to assess.
1.  Firstly, high turnover damages significantly organizations. Effective recruitment 

based on competence approach is charge. As an example, turnover of sellers 
(80%) in a trade organization was extremely high, 20% of sellers worked some 
years and showed good results. Seller (20%) competences under investigation 
allowed to build profiles for selection and assessment and reduce turnover by 
60% for a year.

2.  Low performance efficiency on the strategic activity. In this case selection based 
on competence approach can be a good tool not just to recruit effective employ-
ees but to make selection process cheaper. 
 A company should change its requirements for applicants and focus not on 
prestigious degrees and great CVs but individuals with required competences.

3. Career planning. The company can need employees with particular competences.
4.  Organizational changes. (Development, merges, reduction, changes in activities, 

new activity development and etc.). A company needs to define true individuals 
who are able to promote growth, work effectively in stressful and changeable 
situations.

5.  Long period of new personal adaptation and training. A company should be 
aware of what competences promote effective occupation and if necessary cor-
rect the processes within competence-based approach selection. It is essential to 
focus on strategically important competences.
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How can a company build a selection and assessment system based on com-
petence approach? The selection algorithm is the same. It is important to develop 
competence models and choose adequate assessment methods carefully. It is es-
sential to focus on:
1.  An interview is strictly based on competences. All applicants are required to 

answer the same questions and be equal in time.
2.  It is advisable to be specially prepared to carry out and code an interview. Ap-

praisers passed special training are more effective.
There are some effective assessment methods aimed at defining right candi-

dates. The procedure requires a skilled recruiter.
The Cases (CASE) technique of the corporate competence analysis is presented 

by Johnson and Johnson aimed at selecting staff and defining the potential candi-
dates for the company. 

Theoretically, CASE can be divided into three major groups:
- assessing particular skills (any);
- assessing values and views;
- identifying behavior models and individual and personal features.

Table 1.13 gives some CASES and interpretation options [19].

Table 1.13 Sales skills and understanding of related business processes 
САSE Interpretations

The decision to purchase/collaborate is made by a client on 
the basis of three factors: product, service, and seller’s iden-
tity. Can you influence any of these factors? Justify your an-
swer, please. 

The answer reveals the level of responsibility and understand-
ing of the overall sales process.
A good seller has an impact on each of the three factors.

Sell me ... Assessment of sales techniques: first one needs to identify the 
client’s needs and only then present the product to the cus-
tomer.

Think of as many possible solutions to the following problem 
as you can: the client is asking you for a discount which you 
cannot provide.

It reveals creative thinking skills, the knowledge of sales spe-
cifics as well as the ability to bargain.
A good seller must provide 3-5 options.

How are you going to decide at first sight whether the client 
is an actual buyer?

A good seller knows that one should not make a decision 
about the client’s potential at first sight. One should assess the 
situation in its development. 

What are you going to do if you get a complaint from the cli-
ent about the terms of delivery (they were violated), though 
you are not in charge of delivery process. 

Negotiation skills and conflict management skills, as well as 
the ability to solve complex problems. 
If the seller starts making excuses, blaming the staff from oth-
er departments, he/she fails the test. The right attitude would 
be to apologise for the inconvenience and to suggest the ways 
to improve the situation or resolve the problem.

How can you get feedback from the client? Which way is the 
most reliable?

Negotiation skills.
At least three options should be given, the most reliable be-
ing the observation of the client’s non-verbal communication.
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САSE Interpretations

You represent a company, producing a certain product be-
longing to a certain price group with a certain promotional 
strategy. What criteria for the selection of distributers can you 
name?

Knowledge of trade marketing and compatibility of the candi-
date’s beliefs with the company’s aims and approaches.

In which situations the profit margin is not as important as 
the sales volume.

Knowledge of strategic marketing (basics).

What is the key difference between selling to a distributor and 
selling to the target consumer.

Knowledge of marketing and sales practices.

The customer says, “It’s expensive”. What does he actually 
mean? Give as many different variants as you can.

Creativity, the ability to see the situation from different an-
gles, understanding of business specifics.

Marketing basics

Market capacity in your commodity group (can be specified) 
is exhausted. What factors can foster the growth of sales vol-
ume in such situation?

Assessment of knowledge and practical skills in the field of 
marketing, trade marketing and PR. 

Could you describe the scheme for identifying the target con-
sumer group for a certain product or the distributor of goods. 

Analyse and interpret the given data.

Management, personnel evaluation and management 

What personal qualities are required of a sales staff member 
and what instruments can be used to identify them.

Recruitment skills and the ability to set priorities.

Describe an ideal team. What is your role in this team? Team role preferences and knowledge of management basics. 

Who is better: an employee who is perfect at executing the 
tasks but of average potential or a high-flyer with less stabil-
ity? Whom would you hire?

Analytical skills, candidate’s conformity with company pol-
icy.

You are recruiting a candidate for the sales department. Put 
these selection criteria in the order from the least important 
to most important:
- value and loyalty
-  individual qualities (stress resistance, creativity, amiability, 

etc.)
- sales skills. Give your reasons.

Setting priorities, conformity with corporate values.

Imagine that your new subordinate used to be your counter-
part. What could have caused this move and how would you 
react? 

Analytical and creative thinking, inclination towards accusa-
tory position, practical management skills.

One of your subordinates, due to his lack of experience, had 
missed a big deal. A similar deal was closed by him after ac-
cepting a gift from the distributor.
The first case led to a substantial profit miss, while in the sec-
ond one, the company made a substantial profit.
Describe your reaction and actions you would take in each of 
these situations.

Honesty and clear prioritization in respect to inadmissible ac-
tions of employees. Degree of rigidity in the evaluation of the 
error, the propensity and ability to train staff.

The productivity of an employee, who used to perform very 
well, has decreased dramatically, though he does fulfill his 
responsibilities. What could have caused it and what would 
you do?

Management style and skills, creative thinking, inclination 
towards accusatory position.

Your subordinate has already outgrown his job. Due to a num-
ber of objective reasons, he cannot move up the career ladder 
in your company, but his salary is very compatible and he gets 
commission. Could you think of some alternative incentives 
to boost his motivation?

Ability to motivate, creative thinking skills.
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САSE Interpretations

Describe several situations in which the employee’s focus on 
cooperation and teamwork can be of secondary importance?

The ability to think out of the box (the right answer: when the 
employee is alone in the office or town) 

Describe an ideal employee. The compatibility of the candidate’s views with the compa-
ny’s realities.

There is a person in your team who is always asking his col-
leagues for advice or help or clarification. What is good or 
bad about it?

Analytical skills, creative thinking, accusatory position.

Below is an example of competences assessing model implemented in the 
evaluation of drivers in a transport organization. The methods that can be used to 
evaluate drivers are competences assessing interview, 360 - Degree assessment, 
“knowledge of standards” assessment, role-plays.

The assessment of drivers as well as other staff will be phased.
1. Preparatory stage:
    1.1.  The appointed representative of Human Resources department shall prepare 

a list of employees to be evaluated, selecting only those who have com-
pleted the probation period.

    1.2.  The appointed representative of HR department shall send the list of the 
employees to the Marketing and Sales departments requesting information 
about complaints or gratitude received on the part of the employees.

    1.3.  The appointed representative of HR department shall prepare forms that will 
be used during the assessment.

2. Assessment procedure:
    2.1.  Head of the convoy, the foreman, the shift driver and the traffic operator - fill 

in individual questionnaires for 360 - Degree feedback.
      The competences that will be evaluated are loyalty and client-centeredness.

    2.2.  The appointed representative of HR department shall conduct individual 
interviews examining employees’ loyalty and client-centeredness using the 
Guide (Table 1.14). 

            The examination form provides possible answers to the questions, so the 
expert must only mark the question and the answer given by the examinee. 

            During the interview, it is also possible to identify motivating and demotivat-
ing factors in the work of the employee, as well as the employee’s needs and 
wants regarding work organization.

    2.3.  The appointed representative of HR department shall show the examinee 
some photos in which the latter should point to the cases of Standard viola-
tion. The photos related to the topic of “Good/ bad service” are provided. 
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        The examiner shall put the employees in small groups or ask them individually 
to examine the car in terms of its compliance to the Standards. The evaluation 
results are put in the Standard Knowledge form (Table 1.15). The examinee 
shall describe what should be placed in the car and where (e.g. mineral water, 
latest press releases, wet wipes, etc.).

    2.4.  The appointed representative of HR department shall role-play a situa-
tion which requires cooperation between the passenger and the driver, thus 
evaluating the driver’s competences related to the Standards. The results are 
put in the same assessment form.

3. Final stage:
    3.1.  The appointed representative of HR department shall calculate the results 

and prepare individual reports on the examinees’ competences. The calcu-
lations are done similarly to those of the employees of the Traffic Control 
service.

    3.2.  The appointed representative of HR department shall hand in the reports 
to the Deputy Managing Director for Operations, who writes recommen-
dations together with the appointed representative of HR department and 
draws conclusions about putting the employees in the company’s skill pool. 
A summary report and a graph chart should be submitted by the end of the 
month.

      For convenience and simplicity there are 4 variations of conclusions:
           a) does not fit for the position (if one of the competences is below 50%),
           b) fits for the position (if one of the competences is from 50 to 60%),
            c) a perfect fit for the position (if one of the competences is from 60 to 70%),
           d)  recommended for the skill pool (if one of competence is above 70%; the 

results of the interview are also taken into account).
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Тable 1.14 – Competences Interview using the Guide Loyalty
Questions Indicators

	  What is the mission of the company? How many 
of your employees are aware of the mission and 
goals of the company? What has been done in 
this respect? Who initiates such actions?

	  What are the company’s objectives? Which 
of these objectives appear to be attainable and 
which are not? 

	  How are the objectives of your department re-
lated to the goals of the company? What have 
you done in this respect? 

	  In what way does day-to-day running of your 
department align with the goals of the company?

	  How is corporate culture being built in your 
company? What documents have been created? 
What are the positive and negative sides of your 
company’s corporate culture?

	  What have you done to build and maintain cor-
porate culture? 

	  What is the level of employee loyalty in your 
company? Give an example.

	  In case of delays in monthly payments what 
percentage of employees will stay with the com-
pany and why? 

	  What factors have you emphasized when moti-
vating your employees?

	  Do the personnel feel proud about working in 
your company? Have you done anything to build 
corporate identity among the staff? Provide the 
examples.

Positive Indicators

	  Is aware of the mission of the company and 
speaks about its role as a motivator.

	  Sees how the goals of the company align with 
the work of his/her department.

	  Describes his/her own actions aimed at boosting 
productivity of his/her team (setting common 
goals, distributing roles/ tasks, introducing rules 
and procedures of cooperation, etc.)

	  Points out the key factors that influence the ef-
fectiveness of the team: working towards joint 
results, the ability to listen to each other and take 
into account different opinions, positive attitude 
towards team members, open information ex-
change, etc.

	  Joint result oriented vocabulary, as opposed to 
competition-oriented terminology. Gives argu-
ments in support of joining efforts with the other 
departments.

	  Provides examples of the actions taken to raise 
team spirit and encourage cooperation among 
the employees of his/her department.

	  Gives examples of employee identification with 
corporate identity and building a sense of cor-
porate pride.

Negative Indicators

	  The candidate considers that the mission state-
ment of the company is a useless invention.

	 Regards the goals of the company skeptically.
	  Does not see how the goals of the company align 

with the work of his/her department.
	  Does not regard corporate culture as a motivat-

ing factor for the employees.
	  Does not make much effort to boost employees’ 

productivity. 
	  The system of employee motivation is based on 

material incentives.
	 Considers that money is the only incentive.
	 The loyalty of the personnel is questioned.
	  During the interview the candidate is using vo-

cabulary which reveals his/her focus on personal 
rather than team achievements.
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Client-centeredness
Questions Indicators

	 Could you think of an exam-
ple of a challenging situation 
regarding your relationships 
with clients? What was the 
underlining cause of the prob-
lem? What did you do to re-
solve the problem? What was 
the outcome?

	 Could you give an example of 
a client with whom you have 
excellent relationships? What 
helped you build such rela-
tionships?

	 Could you give an example of 
a challenging customer? What 
makes him/her a challenging 
client for you? How do you 
build relationships with him/
her?

	 A “philosophical” question: 
Are there such clients who are 
completely satisfied with the 
work of the firm? What does 
it depend on? Could you give 
an example (from your experi-
ence), illustrating your point 
of view? 

	 Do you have to deal with 
“fussy” customers? Could you 
give an example of such situ-
ation from your experience? 
How did you tackle it?

	 Did you happen to deal with 
the clients who did not know 
what they wanted? Provide an 
example. What did you do and 
what was your purpose? What 
was the outcome? 

	 Have you ever helped the cli-
ent to do something that is be-
yond the range of your respon-
sibilities? Give an example. 
What made you do this? How 
often do you have to tackle 
such situations?

	 Have you ever anticipated the 
needs of your clients? Have 
you done anything to meet the 
unpredictable needs of the cli-
ents? Give an example.

Positive indicators

	 Illustrates his actions aimed at creation of procedures for maintain-
ing good relationships with clients.

	 Brings an example of making a concession to a client in order to 
maintain and develop long-term relationships.

	 Mentions the instances of receiving positive feedback from the cli-
ents (names specific projects).

	 The candidate puts effort into indentifying and structuring client’s 
needs (clarifies customer needs, work specifics, shows to the client 
advantages of taking certain decisions, etc.)

	 Tolerates the situations when the client cannot articulate his/her 
request accurately.

	 Mentions his/her innovative decisions, which have provided new 
opportunities for the company.

	 Illustrates his actions (presentations, publications) aimed at creat-
ing positive publicity for his/her company. 

	Is aware of the internal and external clients and their needs.
	Illustrates how needs analysis is carried out. 
	 Gives examples of his/her work that complies with the standards 

imposed by the client. 
	 The candidate is attentive, shows respect to the interviewer and 

gives explicit answers to the questions. 

Negative indicators

	Often mentions “fussy” or “inadequate” clients.
	 Believes that the client is dissatisfied, by rule, and nothing can be 

done about it. 
	 The candidate does not look for new opportunities to meet client 

needs, but “passively” responds to the current needs.
	 Considers that client satisfaction largely depends on the client’s 

personality, rather than the effort made on the part of the employee.
	 Believes that it is not worth listening to the client, since the client 

is not an expert in this field. 
	 Justifies the “passive role” when working with clients by the re-

stricted range of responsibilities.
	 Brings an example of declining to help a client or refusing to make 

concessions.
	 Does not have a market-oriented approach, cannot mention poten-

tial needs of the customer.
	 Does not listen to the interviewer’s questions attentively, is not 

willing to communicate.

Conclusions: ______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
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Table 1.15 – Competence assessment “Standard Knowledge”
Expert’s name ____________________________________________________
Examinee’s name __________________________________________________
How to fill in the form: Fill in the form, marking compliance (or non-compliance) 
with the standards in each case.

Date Date Date Date

№ Standard Phrases N
o

Ye
s

N
o

Ye
s

N
o

Ye
s

N
o

1 Meeting and greeting the passenger “Good-morning/afternoon/
evening. Are you Mr/Mrs…? You may get in, Sir/Madam”

2 Clarifying the route ”Are we going to…(destination)? Have you 
got any special requests?”

3 There is a news revue and a bottle of mineral water, please, let 
me know if you wish anything.

4
If the passenger wants to smoke: “It is not allowed to smoke in 
the car. If you wish to have a smoke, I can stop and you can do 
it outside”. “Are you aware about our charges?”

5 Arrival at the destination “It’s … dollars, sir. I will write you a 
check”.

6 When the passenger is getting out of the car: “Just a second, I‘ll 
help you”.

7 Farewell “Thank you for using our company services. Have a 
nice day”.

Total

№ Standard Vehicle Equipment

1 “Vedomosty” newspaper - 1 copy in the back pocket of the pas-
senger seat, 1 copy in the trunk.

2
Water - 7 bottles per shift: 1 - rear right door compartment, 1 - rear 
left door compartment, 1 - front passenger door compartment, the 
rest in the trunk.

3 Umbrella – 1 piece – front driver door compartment.

4
Wet wipes – 10 pc. (2 pc. – front passenger door compartment, 2 
pc. – rear right door compartment, 2 pc. – rear left door compart-
ment, the rest in the trunk.

5 Candies – 10 pieces at the ashtray places: on the right rear door, on 
the left rear door, on the dashboard.

6 Company service charges – 2 copies (in Russian and English) – 
back pocket of the driver seat.

7 Company business cards – 20 pieces in the dashboard drawer.

8 Company leaflet – 5 pieces – 1 pc. in the back pocket of the pas-
senger seat, the rest in the trunk.

Total

Standards Knowledge TOTAL
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The following are examples of tasks (cases) that assess the competences of HR 
manager [19].

Task 1 
During the interview the candidate responds to your remark:

     -  Well, you are saying that just because you are a woman. We, businessmen, 
have quite a different view on this issue.

A. Questions to the potential HR manager:
     1. Why does the candidate behave like that?
     2. What does he want to achieve by saying that?
B. Which of the following answers would you choose:
     1. Do you believe that women are less intelligent than men?
      2. Are you saying that you are better at doing business just because you are a man?
     3. Don’t you think that you are behaving provocatively?
     4.  Yes, you’re right, we, women, often have a completely different opinion about 

certain things.
     5. Your own answer.

 The candidate’s statements seem quite inappropriate to you but, on the whole, 
this candidate satisfies you completely. Moreover, other interviewees appear to 
be less competent and less experienced.

C. Questions to the potential HR manager:
     1. Will you hire this candidate?
     2.  If “yes”, what measures will you undertake during the probation period of 

the new employee?

Task 2
You have to pick a candidate for the position of VIP client manger. The prod-

uct is technically challenging, type of sales is business-to-business, the decision-
making clients are people of very high status, predominantly middle-aged or older 
male customers. The decision-making process is complex enough to involve sev-
eral people at the same time. Sales volume is huge, the revenue from one deal can 
reach several hundred thousand dollars, however, to strike a deal, it requires quite a 
lot of time and effort. Constant “client management” is also very important as well 
as the promotion of consumables. The market is very tight. Information spreads 
very quickly. The company has adopted a democratic style of management, ori-
ented toward mutual assistance and high performance results. The amount of su-
pervision is low, the outcome is what really matters.
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Question to the potential HR manager. 
Create a profile including 10-12 competences for selection of the candidate for 

this job, justify your answer.

Note. 
The skills of designing a profile, given the large number of different factors, are 

evaluated. The ability to see causal relationships. The ability to defend your point 
of view.

Task 3 
A 30-year-old man came to an interview for one of the key positions in the 

company. His resume, expertise and experience exceed your expectations. This 
person seems to be the one you have been looking for. The applicant has taken a 
nonchalant posture and one of his first phrases is:
-  Well, ask me your questions. I know precisely what you are going to ask me. I 

know all the questions by heart.
A. Questions to the potential HR manager:
     1. Why does the candidate behave like that?
     2. What does he want to achieve by saying that?
B. Which of the following answers would you choose:
     1. Well, good that you know them. Let’s begin...
     2. Why do you think you know what I am going to ask?
     3.  You have come for an interview. So you must be interested in this job. Please, 

show respect.
     4.  You are overconfident. Aren’t you afraid that this quality might prevent you 

from being hired?
     5. Your own answer. 

1.4.2 The use of competency-based model when training personnel 

The competency-based model has a huge training potential. Due to the descrip-
tion of competences, it is obvious, what behavior distinguishes the best perform-
ers from the ordinary ones. It is possible to use all traditional forms of education 
in-service training to ensure competent behavior such as the trainings based on 
the competency model, feedback, different tasks, mentoring and coaching, self-
training on the basis of video records and the personal computer.
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The listed problems below confirm the importance of the competency-based 
training:
•  Immediate need of the improved high performance level: “Our sellers sell less, 

than competitors` sellers: we have to improve our sellers’ sales skills”.
•  Intention to shorten a curve time of training from the beginner to the high ef-

ficient employee in the most effective way. The competency-based training is 
developed to teach new employees all strategies the best performers use, and all 
the competences lying behind can shorten a curve of time by 30 — 50% and lead 
to the improvement of average performance.

•  The necessities to communicate, be trained or improve skills are very important 
for a new vision of the company, its strategy or philosophy. It’s all about Total 
quality management (TQM).

The feedback is necessary for employees when making decisions about their 
personality development or career move. For example, it helps to compare current 
employee’s competences with future ones, which, most likely, will be required at 
work and can motivate him to evaluate progress. 

Training program stages based on the competency model are represented be-
low.
1.  Competency-based model building. This kind of model is to specify compe-

tences that are necessary for current and future work.
2.  Define which competences are worth training. Such competences as motivation 

of achievement and initiative can be taught, however it’s more favorable to hire 
an employee already having these competences than to teach them.

3.  Choose more cost-effective options for development. Options for the develop-
ment of competencies include formal training on the basis of competence; feed-
back obtained at the center of development; guidelines for self-development; 
self-study by means of computer and interactive video; work assignments; men-
toring, etc.
Competency-based syllabi. Formal training programs based on competencies 

developed and carried out as a one-day or weekly lessons in classes conducted by 
an experienced trainer who uses all methods of teaching: seminars, lectures, video 
or live presentations, feedback, role plays and imitation, as well as exercises for 
self-reflection.

Development Centers. Development Centers – one or two-week assessment 
centers, where participants are tested, watching them perform a variety of exer-
cises (presentations, group discussions without a leader, role plays, group exer-
cises or negotiation), and then they are told about competencies shown during their 
performance.
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Guidelines for self-development. Guidelines for self-development are instruc-
tions: to read these books, to attend these courses, to perform these tasks, to work 
with a mentor, to change jobs so that to develop specific competences.

Computer and on-line training. By means of the computer and interactive vid-
eos self-training systems can train even interpersonal competences, using behav-
ior modeling techniques. These systems help to recognize, understand, self-assess 
skills as well as emphasize the feedback of skills thus providing future support.

Developing work assignment. Trainees may be offered a job that can help to de-
velop certain competences. For example, the big oil-processing company defined 
that the best engineers are not only good at engineering but able to make good 
presentations. To train qualified young engineers, being not very good at presenta-
tions, the company suggested appointing them as trainees and speakers on public 
relations. 

Mentors. A senior manager, widely known as a highly qualified professional, 
can be appointed to work with a trainee at the competence he needs to develop. 

For example, if someone doesn’t have enough competence of understanding 
the company or its strategy of influence, it is possible to appoint him to work 
under the direction of some employee who is considered to be ` an experienced 
politician` and this master of corporate policy will direct the trainee and teach him 
political intuition and how to act in different situations.

External development activities. Trainees can be encouraged to develop com-
petencies performing voluntary social work or even working at night or evening 
shifts outside the company.
4.  Develop the assessment methods and training programs (where appropriate). 

Assessment Tools for the Development Center, self-development resources 
are developed after the methods are specified. They are called the methods for 
teaching competencies.

5.   Trainers training (where necessary). Qualified coaches should be invited to 
teach competencies on the competency-based model. They will be taught the 
meaning of each competence and the skills of competence development. Train-
ers training is a process of competence development: the coaches are prepared 
by means of the competency-based model taking into account the best profes-
sionals behavior.

6. Trainees training. 
7.  Training results assessment. Training programs assessment, based on compe-

tences, should include an evaluation of behavioral changes at work and sound 
results wherever possible (revenue growth, quality, or customer service, reduc-
ing turnover and dissatisfaction and some other problems with people). Assess-
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ment studies on the basis of competency designed and conducted properly; show 
that 60 to 70 % of training programs have the positive factors of profitability and 
return on investment.
The example of competency-based model of a personnel training system is in-

cluded below.
Each employee’s competence assessment in the company ` XXX` is held a 

month before the budget for training and its annual program. First knowledge, 
abilities and skills required are evaluated in the company (e.g. computer skills, 
foreign language, communication skills, etc.) Then some competences specific for 
each position are evaluated (accountancy, management accounting, preparation of 
a marketing plan, etc.) Assessment scheme is developed by the personnel manager 
for each position according to the job description, and gives it to the heads of de-
partments for improvement.

They, in turn, define the importance of each competency and supplement their 
list. The assessment is made by comparing the level of competencies development 
necessary for successful performance according to the following scale: 

0 The competency is not required

1 The competency can help at work but not necessary

2 The competency is necessary but not a high level

3 The competency is necessary at a high level

4 An employee not only masters the competency but able to teach new employees 

Evaluation forms are given to each employee, and he assesses competencies in-
dependently (the importance is not called) on a 4-point scale, which is as follows:

1 Elementary knowledge but training is very necessary 

2 Basic skills but need developing 

3 Developed skills

4 Competencies at high level, an employee able to teach colleagues and new employees

The head of the department evaluates an employee using the same 4-point 
scale. There are graphs for comments, suggestions and recommendations in the 
form. Personnel manager analyzes the results and compares them with the ideal 
values, defines those competencies that need developing.

The analysis competencies form is developed by a personnel manager for each 
position (number of positions) individually.

The analysis competencies form for position `Medical representative` of the 
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Department of Marketing and Sales, table 1.16

Table 1.16 - Competencies analysis
Department: Marketing and Sales Region/city: Moscow

Full name: Petrov А. А.
Position: Medical representative 

Employment date: April 12, 2012 

Assessment (4-point scale) Required 
level

Self
assessment

Management 
assessment Average

Training 
based on 

competency 
assessment

Comments 
/ training 

option

Options       

Group A       

General skills       

Communication skills       

Interpersonal skills 3 3 3 3   

Organizational skills 3 2 1 1,5   

Leadership skills 1 1 1 1   

Team building skills 2 2 2 2   

Purposeful, focused on the result 4 3 3 3   

Initiative 4 4 4 4   

Technical skills       

Knowledge of ISO 9001:2000 2 1 1 1
Internal 
training is 
required

 

Computer programs knowledge       

Word 3 4 4 4   

Excel 3 2 2 2
External 
training is 
required 

Training is 
required

Power Point 2 2 2 2   

Bat/Outlook express 3 3 4 3,5   

Access 3 3 4 3,5   

Group B       

Specific skills       

Public speaking skills 4 2 2 2

Training for 
making pre-
sentations is 
required 

Training 
is required 
urgently

Knowledge of analyzing market 
techniques 3 2 3 2,5   

Knowledge of company`s drugs 4 2 2 2
Internal 
training

Training 
is required 
urgently 
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Negotiating skills 4 3 4 3,5

Can be involved in carry-
ing out internal training 
provided that he knows 
the total information 
about all company’s prod-
ucts 

Persuasive communication skills 4 3 4 3,5

Assessment scale: 1 - elementary knowledge but training is very necessary; 2 - basic skills but need developing; 3 - can work 
without assistance (developed skills at the required level); 4 – an expert 

Filled in: Petrov А. А. Verified: Sidorov V. V.

Date: December 12, 2008 Дата: December 14, 2012 

1.4.3  The use of competency-based model in the development of staff incentive 
schemes

The developing of incentive systems based on competencies is complex and 
contradictory. If you focus on people’s ability to perform anything, your payment 
will depend on displaying competencies. Such a system encourages people for 
developing their ability to perform tasks, not just performance. Employees are 
evaluated for each point of the competency form and then an overall assessment is 
carried out using different scales (exceeds the required level of competence; quite 
competent, has not reached the required level, but develops the necessary pace, 
has not reached the required level and develops at a too slow pace.) Then the as-
sessment results are transferred to employees` bonuses to the salary. Difficulties 
are connected with the payment principles, whether salary bonuses stimulate the 
required competencies, as well as the technical aspect - how fair the measuring 
system is. Moreover, the problem of measuring the behavioral and personal com-
petencies is particularly acute, and measurements transference in an overall assess-
ment may look like an ungrounded process. 

Thus, the problem of payment system, focused on competencies, is the problem 
of measuring the level of competency development. After all, if we estimate the 
level of employee’s competence in terms of doing anything that leads to a certain 
result, the approach used is similar to the pay-oriented indicators. It is important 
to distinguish the fundamental differences and pay-oriented competency and pay-
ment performance (Table 1.17).
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Table 1.17 - Fundamental differences between pay-oriented competency and 
payment performance 

Pay-oriented competence Payment performance

Based on the competency model Connected 
with indicators indirectly, through coordination 
of regulations and competences

Payment is directed to the future because it’s 
aimed at the development and effective perfor-
mance in the future

Payment is based on the performers recognizing 
their competence level 

Based on achieving results in the form of targets or projects to be performed

Relates to the past because only the achieved result is paid

Payment depends on the opinion of management, which employees may 
not agree with

The main advantage of pay-oriented competence is its developing factor. How-
ever, it’s important to understand that its effective introduction depends on several 
factors:
1.  First of all, high-quality developed competency model, as well as in other tech-

nologies.
2. Assessment tools should be clear, valid, consistent and fair.
3.  Like any other changes, this process requires accurate training of all personnel 

to make the process transparent enough and fair according to the requirements.
It is also important to understand that the introduction of such a system will be 
more successful in companies with a fairly high level of education and corporate 
culture, where self- development and competencies are valued greatly.

1.5   Using the competencies-based models in training of HR manage-
ment specialists

1.5.1 The functions of the competencies in education

The key factor in the transfer to the system-level in higher professional educa-
tion, realized within the framework of the Bologna Process, is the competence-
based approach. Competence –based approach is a priority focus on such goals 
as educability, self-determination, self-actualization and personality development. 

Competence-based approach is also being understood as the complex of gener-
al determining principles of educational aims, justification of educational content, 
educational process organization and educational results assessment.

Competence-based education (CBE) was formed in the United States in the 
70s, in the general context of the term “competence”, applied by N. Chomsky 
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(Massachusetts University) to the theory of language, transformational grammar, 
in 1965.

The works of A. I. Subetto, V. I. Baidenko, I. A. Zimnya, Yu. G. Tatur and others 
dealt with extensive research of CBE fundamentals. Having analyzed the works on 
competence/ competency (by N. Chomsky, R. White, J. Raven, N. V. Kuzmina, A. 
K. Markova, V. N. Kunitzyna, G. E. Belitzkaya, L. I. Berestova, V. I. Baidenko, 
A. V. Khutorskaya, N. A. Grishanova and others) I. A. Zimnya distinguishes three 
stages of CBE formation [17]:
-  The first stage –1960s-1970s – is characterized by the introduction of the “com-

petency” category into the scientific apparatus, making preconditions for distinc-
tions between competency and competence. The introduction of the term “com-
municative competence” and the research on different types of language compe-
tencies have started since that stage.

-  The second stage – 1970s-1990s – is characterized by the use of competency/
competence category in the theory and practice of language education, manage-
ment, communication and by introduction of the term “social competencies/com-
petence”. In his work “Competence in Modern Society”, published in 1984 in 
London, J. Raven gave an extensive qualification of competence as a phenom-
enon “consisting of many components, many of which are relatively independent 
of each other,… some components belong more to the cognitive sphere and other 
– more to the emotional sphere,… those components may replace each other as 
components of effective behavior.” [15, p. 253]. “Types of competence”, as J. 
Raven stresses, are “motivated abilities” [39, p. 268]. The researchers in Russia 
and in the world start not only to dissect competencies, distinguishing from 3 to 
39 types (J. Raven), but also to plan education with competency as its ultimate 
goal (N. V. Kuzmina, A. K. Markova, L. A. Petrovskaya). The researchers define 
different types of competency for different activities. 

-  The third stage – beginning with 1990 – is characterized by the fact, that UNES-
CO in its documents describes the competencies which should be seen as a want-
ed result of educational process. In the report of the International Commission of 
Education for the 21st century “Learning: the Treasure Within”, Jacques Delors, 
in fact, defined the major global competences by formulating “the four pillars that 
are the foundations of education - learning to be, learning to know, learning to 
do and learning to live together “[9, p. 37]. In accordance with Jacques Delors’s 
definition, “in addition to learning to do a job of work, it should, more generally, 
entail the acquisition of a competence that enables people to deal with a variety 
of situations, often unforeseeable, and to work in team”[9, c. 37].

The same year at a symposium in Bern (March 27-30, 1996) the issue of de-
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termining the key competencies for educational reform was raised. In his sum-
ming report W. Hutmacher stresses that the term competency in itself has not yet 
been defined precisely. However, the term “competency” is closer to the meaning 
“know how to” than to the meaning “know that”. Same as N. Chomsky, W. Hutm-
acher suggests that “usage is competency is action…”[47].

Mentioning, that the major developer of competencies G. Halasz suggests de-
fining key competencies on the basis of an analysis of major challenges facing 
Europe (the preservation of democratic, open societies, multilingualism and mul-
ticulturalism, economic challenges, the labor market demands, the development 
of complex organizations, economic changes, etc.), W. Hutmacher formulates the 
definition of 5 key competencies accepted by the Council of Europe, with which 
“the schools should equip young Europeans” [47, p. 11]”:
1.  Political and social competencies such as the capacity to accept responsibili-

ties, to participate in group decisions, to resolve conflicts in a non-violent man-
ner, and to play a part in running and improving democratic institutions.

2.  Competencies relating to life in a multicultural society. In order to check the 
resurgence of racism and xenophobia and the development of a climate of intol-
erance, education must “equip” young people with intercultural competencies 
such as accepting differences, respecting others and the capacity to live with 
people of other cultures, languages and religions.

3.  Competencies relating to the mastery of oral and written communication, 
which are essential for work and social life to the point that those who lack 
them are henceforward threatened with social exclusion. In this same register 
of communication, the mastery of more than one language is taking on growing 
importance.

4.  Competencies associated with the emergence of the information society. The 
mastery of these technologies, the understanding of their applications, strengths 
and weaknesses, and the capacity for critical judgment with regard to informa-
tion disseminated by the mass media and advertisers.

5.  The capacity to learn throughout life as the basis of lifelong learning in both 
occupational contexts and individual and social life.”
Above-mention key competencies represent the most general and broad defini-

tion of adequate social life of a person in the modern society. In this broad context 
of defining competency/competence the world continue to change the standards 
and assessment of teachers, the foreign languages teachers in particular. 

The Berlin communiqué (2003) admitted the necessity to develop the structure 
of comparable qualifications for the national systems of higher education in order 
to describe them in terms of workload, levels and results of education, competen-
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cies and profiles (to satisfy different personal and academic goals, as well as labor 
market demands). 

Within the framework of the Bologna Process European universities, acting 
with different levels of enthusiasm, adopt competence-based approach which is 
viewed as a tool enhancing social dialogue between higher education and labor 
world, cooperation between them and mutual trust.

In the same context in 2001 in Russia “The Concept of Modernization of Edu-
cation in Russia till 2010” formulated the main educational system’s task as the 
necessity to form the complete system of universal knowledge, independent activ-
ity and responsibility. This system is formed by key competencies, determining the 
modern quality of education, - readiness to use the acquired knowledge, abilities, 
methods and skills in order to solve practical and theoretical tasks [29].

The concept of competency is wider than the concept of knowledge or skills; 
it includes not only the cognitive and operational components, but also the moti-
vational, emotional, ethical and behavioral components. Unlike knowledge and 
skills, which envisage action compared with example, competency reckons for 
independent activity experience based on universal knowledge. As a concept, the 
following definition, suggested by the European project TUNING, could be adopt-
ed: “… concept of competencies and skills includes knowledge and understanding 
the practical knowledge of an academic field, ability to know and understand), 
knowledge how to act (practical and operative application of knowledge to spe-
cific situations), knowledge how to be (values as an integral part of perception 
and life with others in the social context). Competencies are the combination of 
characteristics (pertaining to knowledge and its application, to positions, skills and 
responsibilities 0, which describe the level or stage, up to which a certain person 
can realize them” [3, p. 11].

While adopting competence-based approach to education, the results and com-
petencies are mainly understood as follows:
Competencies:
- represent the dynamic combination of knowledge, understanding and skills;
- are developed as the goal of educational programs;
- are formulated in different credits and are assessed at different levels;
- are acquired by the students.
Education results:
- are the means of expression of competency level;
-  formulate the expectations of student’s knowledge, understanding and ability to 

demonstrate after finishing the correspondent level of education;
-  may pertain to the exact course or the period of education, determining the condi-
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tions for obtaining credits;
- are formulated by the teaching body.

The system of higher professional education views the competence-based ap-
proach as the technology of educational results modeling and of developing the 
educational quality standards.

The international practice of higher education more and more adopts the pro-
cess approach where the goals, the results, the effectiveness criteria, the assess-
ment and evaluation are united as the system-forming criteria.

The realization of competence-based approach envisages:
-  definition of competencies for specialists, bachelors, magisters in accordance 

with demands of labor market and academic community with the wide social 
discussion on the basis of serious research;

-  design of educational content, providing the formation of necessary competen-
cies;

-  search for effective educational, training and developing technologies;
-  organization of education, creating the conditions for the students to get the ex-

perience of independent solutions for communicative, cognitive, ethical organi-
zational and other problems in their professional sphere;

-  assessment of the formed competencies, that is a person’s ability to act success-
fully in specific situations.

Educational results, translated into the language of competencies, is a path 
towards broadening of academic and professional acclaim and mobility, increas-
ing the compatibility and comparability of qualifications and diplomas. Under the 
Russian conditions competence-based approach may become an additional sup-
port factor for sustaining the unified educational, professional and cultural space.

The main functions of the higher professional education competencies can be 
defined as follows:
1.  Mirror the professional and social demand of the university graduates, prepared 

to participate in the practical every day activities;
2. Serve as a condition for realization of students’ personal senses;
3.  Form the real objects of surrounding reality to apply needed knowledge, skills 

and methods of activity;
4.  Form professional experience needed to set abilities and practical preparedness 

towards the reality objects;
5.  Serve as integral part of different disciplines and educational fields as meta-

subject elements of educational content;
6. Connect theoretical knowledge with its practical use to solve specific problems;
7.  Represent integral characteristics of students’ preparation quality and serve as 
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means of organization of complex personal and socially significant educational 
assessment.
In general, competence-based approach helps to broaden the academic liber-

ties of higher education, to strengthen the flexibility and adaptability of standards 
towards the local, regional, national and international contexts, to increase the ori-
entation of educational results towards the labor market demands.

In Russia as well as in the Western educational systems, there are several classi-
fications of the professional education competencies. All the competencies can be 
divided into two groups: general (cultural, universal, key, above-professional) and 
specialized (professional). Both groups relay to two types of demands: academic 
preparedness and professional preparedness.

General competencies reflect the readiness to cooperate effectively with the 
others, to understand oneself and others in constantly changing conditions. We can 
distinguish social competencies (tolerance, responsibility, ability for team work, 
etc.), personal competencies (readiness for self-development, self-education, re-
flection, creativity, etc.), informational competencies (new technologies and for-
eign languages learning and their critical usage), ecological competencies (eco-
logical responsibility, based on the knowledge of general laws of development), 
valeological competencies (readiness and motivation to pursue healthy way of 
life), etc.

V. I. Baidenko interprets the professional competencies as follow [3]:
-  acquisition of knowledge, skills and abilities, necessary for work in one’s field 

and simultaneous autonomy and flexibility while solving professional problems; 
developed cooperation with one’s colleagues and professional body;

-  projection of standards including activity criteria, demanded knowledge and ap-
plication fields;

- effective usage of one’s abilities, letting work successfully in one’s profession;
-  integrated combination of knowledge, abilities and settings, enabling one to work 

in a contemporary working space.
It is possible to use the four current European competence models to develop 

further and upgrade the competencies. Each of those four models (MC1 – MC4) 
lead to different approaches towards planning, organization and provision of high-
er professional education, as well as towards the student’s achievement recogni-
tion and student’s labor market eligibility evaluation.

The competency model, based upon the personality parameters (MC1), is 
underlying the approaches attributing particular importance towards the develop-
ment of the moral, spiritual and personal qualities. For example, the assumption 
that one should have adequate academic abilities to become a researcher, distin-
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guishes the parameter of “academic abilities” as the basis of the competency, re-
layed to research activity. In this case, the educational process will be tied to se-
lect those who have this quality and to re-orientate those, who haven’t. This model 
influences significantly the traditional higher education, though the real proof that 
certain personal parameters determine the person’s predisposition towards certain 
competency is scarce.

The model of problem-solving competency (MC2) has been the most popu-
lar in applied engineering education in most European countries. It pays particu-
lar attention to acquisition of standard (algorithm) procedures and operations (by 
learning the labor process, work methods, etc.).Educational program is based upon 
analysis of tasks and procedures, as well as evaluation of potential difficulties like-
ly to be met. Educational program and assessment methods allow learning exact 
skills, practicing their usage and solving specific problems. The strong side of this 
approach is that it allows to significantly shorten the length of education, the weak 
side is that educational program may become very narrow. Learning restricted set 
of knowledge and skills may result in future difficulties while adapting to changing 
methods and conditions of work.

The model of competency for productive activity (MC3) underlines the im-
portance of result achievement and is very popular in result-oriented professions 
like sales, project management, production management. Educational program is 
based on motivation and strategy evaluation. Evaluation is based on what people 
do, not on what people know, and on effectiveness, not durability of results. This 
type of education is based mostly on the students’ ability for self-learning. The 
positive side of this approach, undoubtedly, is the possibility to learn how to reach 
one’s goals fast. It doesn’t take into account those students, whose internal motiva-
tion is low. Particular attention is paid to the pragmatic approach towards the edu-
cational program content. As a result, students obtain quite broad but superficial 
knowledge in their professional field as well as well-developed skills (competen-
cies), at the same time lacking certain knowledge necessary for adaptation towards 
the changes.

In accordance with the model of activity control (MC4) any activity is a so-
cial context function of a person, where there is a certain demand and expectation 
order towards a person at its working place. Educational programs and teaching 
plans are based on analysis and coordination of important expectations projected 
in employers’’ demands, character of work, interaction with others, legal structure 
and other social factors. Attention is paid to both breadth and depth of educational 
programs.

It should be noted, that the practical realization of the competence-based ap-
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proach in higher education depends upon the necessity to solve the following prob-
lems [22,24,26,43,47]:
1.  The existing assessment tools are not always adequate to the contemporary de-

mands towards the quality of education. While evaluating certain knowledge 
in different disciplines, they do not provide the objective picture of one’s skills 
and abilities, which can characterize one’s readiness to solve problems in real 
professional cases;

2.  The necessity of competence-based approach introduction produces the follow-
ing demands towards the competencies:

    - social demand from the professional field;
    - singularity of understanding and description simplicity of competencies;
    - optimal list of competencies;
    - competencies ‘formation and control in educational process;
    -  diagnosticity, i.e. the determination of competencies’ formation based upon 

certain evidence;
    -  competencies’ differentiation for obligatory and additional, as well as further 

ranking.
3.  The inter-discipline teaching modules should be developed in order to form 

competencies. In the conditions of implementing educational standards within 
competence framework the teaching module should integrate aims, content and 
assessment system of several disciplines.

4.  For the competency component to prevail upon the knowledge one, it’s impor-
tant not to put the stress on traditional forms of lessons and tests, but to develop 
different methods reflecting real situations and cases, enabling students to make 
decisions and act in conditions adapted to reality.
At each university and college level competence-based approach demands to 

review the content of education, change the organizational structure and educa-
tional process, modernize and bring in innovative educational methods, change 
assessment procedures, introduce new labor content units into educational process, 
introduce innovations into management and training for teaching body.

For the teaching body introduction of competence-based approach means the 
necessity of renewing the textbooks, increasing inter-disciplinary ties, develop-
ing motivations for the students, mastering the contemporary teaching methods, 
evaluating competencies.

1.5.2 Competence building technology in higher professional education

To reflect the understanding of necessity to implement competence-based ap-
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proach towards professional educational programs, The Ministry of Education and 
Science of Russian Federation adopted new formation of professional educational 
standards for all levels of education. The competence-based approach, enhancing 
the applied, practical character of higher professional education, lays the ground-
work for development of the Federal State Educational Standards of Higher Pro-
fessional Education and correlating Main Educational Programs in accordance 
with courses and profiles of training.

In the course of developing FSES HPE, the following methods of competencies 
‘analysis and synthesis were recommended [3]:
A. Analysis (preparatory stage):
      -  Observation of the specialty from the point of view of local and foreign char-

acteristics and criteria;
      -  Consultations with leading experts;
      -  Studies of international materials regulating appropriate fields;
      -  Review of the teaching plans (programs in the leading foreign universities;
      -  Research of the modern state in the corresponding economy sphere;
      -  Recognition of competencies, tied with the assumed development of the cor-

responding economy sector.
B. Synthesis of actual competencies ‘composition:
      -  Modeling of “environment” for the corresponding economy sector;
      -  Generalization of HR-experts demands;
      -  Classification and ranking of skills and abilities, expected of graduates;
      -  Description of activities and/or tasks, which are necessary from today’s and 

tomorrow’s point of view.
      -  the ability to process large volumes of information and to single out the main 

thing (information analysis);
      - ability to apply knowledge practically;
      - ability and desire to keep learning (educability);
      - desire to progress in any field;
      - career success;
      - corporate culture;
      -  people management (management consulting); mastery of instruments of 

personnel management;
      -  preparation of the future «agents of change», initiators of change represented 

the young people;
      -  stress and time management;
      -  ability to out-of-the-box solutions;
      -  negotiating skills;
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      -  holding effective presentations;
      -  public performance;
      -  the circuits control;
      -  skills in project management;
      -  quality management;
      -  basics of lean production.

Negative qualities of graduates are worth noticing: the low level of training; 
highly inflated self-esteem; poor knowledge of how to employ; the separation 
of knowledge from practice; psychological unpreparedness for real production; 
the lack of behavior knowledge in a business environment; failure to manage the 
production workers; the lack of understanding of the firm’s work, adequate ideas 
about the structure, the rules of the game, subordination; insufficient coverage; the 
low level of modern economic and juridical knowledge; fuzzy idea of the work-
related roles and others. The significant similarity of the competencies described 
in the journal «Expert» and identified by the project «TUNING» draws attention.

The description of the general competences is reflected in a number of works 
which the «TUNING» project is based on. In the work «The Guidance and Quali-
fication Standards of the Key Skills» (2001) the authors consider the general (fun-
damental, complex) competences in the following aspects [6]:
-  Fundamental competences correspond to the principles of human rights and dem-

ocratic values, cultural, religious, social and political institutions emphasize the 
need for the development of democratic values, respect for different opinions and 
beliefs, respect for other cultures and traditions, etc.;

-  The fundamental competencies comply with the principals of the human rights 
and the democratic values – cultural, religious, social and political institutions 
underline the need for the development of the democratic values, respect to vari-
ous opinions and beliefs, respect to other cultures and traditions and so on;

-  The fundamental competences develop the individual abilities as a ticket for 
prosperity and success in life – fundamental competences should greatly develop 
basic skills that meet the individual needs of people. They must be ethically con-
sistent and include the concept of achieving success on the basis of the healthy 
relationship with others and with nature and society. It is an alternative approach 
to the consideration of competences mainly from the point of view of productiv-
ity and competitiveness;

-  Basic competencies should not exclude individual and social diversity – the com-
petence-based approach starts from the fact that both the person and the society 
are unique in their nature and diverse in the way of life, traditions and views on 
life. At the abstractive review of competencies it is important to recognize that 
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their development and application can be processed in different ways, depending 
on the individual and social factors;

-  Fundamental competence integrate human abilities – fundamental competences 
should not separate the knowledge of values and attitudes from their use. Instead 
they should unite knowledge with personal and civic skills, having considered 
this from the ethical and social point of view. A man learns and develops not only 
in order to benefit himself but also in order to contribute to the development and 
welfare of society.

-  Fundamental competences develop the autonomy and independence – a compe-
tent person is the one who can live, work and build a career independently. The 
competence should help people to become highly independent, self-confident in 
their power and their decision making abilities; 

-  Fundamental competences increase the level of training depth –the potential of 
«training for ability to learn» is established in the competencies, which is a condi-
tion for the acquisition and development of any competences. People who find it 
difficult or impossible to learn the skills of self-education are unable to become 
truly competent.

Rican and Salganik in their work «Key Competencies for a Successful life and 
Developing Society» (2006) claim that when choosing shared key competencies it 
is necessary to meet the following requirements [6]: 
1.  The key competences must be multifunctional. The key competencies are neces-

sary to achieve many important goals and to solve various problems in different 
contexts.

2.  The key competences should be complex that is relevant and applicable in vari-
ous areas of life (personal, family, social, professional, political). 

3.  The high level of mental difficulty. Competencies should encourage the de-
velopment of higher level of thinking and mental abilities. The fundamental 
competencies should help in the development of more advanced skills of mental 
activity such as critical and analytical thinking as well as foster the growth and 
the development of value guidelines and judgments.

4.  The key competencies should be multidimensional. There should be a sample 
or mode of action, acute analytical and critical sense, the communication ca-
pabilities and common sense. Basing on these papers, the participants of the 
«TUNING» project have formulated 30 general competencies and proposed the 
following classification:
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1.  The instrumental competences, which include cognitive skills, the ability to 
understand and use ideas and considerations; methodological abilities, the abil-
ity to understand and manage the environment, to organize the time, to build 
strategies of learning, making decisions and solving the problems; technological 
skills, skills related to use of machinery, computer skills and information man-
agement ability; linguistic skills and communicative competences.
The detailed list of the instrumental competences: 

      - the capacity for analysis and synthesis; 
      - the capability for organizing and planning; 
      - the basic knowledge in various fields; 
      - the thorough training on professional knowledge basics; 
      - written and oral communication in the native language; 
      - the knowledge of a second language; 
      - the elementary skills of work with the computer; 
      -  skills in information management (the ability to find and analyse information 

from different sources); 
      - the solution of problems; 
      - decision-making. 

2.  The interpersonal competence, that is the individual abilities connected with 
the ability to express feelings and relations, critical understanding and ability 
for self-criticism as well as social skills associated with processes of social in-
teraction and cooperation, the ability to work in groups, to undertake social and 
ethical obligations: 

    - the ability to criticism and self-criticism; 
    - work in a team; 
    - interpersonal relations skills; 
    - the ability to work in a multidisciplinary team; 
    - the ability to communicate with experts from other fields; 
    - the ability to perceive diversity and cross-cultural differences; 
    - ability to work in international environment; 
    - commitment to ethical values. 

3.  The system competences that is the combination of understanding, attitude and 
knowledge allowing to perceive how the parts of a whole relate to each other and 
to assess the place of each of the components in the system, the ability to plan 
the changes to improve the system and to design new systems. These include:

    - the ability to apply knowledge practically; 
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    - research skills; 
    - the ability to learn; 
    - the ability to adapt to new situations; 
    - the ability to generate new ideas (creativity); 
    - the leadership; 
    - understanding of cultures and customs of other countries; 
    - the ability to work independently; 
    - the development and management of projects; 
    - the initiative and entrepreneurial spirit; 
    - the care about the quality;
    - the pursuit of success.

Aiming at obtaining of information about the importance of the shared com-
petences for graduates, employers and academic community in the course of the 
«TUNING» project a survey was conducted. The result was the high degree of cor-
relation between the opinions of graduates and employers on the importance of the 
listed competences. For them the most important competencies that should be de-
veloped are the capacity for analysis and synthesis, the ability to learn, the ability 
to solve problems, the ability to apply knowledge practically, the ability to adapt 
to new situations, the quality care, the ability to manage information, the ability to 
work independently and in a team. At the opposite end of the scale of importance 
(least important competences) are the understanding of cultures and customs of 
other countries, the ability to understand the variety of cultures, ability to work in 
an international environment, the leadership, the research skills, the skills of proj-
ect development and management and knowledge of a foreign language. For the 
academic community, the most important competence is a basic knowledge in all 
areas. The least importance is the basic skills of work on a computer.

The comparison of the results obtained by the center «Expert» and the compe-
tencies identified by the project «TUNING» indicate that the competence inter-
nationalization (convergence) exists. The high measure of the competence con-
vergence evidences the internationalization of the results of higher education and 
the demands of labour markets. In other words, there is a certain supranational, 
subcountry type of learning outcomes and competences. 

The analysis of the general requirements to the accomplishment of graduates, 
formulated in the first generation of the state educational standards for the high-
er professional education and requirements to the level of training of graduates, 
which are stipulated in the second generation standards showed the following [3]: 
1.  The general requirements for the education of a specialist in many first state edu-

cational standards compliant with the European competency model developed 
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in the framework of the «TUNING» project; 
2. many of the requirements enclose in a hidden form the European competence;
3.  requirements in both generations of the state educational standards for the higher 

professional education are declared in the form which does not undergo neces-
sary operationalization and therefore poorly diagnosed;

4. predominant is the knowledge-oriented requirements;
5. the main «consumer» of requirements is a lecturer;
6. systemless organization of requirements and their redundancy are noticeable;
7.  in separate requirements the «nests» of competences are included, that makes 

difficult or impossible their operationalization, diagnosability and differentia-
tion for the levels of higher education.
In a number of requirements stated in the state educational standards for the 

higher professional education 1 and the state educational standards for the higher 
professional education 2 there are those that are explicitly not in the list of shared 
competences of the «TUNING» project. Among these are: systemic thinking; un-
derstanding of the social importance of their profession; the ability to find innova-
tive solutions to common problems and to solve non-standard tasks; ability in con-
ditions of science development and changing of social practice to the reassessment 
of the accumulated experience (as one of the aspects of mobility and maximum 
adaptability, willingness to adapt to new requirements, ability to orientate in a rap-
idly changing circumstances). It was recommended to the developers of the federal 
state educational standards for the higher professional education and the general 
educational programs to keep them and that is reflected in the developed federal 
state educational standards and the general educational programs.

V. I. Bidenko emphasizes that whatever thorough measurement is used to re-
veal the composition of competencies, the competence model itself should bring 
to life the most complicated socio-cultural, institutional, technological, qualitative, 
personnel transformation of the higher school. The competence-based approach 
implies deep systemic transformations affecting teaching, content, assessment, 
educational technologies, communication of the higher education with other levels 
of professional education, the introduction of ECTS and the application of the Eu-
ropean qualification framework for the higher education [3]. 

The identification of the in-demand competencies (objectives, learning out-
comes), as the participants of the «TUNING» project suppose, improves the qual-
ity of the training programs (educational standards) from the point of view of their 
focusing, transparency, objectives, processes and outcomes. 

The approaches to identifying the common cultural and professional (invariant 
and variant) competencies differ. 
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The actual characteristics of a corresponding specialty (majoring) play the great 
importance for the identification of the professional competences.

Design of professional competences
The design of the professional competences during the development of educa-
tional standards, professional training programs and additional professional educa-
tion programs is worth to consider the requirements of employers directly using 
the analysis of qualification characteristics contained in the Unified Rating and 
Skills Guides and the Unified Skills Guide for Positions as well as in the Russian 
National Classification of Occupations of Employees, Positions of Civil Servants 
and Wage Category,professional standards, surveys and interviews of employers 
and others [41].

Skills guides
The Unified Skills Guide for Positions managers, specialists and non-manual work-
ers and the Unified Rating and Skills Guides of jobs and professions of workers 
are currently the only ones of the major normative documents that specify require-
ments to professional qualifications of employees. These documents are developed 
by the specialists of research and/or regulatory and research organizations; they are 
agreed in the relevant ministries and approved by the regulations of the Ministry of 
health and social development of the Russian Federation. 
Using the guides as the sources of the information on requirements to professional 
qualifications during the development of professional educational programs it is 
necessary to understand the capabilities and limitations of these documents.
The Unified Skills Guide for Positions is intended «for regulation of labor rela-
tions, providing effective system of personnel management at enterprises, institu-
tions and organizations of various economic sectors (irrespective of the form of 
ownership and organizational-legal forms of activity)». At drawing up of qualify-
ing characteristics of the positions developers of this document did not assume 
their usage for forming of programs of the professional education/training. This 
was reflected in the content of the sections describing activity («Official duties»), 
knowledge («Must know») and the qualification level («Qualification Require-
ments»). The information is quite generalized in the guide, the requirements to 
the level of qualification have a formal character because they do not define the 
level of competence but the term (duration) of being in a position. The upgrad-
ing of qualifications characteristics are uncommon, that is why as a rule they do 
not give an objective description of modern types of the professional activity. All 
this reduces the value of the guide as a source of information on requirements to 
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professional qualification of workers that is necessary to be considered to estab-
lish modern, efficient programs of professional education. The guide data can be 
applied in the preparation of draft questionnaires for research on the nature and 
content of types of labour activity (employer surveys with the aim of identifying 
and specifying their requirements to the content and level of professional qualifica-
tions of employees).
The Unified Rating and Skills Guides in distinction from the Unified Skills Guide 
for Positions is intended not only for solving the problems of the sphere of work 
(for rating the work, assignment of qualification categories to works), but for «cre-
ating programs for training and improvement of qualification of workers in the 
system of professional-technical education and at production directly». 
Rating-qualifying characteristics of workers on categories, including the descrip-
tion of activities («Characteristics of works») and knowledge («Must know») (in 
some cases as well as examples of work), contain more detailed characteristics of 
the activity in comparison with the Unified Skills Guide for Positions. However, 
rating-qualifying characteristics also lack the necessary details and do not reflect 
most of the modern state of production. 
For the development of modern high quality professional education programs the 
information from the Unified Rating and Skills Guides should be supplemented 
and/or restated by the data of professional standards or the results of research ac-
tivities or the related professions (by surveys of employers, representing produc-
tion using modern technologies, equipment, systems of work organization).

Professional standards
Professional standards represent the most complete and important information 
about the requirements for the qualifications, which are necessary for performing 
specific types of labour activity, began to be developed in Russia in the mid 90-ies 
of the last century. The initiators of this process were the representatives of the 
business community who, created professional standards, the content of which 
reflected the perception of business on the required level of qualification. Profes-
sional (occupational) standards - the classification and definitions of the main oc-
cupations of the person. These standards focus on what people should do, how they 
should do and how well they do it. Professional standards should be described as 
competence and formulated in terms of results. They exist in all European coun-
tries, but each nation has its own style in the design and presentation of these stan-
dards. Professional standards serve as a link between labour market and education.
Standards of education focus on what people need to learn, how they have to study, 
and how the quality and content of teaching (learning) will be evaluated. 
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The basic meaning, therefore, is formulated in terms of input: the subject, the 
program, the teaching methods, the process of learning and assessment. Educa-
tional standards are usually written as specifications of teaching and specifica-
tions of qualification. Professional standards, written as competence, explain the 
changes in the writing of educational standards.

In some countries, for example in the UK, the standards are developed as a 
separated third category of standards.

Nowadays in the Russian Federation the organizational and regulatory frame-
work for the development and use of professional standards are formed: 
-  the National Agency of the development of qualifications is created, it provides 

organizational, informational and methodical support of this activity; 
-  the Committee of the Russian Union of Industrialist sand Entrepreneurs for pro-

fessional standards is organized; 
-  the Position of Professional standards, the framework of professional standards, 

the procedure for examination of projects are developed 
    According to the documents, professional (occupational) standard is a multi-

functional regulatory document defining the framework of a specific kind of ac-
tivity (the area of professional activity), requirements to the content and condi-
tions of work, qualifications and competences (knowledge, skills). The major 
structural element of the unit professional standard - is a work function. 

   Professional standard is intended primarily for: 
-  the assessment of qualification and certification of workers and graduates of pro-

fessional education institutions;
-  the formation of the state educational standards and programs of all levels of 

professional education, including training of personnel in enterprises, as well as 
to develop teaching materials to these programs;

-  a wide range of tasks in the field of personnel management (systems of moti-
vation and stimulation of personnel, job descriptions; rating position; selection, 
recruitment and attestation of personnel, career planning);

-  procedures of standardization and unification in the framework of a kind (kinds) 
of economic activity (establishing and maintaining uniform requirements for the 
content and quality of professional activities, negotiation position titles, organize, 
work-related and other).

    Professional standards are compulsory norm neither for business nor for the sys-
tem of professional education, but at the same time, are they fairly clear target, 
demonstrating the point of view of the majority of representatives of specific 
professional community on competencies of the workers. This is ensured by the 
procedure of the creation and establishment of professional standards:
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-  the development of professional standards is done by appropriate employers ‘ 
associations and/or individual employers; if necessary, the organizational-me-
thodical support is provided;

-  the discussion and examination of projects of professional standards are open, 
they involve all stakeholders, ensuring the objectivity of the results;

-  professional standards developed by the employers (the business community) 
and passed approbation in the industry, which have proven its efficiency and 
quality, and approved by the Committee of the Russian Union of Industrialist 
sand Entrepreneurs, in the framework of the Agreement on cooperation between 
the Ministry of Education and Science and the Committee of the Russian Union 
of Industrialist sand Entrepreneurs, is transferred to the Ministry of Education 
and Science and is recommended for use by the institutions of professional edu-
cation in the development of projects of educational standards and programs;

-  the approved by the Committee of the Russian Union of Industrialist sand Entre-
preneurs standards, regardless of who they were developed. They are available to 
all persons on a grant basis, however, in any use of professional standards or parts 
thereof specified “copyright owners” - the standards developers.

    The Committee of the Russian Union of Industrialist sand Entrepreneurs stan-
dards has already approved 55 professional standards in four areas of profes-
sional activity and the evaluation and discussion of 12 standards is being done 
now. Appendix A shows the layout of a Professional standard, prepared with the 
consideration of comments and suggestions received by the Committee of the 
RussianUnion of Industrialist sand Entrepreneurs on professional standards in 
the period 2007-2011.

   The Developers of programs of professional education must consider that:
-  the creation of documents regulating the process of professional education FSES, 

GEP and others - is one of the uses of PS, so the format and content of the agree-
ment cannot accurately and completely correspond to the approximate GEP;

-  lists of professions, occupations and sectors, in which the documents are being 
developed. These documents are regulating the process of education but do not 
match the list of areas of professional activity, which are developed PS, it means 
that, for development of one document may require the use of multiple PS and 
transfer the wording from the PS to the FSES, the GEP is impossible. The infor-
mation contained in PS, should serve as a basis when certain sections of the GEP;

-  according to the existing models of the GEP for HE, programs of academic disci-
plines and professional modules contained in the professional standard should or 
can be used in the development of their sections.

    Data of professional standard could be used in the development of the following 
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sections of the FSES:
-  characteristic of professional activity of graduates, including the characteristic of 

the field of professional activity, the enumeration of objects, types and tasks of 
professional activity;

-  requirements to the results of mastering basic educational programs, containing 
requirements for competence of graduates on the basic educational program of 
specialty, profession or occupation as part of the preparation for the professional 
activity in the part of the requirements of the common personal development.

The process of transformation of the requirements (information) into the FSES 
consists of several stages. 
1) The choice of the PS that must be used in the development of FSES.
       The Developers of the FSES, first of all, have to take that (or those) PS, which 

most precisely corresponds to the profession, specialty or direction of the de-
veloped educational standard. 

2) The Formation of the characteristics of professional activity of graduates.
Determining the scope of professional activity of graduates.
 When you use PS to determine the area of professional activity of graduates in 
the FSES it was necessary to analyze the information provided in the section 
“Passport PS” those PS that were selected for each specific FSES. If the GPD in 
professional standards presented in significantly generalized form and required 
specification, developers FSES should refer to the information in the section 
“Cards of labour activity”. Using the information of the relevant sections of the  
PS as a basis, developers of FSES can better determine and formulate GPD.
 It must be taken into account that at this stage of the development of the PS and 
the transformation of the wording of the PS in FSES is unlikely.

The definition of the objects of professional activity.
Determining the list of objects of professional activity was necessary to review 
the information in “Cards of labour activity” and information from tables “List 
units of professional standards” by selecting them in the most significant objects 
of professional activity.

The definition of professional activities.
Using PS for the formulation of professional activities in FSES should be taken in 
mind the particularity of the definition of the “type or types of professional activ-
ity” in educational standards at different levels. Types of professional activity in 
the FSES (methods, ways, the nature of the impact on the object of professional 
activity with the purpose of its change, transformation) have a slightly different 
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emphasis than in PS.
For the formulation of professional activities (and within each type of professional 
activity) in the FSES is necessary to analyze and generalize information “List of 
units of professional standards” and «the description of the units of professional 
standards». All professional standards are selected by the developers. 
To determine/additions of professional activities in the FSES need to work (analy-
sis) with the list of types of labour activity of the relevant professional standards.

3)  Determination of requirements to the results of mastering basic educational pro-
grams. The results of new educational programs are common. Developers of 
FSES had the opportunity to form the list of common cultural competences.

     The list of professional competencies should be determined on the basis of the PS.
     For formation of the list of occupational competency should:
     -  to analyze “the List of Units of professional standard” and “The description of 

the units of professional standard;
     - to select the most relevant professional standards;
4)  Determination of requirements to the structure of the basic professional educa-

tional programs.
     The main parameters of the structure of the PS are determined by the model ap-

proved by the Ministry of Education and Science. 
5)  Determination of requirements to the conditions of realization of the basic edu-

cational programs.
     The requirements for the implementation of the GEP in the part of PS, human 

and financial resources for the educational process are determined by standards. 
Use of the PS (such sections as “Card of types of labour” and “The description 

of the units of professional standards”) would determine and present these require-
ments more correctly. This is possible by development of programs, both required 
and variable parts of the FSES.

According to the current model of the GEP for HE the demands of employers 
can be the following:

Types of professional activity of graduate;
Tasks of professional activity of graduates;
Competencies of the GEP formed as a result of development of this GEP for HE 

(competencies, formed in the process of development, determined on the basis of 
the state educational standard of higher professional education. 

The curriculum (basic parts of educational cycles specifies a list of basic mod-
ules and disciplines in accordance with the requirements of the state educational 
standard of higher professional education; in selective parts of the educational 
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cycles. 
Actual resource support of the GEP (taking into account the specific features 

connected with the profile of this major educational programs, the University 
should give a brief description of engaged learning pedagogical staff, and also the 
actual educational-methodical, informational, and material support of educational 
process).

Creating the work programs of training courses, subjects, subjects (modules) 
and programs of educational and industrial practice is also possible demands of 
employers to professional qualifications of employees. In particular, the formation 
of the sections describing the structure and contents of the course (module, prac-
tices, forms and assessments of progress control, training-methodical and logisti-
cal support.

The process of using PS in the formation of the GEP for HE consists of several 
stages:
1) Selection of professional standards
     The developer had to take that (or those) substation, which most closely cor-

respond to the profile of the developed educational programs. The need for this 
is due to the fact that the list of profiles GEP, developed on the basis of relevant 
FSES, do not coincide with the list of areas of professional activity, which cre-
ated PS.

2) Types of professional activity of graduates
     In higher professional education this activity refers to research, design, educa-

tional and other activities. To clarify this section, the GEP is recommended:
    -  to analyze the list of types of labour activity of the relevant professional stan-

dard;
    - to choose the most important types of labor activities;
    -  determine the type(s) of professional activities, which include selected types 

of work activity.
3) Tasks of professional activity of graduates and professional competence 
     The notion of tasks of professional activity of graduates of higher and profes-

sional competence correspond, as a rule, to the concept of the employment func-
tion of PS. 

    For corrections/additions to the list of tasks of professional activity should:
    - to analyse the list of units of professional standards;
    - to choose the most relevant units of PS (employment functions);
    - to prepare a consolidated list of tasks of professional activity of graduates.
     When using PS for the formation of the revised list of occupational competen-

cies should:
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-  to analyze “the List of units of professional standard and “Description of the units 
of professional standard;

- to select the most relevant for a particular project unit of professional standards.
Consider that fact the proposed employer of professional competence can be a 

bit of a different nature for the required practical experience. At the same time, pro-
fessional competence, master graduates of higher educational institutions, should 
be broader, generalized due to the integration of a number of competencies offered 
by employers in PS.
4)  Formation of other sections of GEP for HE (curriculum; training courses, sub-

jects, subjects (modules); programs of educational and industrial practices; ac-
tual resource support).

     For use of the information contained in the PS, in the development of the curric-
ulum in terms of determining the list of disciplines variable part of each cycle; 
the recommended types and duration practices; programs of basic disciplines 
and the variable part of each cycle; logistical and informational support of the 
educational process is recommended:

    -  to select the most important (relevant) for a particular GEP kinds of labour and 
units of professional standards (section 3 “Card of types of labour”);

    -  to analyze the cards of selected types of jobs and a description of each of the 
selected units, focusing on the information, which is necessary for the forma-
tion of a specific section of the PS or the programs of educational disciplines/
modules/practices (section 3 “Card of types of labour” and section 4 “Descrip-
tion of units of professional standards”);

    -  to carry out analysis and generalization of the information received from cards 
of types of labour and descriptions of the various units;

    - to form the content of a specific section of the GEP.

The surveys of employers
In the absence of professional standard which is appropriate to a specific field of 
study/specialization/professional  education, and, if necessary, update/correction 
of the provisions of the qualification reference books and/or professional standards 
for accounting requirements of employers (labour) in the creation of documents 
regulating vocational education. Surveys of employers with the aim of collecting 
information are necessary for the development of specific sections of the docu-
ments.
On the one hand, the representatives of all-Russian associations, large branch and 
regional associations and large companies and corporations are the main consum-
ers of specialists, it is recommended to create the expert group for the efficient and 
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effective participation in the development and implementation of state policy in 
the field of vocational training, including in the development of FSES.
On the other hand, educational institutions is recommended to create a working 
group on development of the basic educational programs jointly with representa-
tives of employers. Organization and conducting surveys of employers include the 
following steps:
- preparatory
- the formation of the working group in charge of organizing the surveys;
- the formation of the group of experts representing employers 
-  the development of programs, plans and tools which are necessary for regular 

identifying requirements of employers;
- a survey of employers;
-  consolidation of the results; transfer them to the interested organizations/institu-

tions.
The working group are responsible for the organization and surveys of employers. 
They should include specialists in two categories:
-  specialists - developers of FSES, including representatives of employers and edu-

cational institutions;
- technical support to the work of the group (design, printing, mailing, etc.).
The formation of the group of experts representing is the most important in this 
type of economic activity, it must be carried out with regard to the content (char-
acter) of information that you want to receive. So, for the development/updating 
of the GEP and specific working programs of courses, disciplines and practices in 
this group should be included qualified specialists engaged in the performance of 
or/and direct management of the execution of professional activities that prepare 
graduates GEP. Experts should represent different enterprises and companies.
The expert group may not include representatives of all organizations and compa-
nies which are potential employers of the graduates, so it regularly updating (rota-
tion) of the list of the expert group. For example, every two to three years to renew 
one third of its members.
Development of programs, plans and tools surveys of employers carried out by the 
working group. 
When creating the program and plan for the survey should be taken into account 
the following indicators (parameters):
- information that it is planned to receive in the course of the survey;
- category and number of experts involved in the survey;
- the form of carrying out of surveys;
- the date of the surveys;
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-  the form and term for the submission of the results of the developers of the basic 
educational programs.

The employer survey can be done in several ways (methods), the choice of which 
depends on many factors: the number of enterprises in the respective field of pro-
fessional activity, their geographical dispersion, the specifics of production and the 
diversity of technologies and other 
In General, you can use two basic methods - surveys and interviews - or a combi-
nation of both.
Appendix B provides examples of questionnaires for the survey of employers.

Review of development resources and assessment of competences
In “2005 European inventory” a review of various methods and approaches to as-
certainment of factors, documentation and the assessment of results of training in 
the studied countries was given and the typology of methods [48] was determined.
-  Теsts and examinations: identification (identification) and validation of informal 

and informel training by means of examinations in the formal system.
-  Declarative method: is based on the estimation which has been carried out by the 

individual, with the description of his competences that is usually signed by the 
third party to check self-estimation.

-  Supervision: the confirmation of the individual’s competences during perfor-
mance of routine tasks at work.

-  Simulation and the demonstrative factors brought out of work: simulation takes 
place when the individual is located in the situation which suits all criteria of the 
scenario of real life to estimate his competences. To bring proofs out of work, the 
candidate collects the physical and intellectual factors of training results. It can 
be related to the working situation, volunteer activity, domestic and other sur-
roundings. These factors make base for validation of competences by the third 
side.

-  Portfolio method: the use of a set of different methods and the means used on 
consecutive stages to create the coordinated set of documents or findings of the 
work, demonstrating from the different sides of ability and competence of the 
individual.

Within the TUNING project the reviews of use of various methods of teaching, 
training and an assessment for development of general competences of various 
subject fields which can be offered as effective model in the field of development 
and implementation of training programs were carried out. For an illustration of 
the performed work the following seven competences [6] are considered: 
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1) Ability to the analysis and synthesis 
 As a result of carrying out consultation the precise definition of this compe-
tence wasn’t formulated, but it became obvious that the subject groups (SG) de-
fine the analysis and synthesis widely. SG in business management enumerated 
among other things, such elements of this competence as the ability to define 
correctly the question or the research problem, the ability to describe and draw 
conclusions, and also to formulate recommendations. SG in training also con-
sidered it necessary to consider the ability of the student to reflection and the 
ability to describe, analyze and generalize the information. SG in mathematics 
emphasized that the student has to use deductive competence for the solution of 
tasks, the student also has to think of, whether this task any of the tasks solved 
by the student in the past is similar. 
 If that is available, the student has to be convinced of that the same hypothesis 
is right and in this case to apply already available decision. If it isn’t similar, 
the student has to find out what exactly he can use from the last experience, 
and start developing new approaches to the solution of the task. In this case the 
student will develop in himself the competence of generalization by identifica-
tion of key ideas in the chosen decision and their presentations in the accurate, 
short, finished look. 
 Other SG delivered the ability to the analysis as a set of all these abilities in 
the list of educational tasks, i.e. this general competence helps the student to 
understand and estimate the information which is necessary to collect, inter-
preted and worked up for determination of the main ideas. The analysis requires 
logical thinking, possession of the basic concepts of the corresponding field of 
knowledge and even the further development of this field of knowledge by car-
rying out researches. 
 None of the groups reported that the development of this skill is provided with-
in a separate component or the program module, i.e. this general competence 
is integrated into the syllabus in any subject, into any module of teaching or 
training.
 This situation was confirmed also with students’ opinions. The information re-
ceived from students says that they attach great importance to this competence 
as it allows them to link theory with practice, to estimate critically the results 
of work and researches and to use the corresponding means for search of alter-
native ways; students referred to this competence as extremely significant for 
their future professional career. 
 For the description of this competence a huge number of various expressions 
was used: to interpret, to pick out key ideas, to comprehend, to estimate, to elic-
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it information from, to estimate conclusively, to link theory with practice, to put 
the information in good order, to place in a context, to consider impartially, to 
combine, investigate, formulate, not only to reproduce, to apply, to describe, to 
draw conclusions, to think, to compare with, to choose, to distinguish between, 
to contrast with, to classify, to summarize, dispute, to establish a connection 
with, to generalize, to think logically, to think rationally, to take into account, 
to predict. 
 This extensive definition is very important since it gives an idea of teaching 
methods and educational tasks by means of which students improve this com-
petence. It is noted that this competence is directly connected with ability to 
solve problems. 
 As it was pointed out in answers, students develop the ability to the analysis and 
synthesis by means of:

     -  formulating the main thoughts of the notion or the concept as a result of read-
ing, carrying out researches, discussion and carrying out brain storms within 
narrow subjects - both academic, and professional, 

     -  training of skill of the impartial description, of categorization and the estab-
lishment of links between categories, 

     -  original interpretation, assessment, carrying out distinctions and making clas-
sifications, and also an exchange of the acquired knowledge during discus-
sions and in the form of written works, 

     - finding of their own and to doubt someone else groundless statements, 
     - finding links between modern concepts, 
     - quantitative assessment of information, 
     - correlation of an initial material with the corresponding theory,
     - integration of new conclusions in existing knowledge in the certain area, 
     - placing concrete events and/or tasks in wider contexts, 
     - looking for arguments and/or counterexamples. 

 Forms of assessment of this competence development vary depending on the 
method which provided its development. Some SG indicated the assessment 
partially in the form of meetings of groups of students and discussions. The as-
sessment also is carried out on the basis of how students analyzed information 
or materials. SG in training pointed out a number of forms of an assessment: 
discussion, statement of questions, supervision, the evidence of personal and 
professional participation, the supervision when writing reports, active par-
ticipation in practical work, the essay, written works, projects, examinations, 
graduation works, theses. 
 Students also can make a contribution to assessment procedure, handing over 
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in writing or representing orally at the end of a term the so-called “self-assess-
ment”. 
 The feedback is carried out individually and during discussion in groups, as in 
writing, and in an oral form.
 SG also emphasized that as students specified how they learnt, whether they in 
themselves developed this competence. For example, they 

     - feel more competent and confident while expressing their own opinion, 
     -  are capable to find a common ground between results of the research and the 

theory and/or concrete circumstances of carrying out the research, 
     -  feel comfortable and surely, stating criticism or critically estimating presenta-

tions, reports, etc., prepared by other students, 
     - feel comfortable, receiving critical comments about the work. 
2)  Ability to application of knowledge in practice.

 There is a set of teaching methods used for development of this competence: 
various practical tasks, practical training, seminars, laboratory researches, pro-
duction projects, training on production, visit of the enterprises, excursions, 
teaching practice. The Subject Group (SG) in business management mentioned 
tasks and the written works performed by students together with the companies 
mentors or the companies sponsors, the graduation work based on real prob-
lems which the companies and the organizations faced. Within training pro-
grams on physics, chemistry graduation works can be carried out at a factory, 
and in programs of medical nurse business and pedagogics the essential practi-
cal component is provided. Within programs in geology project implementation 
on cartography which means six weeks of work in the field is provided.
 The current assessment is carried out by means of seminars, tasks of the in-
creased complexity, laboratory work, short oral presentations, written works, 
regular talks with the teacher for discussion of an assessment and opinion of 
the teacher on the project. The final examination can is carried out in the form 
of the oral or written tests including practical questions/tasks, as well as in the 
form of qualification tests for the solution of practical tasks in the lecture - hall 
or laboratory. 
 Students understand, whether they mastered this competence and in what de-
gree, thanks to feedback from teachers or concerning work of students during 
the term, or concerning their final works and of examinations results.

C) Basic general knowledge in the studied area.
 This competence is most connected with concrete subject fields. Just because 
this competence is defined as basic general knowledge in studied area, it be-
comes obvious that it is not general, but subject and specialized competence of 
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a basic level. Therefore it is possible to say, theoretically, that methods of devel-
opment of this competence are different in various subject fields and are closely 
connected with concrete characteristics of a studied subject. But in practice it is 
not just like that. Basic general knowledge as it is represented, have three vari-
ous aspects: the first - the basic factors, the second - the basic relation which is 
specialized for every concrete subject field. The third aspect consists of the con-
nected or necessary general knowledge which isn’t, strictly speaking, subject 
and specialized: for example, knowledge of mathematics or a foreign language 
of the students studying physics, or knowledge of history and political science 
of the students studying pedagogical sciences. In the corresponding papers we 
couldn’t find a detailed information whether the development of basic general 
knowledge in the studied area can be provided at the beginning of the first year 
sometimes and in certain cases within the school program. 
 Therefore it isn’t clear, whether it is possible to estimate such knowledge while 
entering the university and to integrate into the program of the higher educa-
tion selectively. As a rule, at the level of the first cycle of training universities 
are well familiar with the school program and are informed what is taught in 
its framework, especially in the last school classes. However the subject group 
in physics specifies that when entering the university knowledge and skills in 
the field of mathematics, learnt in the higher forms of the school are estimated. 
One more exception is the subject field of pedagogical sciences in which adult 
university entrants of teachers training syllabus can present a set of documents 
indicative of meeting the entrance examinations requirements.
 Basic general knowledge in the majority of subject fields is acquired as a result 
of attending lectures, reading, participation in discussions, using library and In-
ternet resources, and also as a result of an assessment at oral and written exami-
nations. Students can get information on sufficiency of basic general knowl-
edge during discussion of the works written by them, examinations results or 
during oral examination. It seems that not much attention is paid to this aspect 
of training: it is perceived by all subject groups as necessary, but this is only 
actual, conceptual comprehension. It seems natural that the TUNING project 
carried out at the all-European level showed that in some subject fields the con-
tent of such basic general knowledge very strongly varies in different countries 
whereas in other subject fields such distinctions are represented rather insigni-
ficantly. However in the majority of subject fields the opinion was formed that 
graduation works presented the key general knowledge in the studied area. 
 Much more difficult seems the problem of the development of the second com-
ponent of basic general knowledge – the type of thinking, characteristic for 
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each concrete branch of science (discipline), its values and methodological 
or even ethical base. However and in this relation subject groups called some 
strategy. Some aspects of this component of basic general knowledge (the accu-
racy of the analysis, ethical values and professional norms) are discussed with 
students within lecture courses, and also, probably, are among quality criteria 
of students written works. 
In this case the task is to impart norms and values of the discipline to students. 
 Besides, students develop the type of thinking necessary for their subject field 
by means of reading literature having got examples of types of thinking wide-
spread in the relevant professional community; gradually they learn the differ-
ence between views of various schools representatives which have developed 
in professional community, and also distinctions in their relation to the subject. 
 By results of work of the subject groups discussing this general competence, 
it becomes clear that the type of thinking or the attitude, the intellectual and 
ethical values recognized as fundamental in concrete subject fields, also are 
brought up within students’ practical experience of training – for example, dur-
ing laboratory works on physics or the analysis of historical documents within 
programs in history, for oral presentations, reports and visual aids within peda-
gogics syllabus. 

3)  Information management skills 
 The meaning of this competence unanimously is understood as the ability to 
find the necessary information in literature, to distinguish primary and second-
ary sources, to use libraries – traditional and electronic, - and also to find in-
formation in the Internet. Within subject field - history - the great attention is 
given, besides the usual types of information listed and other subject groups, 
to a large number of various sources of information and methods of its assess-
ment and interpretation (including archival documents, papyruses, archaeologi-
cal materials, secondary sources, attestations of eyewitnesses, etc.). Within this 
subject field the development of this competence is directly related to a set of 
types of educational tasks, lectures, seminars, excursions, individual and group 
work, including work on the graduation work.
 In all subject fields the concrete educational tasks aimed at the development of 
skills of using libraries are developed. Some of these educational tasks are car-
ried out with participation of libraries staff and in the form of visit of libraries 
or library seminars. Information search methods on the Internet and its critical 
evaluation can be shown within lecture courses by means of multimedia de-
vices, and such studies are often accompanied by performance by students of 
original tasks and by discussion of their results. Skills of information search are 
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considered as continuously developing (progressing): in one of papers it was 
mentioned that at the beginning of university syllabus students are motivated 
to use the reference books supplementing the subject-matter of lecture cours-
es whereas by the training end students have to possess skills of information 
search at the level accepted for independent doing the researches. 
 In all subject fields the main educational tasks which promote development of 
this competence, first of all are aimed at the development of skills of carrying 
out experiments and researches in studied area, i.e. allow to estimate ability 
of the student to effective using library or other information resources dur-
ing the independent work. For example, within syllabus in chemistry students, 
performing laboratory works, can use special literature (of various level of 
complexity depending on the level of the syllabus) for interpretation results of 
laboratory demonstration models or the development of laboratory experiment. 
Within syllabus in history students read and analyze various documents, inter-
preting them by means of bibliographic and other sources. Such tasks can have 
various levels of complexity and be carried out with various touch of originality 
depending on the training level. 
 Within the syllabus in geology students prepare oral or written presentations of 
the material collected by them to show the skill of interpretation of results of 
work by means of the corresponding literature. 
 Special significance in connection with this competence is attached to feed-
back, i.e. to a written or oral review of the teacher of the student’s work. Judg-
ing by the reports submitted by subject groups, this competence is significant, 
and also develops and is estimated – at various levels and taking into account 
characteristics defined by subject field – in all subject fields. 

4)  Skills of interpersonal communication 
 This competence is considered key in three subject domains – in pedagogics, 
medical nurse business and business management. In each of these areas the 
educational tasks aimed at the development of skills of interpersonal commu-
nication are worked up.
 In the field of business management the referred methods of development of 
this competence include work in groups, making presentations, trainings. Nar-
rowly targeted task is the case in which groups of students present realistic 
business scenarios, being engaged in the solution of such tasks as management 
of time, decision-making, etc. 
 In practice professional activity of graduating students of programs for medi-
cal nurse business and pedagogics is interpersonal communication. In medical 
nurse business the main skills of communication are skills of the attentive at-
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titude to the interlocutor, putting questions, conducting conversation with vari-
ous groups of interlocutors, presiding at meetings and participations in them. 
In subject field of pedagogics the main emphasis is placed on the dialogical 
nature of interpersonal skills and educational process. In this regard the special 
attention is paid to ability to listen, to verbal and nonverbal communication, to 
presiding at discussions or participating in them, the civilized treatment of dif-
ferent culture representatives, carrying out interviews Methods of development 
of interpersonal skills begin with acquaintance of students with that fact that 
they should learn much in this area. 
 One more important aspect is the ability of the student to make sure of that, 
something that he told, was understood by the interlocutor correctly. All skills 
of interpersonal communication created at students start being put by them into 
practice within training programs.
 For an assessment of a level of development of this competence the perception 
and the feedback received by students from other people is represented to more 
significant.

5)  Ability to work independently.
 Ability to independent work is equally highly appreciated in all subject. Natu-
rally, in reality such abilities of the graduate of university as the ability to man-
age the time, to establish priorities, to observe deadlines of work and work are 
absolutely necessary to execute all volume not only in personal and profession-
al, but also in civil life as a whole. Today the main methods of development of 
this competence are stimulation of students to use not only abstracts of lectures 
in their independent work, but also library and other resources, and on the last 
stages of the training program – giving the students of considerable degree of 
independence. 
 The recommendation in the field are as follows: not to overload students with 
excessive number of “deadlines” for delivery of a jobbing, not to remind them 
constantly of “deadline” existence, allowing them to organize the time indepen-
dently. Especially effectively to estimate extent of development in the student 
of skills of the organization of time and performance of complex tasks the total 
degree work/thesis allows. 
 Experience shows that the national perception and the traditions related to inde-
pendence of students, are various. In some countries, especially where students 
get higher education at more mature age, they are from the very beginning con-
sidered as adults, and the attendance of classes isn’t obligatory, and “deadlines” 
for delivery of works are set very flexibly, - up to that students can “put every-
thing” on the final examination of a separate course, year or even all syllabus. 
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On the other pole of this range of perception there is an accurately structured 
organization of the course within which students perform concrete educational 
tasks which are checked up during the term (writing of works, reading or study-
ing of the certain materials, which knowledge the student then is checked), 
according to the rigid schedule often coordinated with other schedules of study 
on office or faculty in order to avoid coincidence in time. In this case the basic 
strategy is motivation of the student to complete the work in time. 

6)  Elementary skills of work on the computer 
 In the majority of subject fields students are required to have skills of computer 
work and knowledge of information technologies. 
 Within training programs in various subject field this competence is considered as: 

      - the competence, assisting the process of training in concrete discipline, 
      - the competence promoting the successful employment in the future, 
      - the competence promoting the process of training during all life.

 Depending on the value attributed to competence in the framework of subject 
field, the contents, the importance and weight of elementary skills of work will 
significantly differ in each concrete curriculum. On the one pole of this continu-
um to students possession of this competence can be attributed even at revenues 
to the program of training or will be meant that students will informally seize 
necessary skills of work on the computer in the course of study. Quite so, most 
likely, matter in those subject domains where skills of work on the computer 
are considered basic, i.e. no more than help in study and an additional benefit 
at employment is. 
 During consultations the attention to this competence was paid not by all sub-
ject groups, even in spite of the fact that in some subject domains computer 
appendices are used widely, for example in mathematics. The subject groups 
working with this competence, emphasized in the papers that the task of the 
syllabus is to provide confidence of students during the work on the computer 
within performance of a task of any type provided by the curriculum. In more 
detailed answers that students should be able to create and keep information on 
any carriers, to use e-mail, to carry out information search in was specified the 
Internet to transfer results of experiments to an electronic format and to pro-
cess data with use of the subject and specialized software (chemistry), to create 
texts and presentations by means of programs of processing of texts or graphic 
programs, to make calculations and to estimate information with use of any 
programs (physicist) suitable for this purpose. 
 Besides, students even more often are asked to examine educational space of 
the Internet and to use new forms of electronic training using new educational 
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technologies. Modern control systems of electronic education, as a rule, use 
such special means as the virtual educational environment, direct references. 
 Existence of this competence also is a necessary condition for performance of 
such written works as the thesis or the thesis with compliance to all academic 
norms concerning registration of the main text, the bibliography and the review 
of sources (history). 
 To develop their skills on the computer students are given various opportuni-
ties: both theoretical lectures, and seminars to use the gained knowledge in 
practice in computer laboratories. Some subject groups mentioned the fact of 
giving the students an unlimited access to computers and of organizing the sub-
ject and specialized work on the computer. In other subject fields the students 
skills control is fulfilled at the beginning of studies, and then each student de-
velops, with the help of tutor-guide, the individual development plan of skills 
in the field of SAA (science about education). The formal classes are sometimes 
given in the second or third year) and are timed to bringing the students into the 
field of the subject and specialized software. However in most cases the basic 
training of students in the field of computer work is carried out at the beginning 
of the studies, sometimes in the form of a short intensive course.
 One more significant method of development of skills of work on the computer 
in their broader interpretation is the assessment of websites content. As a rule, 
such classes begin with the fulfillment by students of a task on formulation of 
criteria and content assessment of this or that site on the Internet with the fol-
lowing discussion and results. Some lecturers then give to students the task of 
independent search and of sites assessment (developing thus skills of informa-
tion search on the Internet), others give out the predetermined criteria which are 
approved by students on the websites found by them. 
 According to information provided by subject group on pedagogics, there are 
the following forms of teaching and skills training of work on the computer: 

     - free classes syllabus, 
     -  free attendance classes devoted to various concrete skills of work on the com-

puter, including studying of graphic programs, methods of an assessment of a 
web content, etc., 

     -  placing at students disposal the examples of effective work, for example, refer-
ence to exemplary works on the Internet, examples high quality presentations, 
etc., 

     -  the request to hand over works in different formats, including references to the 
resources placed on the Internet,

     -  the search for literature in collected works of various libraries with the help 
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of the Internet, 
     -  passing the information to students about organizational aspects of study ex-

clusively by means of electronic transmission media of information, 
     - use of criteria of quality during the work with websites. 

 The assessment of the level of skills development of work on the computer is 
based on the requirement to show the existence of this competence, i.e., for 
example, to prepare the presentation for interactive class by means of different 
types of the software (business management). In subject sphere of sciences on 
education for development of skills of SOE at the initial stages of communica-
tion the main attention is paid to practical skills, instead of theoretical knowl-
edge. During such classes students: 

     -  perform a task in which a certain required information is found in the database 
prepared by the lecturer, or make the database corresponding to type of avail-
able information, 

     -  observe the practical realization of the concrete skill, and then perform a simi-
lar task independently, 

     - use browsers for search of necessary information, 
     -  hand over written works and are estimated with respect to the skills of work on 

the computer on the basis of efficiency of registration of the presented works. 
 When the level of development of skills of work on the computer is formally 
estimated, students learn about the level of the achievements in the form of a 
mark or an oral comment of the teacher. 
 In the latter case comments are provided concerning all tasks performed by 
students, including the work in computer rooms, the tasks performed on the 
computer, practical laboratory papers and the graduation work. In the field of 
sciences on education the comparison of results of development of the given 
competence at the end of the study with self-assessment data presented by the 
student when entering the university also takes place.
 The basis of the TUNING project is comprehension that the common goal of 
the higher education is to create, support and improve such conditions that the 
study in higher education institution will be most useful to the student and will 
meet his requirements. 
 Therefore in the course of development, and estimates of educational programs 
a special attention is paid to quality. Quality criteria are bringing in correspon-
dence with the purposes, i.e. the possibility of achieving of stated purposes by 
means of the syllabus, as well as the relevance of the chosen purposes, taking 
into account students, teachers, employers expectations, and also the require-
ments of Bologna Process.
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1.5.3.2 General methodical requirements to formation of estimated means 

The assessment of level of development of university entrants, students and 
university graduates competences requires the creation of new innovative tech-
nology of complex estimation of set of available knowledge, skills and acquired 
habits (KSH) and social and personal characteristics forming their competences. 

Therefore when creating the fund of estimated means it is necessary to take into 
account a number of factors [1, 12]:
-  didactic-dialectic interrelation between results of education and competences, 

distinctions between the notions “results of education” and “level of formation of 
competences”: results of education are defined by the lecturer, and competences 
are got and shown only in the course of activity;

-  competences are formed and developed not only through assimilation of the es-
sence of educational programs, but also by the educational environment of the 
institute of higher education and by used educational technologies – respectively 
and these parameters have to undergo assessment procedure;

-  while projecting the innovative estimated means it is necessary to provide an 
assessment of creative activity assisting in training of the student, ready to pro-
vide solutions of the new tasks connected with insufficiency of concrete special 
knowledge and the absence of the standard algorithms of professional behavior 
in quasi-real activity;

-  when estimating the level of formation of students competences conditions of the 
maximum approach to future professional practice have to be created; in addi-
tion to lecturers of concrete discipline, as external experts employers, graduating 
students, teachers of related subjects, etc. have to be used actively;

-  besides individual estimates group and mutually estimates should be used: re-
viewing by students of works of each other; 

-  students opposing to projects, graduation works, research works, etc.; expert es-
timation by groups of students, lecturers and employers, etc.;

-  following the results of estimation it is necessary to carry out the analysis of 
achievements, emphasizing both positive and negative individual and group re-
sults, designating ways of further development.

  In the structure of fund of estimated means the following can be included:
-  program and plan schedule of carrying out control and estimated tasks for all 

term of training;
-  models of competences and the program of estimation of competences according 

to levels of training and a specialty profile;
-  set of control and estimated materials (questionnaires, tests, cases, etc.), meant 
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for estimation of level of formation of competences at a certain grade levels (on 
an entrance of the first-year students starting the development of OOP, after the 
second term, at key grade levels of graduates, after the practical works, at the 
stage of preparation for defending the graduation work, etc.);

-  the methodical materials outlining the procedures of competences estimation at 
all stages of control (the description of procedures of entrance control of level 
of formation of the general competences of first-year students at the beginning 
of OOP development; materials for control of competences at different stages of 
development of OOP in the preparation directions);

- requirements to qualification of the faculty; 
-  technologies and methods of working up of the results of competences estima-

tion;
-  the methodical materials defining procedure of estimation, and also the instruc-

tion and program means of working up the results, the statistical analysis of data, 
graphic visualization and interpretation, representation formats to their users;

-  sets of showings, and also criteria of an assessment of levels of formation of com-
petences and then estimation scale according to the purposes of control.

General methodological requirements to the assessment means development.
To assess high-school applicants, university students and graduates competencies 
it is necessary to create an innovative technology of complex assessment of knowl-
edge and skills and personal characteristics of graduates which encourage the de-
velopment of these competencies, that is why while developing the assessment 
means fund it is necessary to take into account a number of factors: [1, 12]: 
-  Didactic and dialectical connection between learning results and competencies, 

the difference between the concepts “academic results” and “competency devel-
opment”: academic results are assessed by the teacher while competencies are 
developed only in the process of learning; 

-  Competencies are developed not only through mastering an academic program 
but also with the help of the academic environment and educational technologies 
meaning that the latter should also be assessed; 

-  When designing innovative assessment means it is necessary to provide for the 
assessment of creative abilities facilitating the training of students ready to meet 
challenges connected with the lack of specific knowledge and common profes-
sional behavior patterns in superficial/quasi-real activity; 

-  While assessing student competence it is essential to create environment resem-
bling future professional training as closely as possible; besides professors teach-
ing a particular discipline, employers, graduate students, professors of interfacing 
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disciplines, etc., should also be involved; 
-  Apart from individual assessment, group and peer assessment methods should 

be used; 
-  Students should take part in opposing projects, course and diploma papers, re-

search papers, etc.; groups of students, teachers and employers should take part 
in expert assessment procedures; 

-  It is necessary to analyze students’ achievements after the assessment procedure 
highlighting both positive and negative individual and group results, planning 
further work. 

The structure of assessment means fund may include: 
-  The program and the schedule of long-term assessment procedure; 
-  Competency models and competency assessment programs according to the aca-

demic level and the specialization; 
-  A set of assessment materials (surveys, questionnaires, tests, case-studies, etc.) 

for the assessment of the development of competencies at a particular learning 
stage (at the entrance exam stage, after the first year, at key stages of learning 
process, after work experience internship, while preparing thesis, etc.); 

-  Didactic materials defining the competency assessment procedure at every stage 
of learning (the description of entrance competency assessment procedure; ma-
terials for competency assessment at different stages of learning according to 
training programs); 

-  Qualification requirements to assessment experts; 
-  The technology and methods of processing the results of assessment; 
-  Methodical materials defining the assessment procedure as well as instructions 

and program tools for data processing, statistic data analysis, graphic visualiza-
tion and interpretation and its presentation for users; 

-  A set of criteria as well as competency development assessment criteria and the 
scale of assessment according to the aims of latter; 

-  Recommendations for the interpretation of assessment results and methodical 
materials defining the procedure of discussion with students, recommendations 
on grades accumulation and their use in student portfolio; 

-  Expert preparation programs for assessment procedures; 
-  Statistics database and achievement monitoring programs; 
-  Portfolio structure and the availability of the statistics for users (categorized in-

terface: for students, teachers, management, employers, etc.); 
-  Final exam programs; 
-  A set of exam tasks and the assessment criteria; 
-  Methodical materials describing the exam procedure; methodical materials defin-
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ing the procedure and the criteria of assessment whether the qualification level 
of graduate students corresponds with the Federal State Education Standard for 
Higher education; 

-  Recommendations for the upgrading of assessment means fund (frequency, the 
degree of upgrade, the changes of procedures, methods, technology, criteria, etc.). 

    While creating student competency development funds it is necessary to take into 
account the standards of assessment procedure: 

-  The frequency of assessment procedure (at the end of each module); 
-  Consistency of assessment: competency development should correspond with the 

level of difficulty, assessment means including; 
-  Multistaging: peer assessment and self-assessment, discussing the results and 

measures to be taken to eliminate weaknesses; 
-  Single technology used (compiling assessment sheets, interviews, defining the di-

rection of further development) for every student; comparativeness of the results. 
    Assessment means funds should be expertly examined by university methodical 

unions (or other university unions developing FSES for HE); employer’s repre-
sentatives and professional unions, Ministry of Science and Education. Assess-
ment means funds should fully and adequately reflect FSES for HE requirements 
and General education program, providing for the graduate competency to be 
corresponding with those requirements. 

    The creation of university assessment means fund involves the preliminary and 
the main stage: 

-  The preliminary stage identifies the requirements, their separation and rating; 
-  The main stage develops the structure and contents of assessment means, their 

validity check. 
It is necessary to develop assessment criteria (the degree of concordance with 

the main objectives) and the technology (procedure) of assessment to organize the 
assessment activity. 

University assessment means fund may consist of two parts: interim attestation 
means and final attestation means.

Structure matrix of assessment means of current, interim and final control of 
competency development may serve as the basis for the planning and development 
of assessment means.

Table index: ГСЭ (HSE) – humanitarian, social and economic cycle; МЕЦ (MNS)- 
mathematics and natural-science cycle. УО – I (interview): interview (УО-1), col-
loqium (УО-2), exam (УО-3), subject exam, module exam (УО-4). (ПР) – written 
tests: tests (ПР-1), tests (ПР-2), essays (ПР-3), reports (ПР-4), course papers (ПР-
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5), scientific reports on practical training (ПР-6). ТС – technical means of control: 
computer test programmes (ТС-1), learning objectives (ТС-2), case-study (ТС-3), 
etc.

Structure matrix contain information about the academic cycles of the general 
education program and corresponding basic and optional subjects (training, scien-
tific research, etc., including) as well as final attestation means (state exams and 
graduation thesis); the lines of the matrix contain the data about competence index 
according to the FSES for HE for the given training program and the correspond-
ing types and forms of assessment means. 

Structure matrix are designed specifically for each undergraduate program for 
bachelors, masters and specialists. This information defines the requirements to the 
contents and the possible structure of the graduate competency assessment means 
according to the Methodical Union register for the given specialization, and can 
also be used as the basis for the certification of undergraduate program for higher 
education (both bachelor and masters). 

Depending on the aims of assessment, the level, stage or type of an education 
program, the level of difficulty of assessment tasks vary from those having the 
only solution (answer) to those having a lot of solutions or not having a definite 
solution so far. 

The higher the level of uncertainty and the creativeness of the task the lower the 
degree of social grading (the content of the task is graded, but not the answer). On 
the contrary, the lower the level of uncertainty, the higher the determinacy (the dif-
ficulty is lower, the uniqueness is higher) of the task, the lower the degree of grad-
ing (this concerns both the contents and the answer to the task). While introducing 
innovative technologies of competency control, it is necessary to choose particular 
assessment criteria, checking the accordance between the form and the task. 

The development of a university assessment means fund should be carried out 
gradually, and should include the technology for the entrance exams which assess 
the development of key competencies at the beginning of studying at a university. 

The stages of assessment means development may be the following.
1.  A full set of requirements to a first-year student, to students at different stages 

of the learning process, to a graduate student is developed and adopted; the 
requirements described in particular programs prescribed by the Federal State 
Education Standard may be extended including the requirements determined by 
the acclaimed objectives and academic variability. 

2.  A graded list of competencies to be developed is designed, starting from first-
year students, who study according to the FSES academic programme (compe-
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tency-based approach) to graduates. 
3.  A full set of requirements to the system of competency assessment means at each 

stage of control is developed. 
4.  Competency models for each stage of training considering additional competen-

cies, determined by the job specifics are created. 
5.  A database for the continuous performance assessment of every student is cre-

ated (student portfolio). 
4.  Basic academic modules developing particular competencies within a number 

of basic modules of other subjects, but aimed at developing the same skills, are 
defined. 

5.  The development and the contents of assessment means for each learning stage 
starting from distinguishing assessment modules is carried out. The most com-
mon variant is a number of basic modules developing particular competencies 
referred to various subjects, but aimed at developing the same skills; each mod-
ule may be sufficient enough for the development of a particular competence, 
but may also be defined as essential, that is developing a particular competence 
only in combination with the other modules. A survey in each academic disci-
pline showing student performance is designed.

6.  Each assessment stage has its own specification of competencies to be checked 
as well as the tasks and questions. The number of tasks and the time required 
for their completion is set. It is essential to make each task significant and to 
define the assessment procedure for each of them. The significance of a task is 
determined by the possibility to make an integral decision about the accordance 
of the competency development to the general education program requirements. 
It is recommended to carry out the procedure of defining the task significance 
with the help of experts or automatically following the probation data for each 
competence to be assessed. 

7.  Tasks to assess each competence are developed, the performance showing the 
level of the development of the former and the degree of mastering the learn-
ing material of the given module; it is possible to make tasks covering several 
modules simultaneously (cross-discipline complex tasks), making it necessary 
to master the material of corresponding basic modules. 

8.  A demo-version of specified assessment material is designed; expert proposals 
and recommendations are taken into account; deadlines and the length of the as-
sessment procedure, as well as its organizational, academic, methodical, techni-
cal and ergonomic conditions and results processing procedure are set. 

9.  The development of backup variants of the material (a set of tasks equal in 
contents and the level of difficulty with an equal or a close sum of the tasks in-
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cluded): it is recommended to have no less than five variants to provide for the 
information protection of the assessment procedure. 

10.  The comparison of the structure and the contents of the assessment means with 
the requirements to the level of competence at a particular stage. 

11. Keys to the tasks are prepared. 
12.  The criteria and the grading of assessment which makes it possible to define 

whether the level of the competence coincides with the requirements to the 
Federal State Education Standard for Higher Education Programs and General 
Education Program is defined. 

13. The necessary number of copies is printed out. 
14.  The instructions for the experts of the assessment procedure (those may include 

the staff of Academic process organization department, the staff of university 
centre for student performance assessment, student scientific supervisor, the 
dean’s office staff, etc.) It is recommended to exclude the professors who teach 
the given discipline to provide for independent assessment. 

15.  The structure and the form of the assessment sheet should be well-designed, 
containing room for the requirements to the assessment procedure. Notes 
should contain assessment criteria for the accordance of the sheet to the re-
quirements of Federal State Education Standard. 
The basis for the assessment means development may be: 

      -  structure matrix for each bachelor, master and specialist education program 
according to the Federal State Education Standard for Higher Education for 
the education program developed by methodical unions for education pro-
grams; 

      -  universal and professional competency models, created by the university and 
based on the General education program; 

      -  the samples of assessment means recommended by the methodical union for 
current, interim and final assessment as well as the final assessment of bach-
elor, master and specialist competency according to the General Education 
Program for the given training; 

      -  assessment means samples for current, interim and final assessment and the 
final assessment of graduate competency (bachelors, masters and specialists) 
according to the university academic plan.

In each case all the key principles for the development and application of the 
assessment means fund are the following: 
- valid assessment materials;
- correspondence of the learning material to the level and stage of learning; 
- clear assessment criteria;
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- objective assessment methods and procedure;
- high-profile experts;
- a clear action plan after the assessment procedure is complete.

To process the assessment results automatic program tools and statistic inte-
grating models are used: the scale of grades, an average grade, rating students 
results, generalizing the grade, comparing the results with the previous ones, etc. 

The development of the assessment means fund should require the knowledge 
of control methods, the pedagogical statistics theory to simplify the choice from 
the types and contents of assessment tasks at various learning stages, the skill of 
structuring the learning material on the basis of competency-based and activity-
based approach, the standardizing of assessment procedures.

1.5.4. Competence evaluation procedures in learning process 

Elaborations of recommendations for evaluating means development.

Picture 1.12. General classification of evaluating means
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Recommendations for pedagogical test development
Test task is an examination material unit which defines the unambiguously correct 
answer and determines its degree of completeness for the cases of independent 
answer constructing by examinee.
Every test task should have definite serial number, standard performance instruc-
tion, correct answer pattern or standardized rules for evaluating performance re-
sults and statistical estimates of its system characteristics, satisfying definite re-
quirements of pedagogical measurement theory. Usually, to perform this require-
ments it is necessary to conduct no less than 2-3 approbations which results are 
used in content, form, task complexity, task validity and statistical traits character-
izing its working quality in conjunction with other test tasks.
Analysis and correction of test task traits should be based on descriptive statistics 
supplemented with correlation and factor analysis methods. Certification final tests 
using for adoption managerial decisions in education generally need lasting appro-
bation and correction on representative graduate sample.
In general cases, when planning the meters development it is necessary to identify:
-  The purpose of measurement, linked with the control functions and scope of 

measurement results;
-  The planned types of meters, its ratio, proportion, and time intervals of applica-

tion;
-  Content of meters (subject description of the content, skills and activities planned 

for checking).
When developing certification test you should perform all the following steps and 
do a few approvals on representative graduate samples. Particularly, it is neces-
sary:
1.  To determine the approach to creating of certificate test (standard or criterion- 

oriented).
2.  To analyze the discipline content, determine the degree of completeness re-

quired for a representative display of CRP test requirements.
3. To determine the test structure and task placement strategy.
4.  To develop test specification, implement a priori selection of test length, task 

forms and the time of performance.
5. To create tasks in each of the selected test forms.
6.  To select test tasks and rank them according to the chosen strategy of presenta-

tion based on a priori copyright estimates of task complexity.
7. To conduct expert analysis of content quality of the tasks and the test.
8. To expertise pre-test tasks forms.
9. To redo content and forms of the tasks according to the examination results.
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10. To generate approbation testing sample.
11.  To develop instructions for the students and teachers, conducting test approba-

tion.
12. To perform approbation testing for empirical results collecting.
13. To conduct statistical analysis of approbation result.
14. To interpret the analyzing results and identify the ways of test correction.
15.  To perform test cleaning and add new tasks to improve test characteristics (e.g. 

optimizing of task complexity, increasing its validity, improving task proper-
ties, improving test reliability and validity).

16.  To repeat approbation step for test quality improving evidence (repeatedly, if 
there is a need).

17.  To establish test performing norms and build the scale/ or scales for assessing 
the results of examinees.

The planning process of assessment means content is performed by using the test 
specification. There it should be done the approximate percentage layout of sec-
tions content and determined the required number of tasks for each discipline sec-
tion in terms of its importance and the number of hours devoted to it in the pro-
gram.
Structure and content inspection and tasks percentage in the test are fixed in test 
specification. Sometimes specification is done in expanded form, containing in-
structions about the type of the tasks which will be used to assess student achieve-
ments, test execution time, number of tasks, etc.
Specification is very important when creating parallel versions required for mass 
testing, since content structure for all variants of the same testis fixed in it.
General principles for test content selection foster to ensure high test content valid-
ity.
The first principle is representativeness. It regulates the procedure of content se-
lection so as to ensure the optimal completeness and correctness of test content 
proportions.
The second principle is relevance. It prescribes to include the most significant 
content elements related to the basic topics of the course in the test. Allocation of 
basic elements requires structuring of subject content before selecting to the test.
The third systematic principle involves the selection of ranked meaningful ele-
ments interconnected with definite hierarchy and general knowledge structure.
According to the accepted classification it can be defined the following tasks forms:
1)  tasks with a multiple choice where students choose the correct answer from a 

given set of responses;
2)  tasks with the constructed response that required during the performance to get 
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responses (brief regulated or extended) from the students;
3)  tasks on matching, which implementation is associated with the identification of 

matching between the elements of two sets;
4)  tasks on establishing the correct sequence where the student is required to spec-

ify the order of elements, actions or processes listed in the task.
 Regardless of theirs form, test tasks should comply with the general require-
ments:

     -  Each task has its own serial number, which can change after a statistical evalu-
ation of task complexity and strategy selection of presenting test tasks;

     -  Each task has a pattern of correct answer (assessment pattern for the tasks with 
an open- constructed response);

     -  In the task all elements are located on well-defined locations fixed within 
the selected form; standard performance instruction, which does not change 
within each form and precedes tasks formulating in the test, is developed or 
the tasks;

     -  The rule of putting dichotomous or polychromous assessment is developed for 
each task, general for all tasks of the same form and accompanied by instruc-
tion for checking with standardized counting procedures of raw (primary) 
scores in the test.

The test measurement process is maximum standardized if:
- Any student is not given any advantage over others;
- Pre- designed scoring system applies to all student answers, without exception,;
-  Tasks of the same or different forms are included in the test with regulated weight 

coefficients which values   are obtained statistically;
-  Testing of various groups of examinees is performed in the same time under 

similar conditions;
- Test group is aligned with motivation;
- All examinees perform the same tasks.
In the tasks with multiple choice it can be defined the main part containing the 
statement of the problem, and answers formulated by the teacher. Among the an-
swers often only one is correct, although it can be other options with a choice of 
several correct to varying extent answers.
Incorrect, but plausible answers are called distracters. If the task has two answers, 
one of which is a distracter, then the probability of random selecting of correct 
answer by guessing is 50 %. 
The number of distracters is given in quantity so that the task does not become too 
cumbersome and difficult to read, but at the same time, is tried to avoid too much 
probability of guessing the correct answer. 
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Therefore, often there are given 4 or 5 distracters, although in some cases, when 
there is such need, its number can reach six or seven.
If the test is carried out with using papers, the tasks with one correct answer choice 
are accompanied with instruction:«circle the number (letter) of the correct an-
swer.” Computer task instructions might be: «To answer press the number (letter) 
of the correct answer.»
The multiple correct answers tasks, as in Example 6,are usually tried not to include 
into the certification tests, which results are used for administrative and managerial 
decisions in education.
Tasks with one correct answer choice must satisfy a number of requirements that 
can improve the quality of the test:
1.  Any ambiguity or vagueness of the wording in the task content should be elimi-

nated.
2.  The main part of the task is formulated very briefly. Preferably not use more than 

one sentence consisted of seven or eight words.
3.  The syntax construction of the task is extremely simplified without compromis-

ing its content correctness and unambiguous understanding of the students.
4.  The most part of the task conditions is included in the main part of the task, and 

no more than two or three most important key words for stating the problem are 
left for the answer.

5.  All the answers for one task should be about the same length or the correct an-
swer may be shorter than others, but not for all test tasks.

6.  All verbal associations promoting to choose the correct answer by guessing 
should be excluded from the text tasks.

7.  Frequency of selecting a place for the correct answer in a variety of these test 
tasks should be about the same, or the place number for a correct answer should 
be chosen at random.

8.  All distracters for each task should be equally attractive to examinees who do 
not know the correct answer.

When designing tasks it is necessary to ensure their relative independence, elimi-
nating chained performance logic, when the answer or one task is a condition for 
the other test task. Tests of educational achievements should not contain trap tasks 
presenting in psychological tests.
To develop tasks with construct regulated response it is necessary to mentally for-
mulate a question, and then write a clear and concise answer in which you should 
put a dash in the place of keyword, symbol or number. Task answers are given in 
the dash place or recorded in a special form by students.
Tasks with construct regulated responses must meet certain requirements:
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-  Each task must be focused only on one complemented word, symbol, etc., which 
place is recommended to mark with dashes or dots.

-  A dash is put in a place of key element, which knowledge is essential for control-
ling material.

- All dashes in the tasks for one test are recommended to do the same length.
-  A place for the answer is better to give at the end of the task, or as close to the 

end as possible.
- After the dash, if it is possible, the measurement units are given.
-  Task text should have the simple syntactic structure and contain a minimum 

amount of information which is necessary for the proper performance of the task.
Tasks of the second type with open- constructed response have no restrictions on 
the content and answer presentation. During the allotted time and in special papers 
for answers an examinee can write whatever and however he/she wants.
Key recommendations for the development of the tasks with open-constructed re-
sponse are:
-  Tasks with open-constructed response are mainly designed to assess the creative 

skills. They should be developed only in those cases when more simple forms 
can`t be used;

-  The length and complexity of the response may vary within a wide range (up to 
few pages of text response, justifying the addressing problem solution, etc.). In 
the instructions, it is desirable to impose restrictions on the maximum length of 
response for each task;

-  The task formulating should include stating the problem, the standard of imple-
mentation and evaluation criteria. Staged part must be maximum clear to mini-
mize possible bias in students correct answers from the implementation pattern 
planning by a developer;

-  Time frame selection for each task performance should allow the student to for-
mulate a fairly detailed response and write it down.

Recommendations for the development of competence tests (tasks)
Competence tests are focused on predicting future life successes of students during 
further studying or professional activity. They help to carry out competence level 
assessment, decaying into a range of individual competencies.
Competence tests should have interdisciplinary character, requiring to use multi-
dimensional scaling techniques and special methods of integration assessments of 
individual characteristics of university graduates preparation in students assessing.
Competence tests are developed in the framework of criterion- oriented approach, 
as it is meaningless to talk about the numerical analog of competence formation 
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level. To obtain reliable and valid results of the graduates final certification within 
competence approach it is necessary to use level scale, which in foreign papers, is 
usually referred to as the vertical scale.
The main directions of the competence test establishment are:
- To formulate a list of evaluated competencies;
- To develop a cluster model of evaluated competencies;
- To create a description of the signs of the competencies clusters;
- Make recommendations for the expert analysis of the signs of the competencies;
-  To develop the competence test content specification, defining the proportion and 

structure of the content within a multidisciplinary approach;
- To develop a competence- oriented tasks in accordance with the specification;
-  To define the task location strategy (in accordance with the cluster structure of 

competencies, periods of studying, the expert estimation of difficulties or disci-
plinary affiliation);

-  To select the tasks for the test and rank them according to the chosen strategy of 
presentation;

- To carry out an expert analysis of the content quality of the test and tasks;
- Perform tasks form examination;
- To revise the tasks content and forms according examination results;
- To form a representative sample of students for approbation testing;
- To develop guidelines for students and teachers, conducting test approbation;
- To conduct approbation testing for collecting empirical results;
- To conduct statistical analysis of testing results;
- To perform interpretation of the results and identify the ways of test correction;
-  To carry out test correction and add new tasks to improve test characteristics 

(optimization task difficulties, increasing their validity, improving the task prop-
erties, improving the reliability and validity of the test);

-  To repeat approbation step for the evidence of test quality improvement (repeat-
edly, if there is a need);

-  To evaluate the reliability and validity (content, construct, predictability)of test 
results;

-  To establish criteria for the test, build the scale and the resulting scale for assess-
ing students.

Therefore, when evaluating the competencies it is necessary to verify the predic-
tive capabilities of the estimates that should predict the success in future career 
with high probability. To evaluate the predictable power of the results, you can 
use the analysis of correlations between the estimates and the characteristics of 
students professional activities, which are manifested in the process of passing 
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practices, taking qualification graduation works, etc.
To build a student competence model it is necessary to structure the set of com-
petencies, highlighting similar groups on the grounds of expression. This work 
can be done in two ways: by expert or by factoring data of assessment processes 
according empirical results of competence evaluation. Thus, incompetence struc-
ture it can be defined competencies clusters, and connection between them is es-
tablished by constructing a structure-descriptive models. Each cluster should be 
described to identify external indicators of competencies manifestations.

Recommendations for the case- meters development 
Case meters include special problem tasks in which students are offered to com-
prehend the real life situation, reflecting the real practical problem and updating a 
certain set of professional knowledge. 
A distinctive feature of this problem is a lack of conclusive decisions, which en-
courages students to look for the ways of optimizing approaches, analyzing meth-
ods of decisions and arguing their choice of method. Basically, these meters are 
designed to estimate undergraduate students preparation, and not to test knowledge 
of science disciplines, where, in most cases, there is a unique solution of the given 
problem. 
Thus, there are clear advantages of case meters that appear when they are used 
for the evaluation of professional competencies through the tasks with solutions 
competing to some truth extent.
Specially prepared training material, containing structured description of real pro-
fessional situations and presenting not just a truthful description of events, but 
unified information platform that allows to understand the situation, and to solve 
the problem tasks, is usually included in cases. 
They offer the student to understand the real life situation, which description si-
multaneously reflects not only practical problem, but also actualizes certain com-
plex of professional skills required in problem-solving. A distinctive feature of 
such problem is a lack of conclusive decisions, what encourages students to look 
for the ways of optimizing approaches, analyzing methods of decisions and argu-
ing their choice of method.
Cases vary in scope. There are large and mini -cases (no more than 10 tasks). It is 
possible to distinguish case-types depending on the nature of underlying material:
- Illustrative cases;
- Analytical cases;
- Cases of managing decision-making;
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Case types depending on content are:
- Plot cases (the story about past events);
-  Plotless cases (represents the scope of statistic materials, reports, and etc.);
- combined cases including both a plot and some statistic materials.
Case development demands task validity evidence (content, construct and predict-
able) with statistical methods and defining optimal weight coefficients during data 
integration to different tasks in unified competence evaluation.
For case validation it is necessary to gain information about the quality of gradu-
ates labor activities, collecting according to employers’ references during the first 
2 years of their work. Then, it is necessary to attract the database of graduates 
certification and evaluate the correlation between case estimates and employers’ 
references. 
On one hand, it will allow to convince in predictability of forming competencies 
and certificate estimate means, on the other hand, it will allow to implement the 
correction of studying process.
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seCtion 2
mastering professional CompetenCies

2.1 Organization of mastering professional competencies

Transition to the organization and carrying out the educational process focused 
primarily on mastering knowledge and management skills as professional com-
petencies, causes need of modernization educational forms and methods and the 
corresponding educational and methodical provision. In the sphere of develop-
ment and application of effective educational technologies today, modernization in 
many respects is not based on their traditional division on training and evaluation, 
defining corresponding directions, purposes and methods of its statement and ap-
plication. In these conditions, development and realization of competence-based 
approach sets essentially new educational and methodical tasks of the organization 
and carrying out educational process which, first of all, consist in development 
and fixing of applied skills. It is obvious that the success can’t be based only on 
educational innovations, it is necessary to rely on mobilization of opportunities of 
traditional forms and training methods, including their purposeful combination, 
cooperation, aggregation.

The main possibilities of mobilization of training resources in traditional forms 
and methods of administrative education are defined by conditions and variations 
of achievement of synergetic effect of their configuration and application within 
the Federal State Educational Standard of the third generation and competence-
based approach. Their basic provisions give to teaching adequate opportunities, 
both as innovations and coordination/ interaction of traditional forms and training 
methods for developing such options, as management skills.

Thus, test formats of control tasks, in interactive educational process give par-
ticularly constructive training opportunities, widely and variously applied today 
for an assessment of knowledge acquisition level. They are clearly visible in the 
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course of justification, comparison and assessment of test tasks results of indi-
vidual students and in a subject group both in the classroom and through distance 
learning.[25]. For this purpose it is sufficient to develop test materials consistent 
with recommendations of “Bologna Process” materials. They, in particular, recom-
mend to suggest no less than five variants of answers ranged on degrees of their 
compliance, correctness or general assumption. Universal format of testing, which 
units training and assessment resources, provides its application not only to tradi-
tional procedures of entrance, current and output control knowledge, but also gives 
opportunity of constructive development of skills in the course of the analysis, 
development, a choice and application of different decisions [3].

The universal format of testing provides modes of analysis and development of 
different answers with their subsequent ranging by degrees of adequacy, reliability, 
relevance, etc. Such ranging can be carried out in an applied mode on the basis of 
projection of considered theoretical versions of the decision in the practical situa-
tions which are traditionally included into educational and methodical complex of 
discipline[45].

Universal testing can be developed, positioned and consistently applied as:
- criterion of problems’ distinguishing and actualizing;
- way of the analysis of structure and content of factors;
- procedures of the complex situational analysis;
- choice and decision-making tool;
- algorithm of result forecasting.

Basic assignation of testing packages to sections and subjects of the develop-
ment program of specific disciplines allows to use them in educational process 
targeting development of administrative competences [34]. The traditional appli-
cation of testing planned by the working program, allows to estimate quickly the 
current level of knowledge development, both in independent and in test modes, 
can serve not only the regulator “a cycle in a cycle”. Universal format is also used 
as the exercise machine acquiring skills administrative competencies. Long-term 
experience of using universal testing to draw a valid conclusion on effectiveness 
of this combination.

Obligatory components of test development should include:
• range of answers of different degree of reliability;
• wrong version of the answer;
• essentially inadmissible version of the answer;
• carrying out ranging of answers by the credits;
• estimates of complexity of a test task status.
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Making your response based on this approach involves ranking of admissible 
answers from “5” to “1” in descending order of accuracy. Wrong option symbol is 
“0” and unacceptable option is “-” symbol. 

Table 2.1 -Example oftest task with answers
Code Status, jobandanswers a Answers

Status 2
Organization hierarchy determines: Right Allowed permissible Illegal

а The rights, duties, responsibilities of subdivisions 1 2 . 3

b Procedure generation, adoption and implementation 
of solutions 0 1 . 2

c Subordination of unitsand positions 5 5 . 5

g The sequence of setting and achieving goals - - - 1

d Distribution of powers between units 3 3 . 4

The overall range of responses, defined as the number of permutations, allows 
students to analyze, justify and select from them the most preferred answer. Doing 
that repetitively will help to develop and reinforce related skills. 

Thus, the analysis of the broad fields o fvalid responses provides compe-
tence development PC-1, as the ability tomanage organizations, departments, 
groups(teams) at the level of skills of employees. In turn, completing theme tests 
trains the ability to make organizational and managerial decisions and assess their 
consequences. 

Effective method of training students to learn and make decisions is the task 
of preparing actual examples within reviewed themes in the format of homework. 

Those tasks take form of illustrations, annotations or cases and serve to sub-
merge the student into the actual problems of corresponding discipline.

The same goals, but in a more simple and traditional format could be achieved 
by students while completing control tasks and self-studies. Unfortunately, both 
teachers and students usually view those tasks as assessment procedures only. 

However, it is possible to increase their learning potential by formulating spe-
cific questions and tasks, combining them in certain consequences, so they serve as 
guidelines. Creating such structures [34] serves to polish professional knowledge 
and skills.

In accordance with this approach, each topic of the course comes with informa-
tion and methodological unit, positioning content appraisal and training activities 
for the development and consolidation of the material it contained. Content of the 
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tasks focuses on students’ understanding of the key points of the material. A wide 
range of jobs open positions structuring vector allowing it to develop in the course 
of adapting the learning process to a personal level of each student’s training.

For example,such a training complex, presented for the second task of the text-
book “Organization Theory” + CD combines multimedia supportrate on CD; - hy-
pertext glossary of terminology used; bank of teaching units for each topic of the 
course; set of 10 specific management cases; package of 300 universal test of three 
levels of difficulty. 

The combination of teaching and evaluating methods of organizing and con-
ducting educational process has a long history, formed, for example, by such a 
comprehensive educational and methodical activity as a business game. [2] It is 
very well known, but limitedly used, in spite of the fact that role business game 
imitates management process for the students to be able to accomplish managerial 
competencies in actual situations.[45] This actual limitation is explained by lack of 
time in separate disciplines, but it could be corrected at the inter-discipline level, 
given business games’ effectiveness.

In this regard, the most constructive format of organizing and conducting role 
business game is to design and set up a specific work program based upon inter-
disciplinary cooperation, combining meaningful primarily approaches, methods, 
innovation and, ultimately, the process of teaching. It allows to determine objec-
tively necessary functional activities, ensuring accurate modeling of the entire 
structure and content of the organization and conduct of the management process. 

Thus, in the course of organizing and carrying out the role of the business 
game “Manager” [2] we purposefully integrated several teaching disciplines such 
as: “Organization Theory”, “Organizational Behavior”, “Organizational design”, 
“Principles of Management”, “Management Decisions” “Business Management”, 
“Innovation Management”, “Conflict”, “Marketing” and many others. Although 
agreeing on a timetable represents a major difficulty, only interdisciplinary game 
can provide the most adapted development and consolidation of constructive pro-
fessional knowledge and skills.

2.2 Continuity of development of competence

In modern Russian conditions targeted professional training tier managers 
competency-based approach may be one of the strategically key competitive ad-
vantages of Russian higher education system, which, obviously, did not want to 
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be a real and potential competitors of our company and guiding them managers, 
respectively. 

Inaccessible to the Western view of understanding the mental foundations of 
forming relationships in Russian organizations, mobilization and application of the 
most effective means and methods of constructive influence on them isolated in 
the professional community of our best leaders. It is on these, repeatedly expressed 
by employers products analyzed in the article, “What You Need employer?” Most 
effectively constructed and applied competence-based approach to management 
education in Russia today. 

In accordance with the basic provisions of the competency approach of the 
modern manager accumulation necessary theoretical knowledge, mastering fun-
damental concepts must be accompanied by constructive and develop mastery of 
applied skills and consolidating practical management skills in domestic organiza-
tions. Federal state educational standard of the third generation (GEF TA) struc-
tures on general cultural competence and professional, highlighting the universal 
and special orientation of educational process. From these positions we also con-
sider statement and application of competence-based approach in the higher pro-
fessional administrative education.

It is clear that the higher educational institution, as a rule only begins process of 
formation of such key competences of future manager, giving the report that their 
final development and fixing will be carried out only during practical professional 
activity of the graduate. In this regard it is possible to understand that any the most 
perfect “The management theory”, even by means of expansion of a wide range 
of such applied disciplines as “Organizational behavior” or specifically focused 
courses as “Organizational design” isn’t able to create necessary competences di-
rectly.

The strategic problem of the higher professional administrative education con-
sists in formation of fundamental, system and complex representations of bases 
of construction and implementation of the management and management of the 
organization on which all subsequent models and procedures of ponimaniye and 
actions of the professional trained manager will be under construction. 

In this regard, statement and application of competence-based approach to for-
mation and development of common cultural and professional competences of the 
modern bachelor and the master in the field of management is of absolutely par-
ticular importance.

Introduction of competence-based approach is necessary begins actually with 
definition of structure and the content of knowledge, skills, having seized with 
which graduate of administrative education is capable to carry out professional 
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duties imputed to it effectively. 
At the initial stage they it is formalized are determined by the FGOS TP direc-

tions in the form of a certain set of requirements which, obviously can be sup-
plemented, specified, be modernized over time. In many respects this vision is 
dictated by the system which has developed in higher education institutions of 
educational and methodical providing which is quite often working by the prin-
ciple “That we know – to that and we learn! “. It is clear that over time all active 
will join in this process employers, as potential customers of vocational training, I 
focus structure and the maintenance of such arch on concrete, applied results. So 
we will take out the maintenance of structure of competences operating currently 
while for a framework of our representation, having concentrated on their formal 
structurization in many respects defining educational and methodical approaches 
to their development and fixing.

In the carried-out analysis, first of all, essential redistribution of specific weight 
of options acquired by the university graduate from knowledge traditionally in 
priority provided by the higher education is allocated for development and the 
fixing of applied skills demanding methodically essentially other approach. So, 
for example, structure of common cultural competences of the master in the Man-
agement direction of represented 25% of knowledge, 45% of abilities and 30% of 
skills. Without estimating qualification of formulations of common cultural com-
petences of the bachelor of management, first of all, we will pay attention that me-
thodically mastered knowledge acquisition makes in them only a quarter, and the 
skills demanding in many respects new educational approaches – are three times 
more number of components.

Alignment of a ratio of knowledge, abilities to them skills in the structure, the 
presented common cultural competences of the master of management, at essential 
reduction and their total number, actually doesn’t simplify methodical complexity 
of a task. 

The matter is that the most part of common cultural competences of the bachelor 
of management, anyway, were already formed and it was approved in programs of 
high school, unlike skills of the master of management. In them, the contents and 
level of requirements on so many seriously coordinates with the direction and a 
preparation profile that development and fixing of such competences will demand 
development, adaptation and application not only traditional, but also essentially 
new educational and methodical products.

Special complexity in formation of common cultural competences of the master 
of management, in our opinion, is represented by a problem of development and 
fixing of the skills providing free possession and purposeful application by the uni-
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versity graduate of a range adequate modern requirements, competent resources. 
In statement and the solution of this task it is impossible to avoid applied nature 

of approbation, adaptation, mastering skills of the modern manager that, puts new 
(if not to remember a vast experience of the domestic higher school of the XX 
century) and very complex challenges in respect of the organization and carrying 
out such educational and methodical programs, as practice and training. And, com-
plexity of the solution of these tasks far isn’t settled by finding of mutual interests 
on the organization and carrying out these forms with the profile enterprises and 
establishments. 

Much more complex problem is shown in methodical construction and mainte-
nance of such programs which earlier weren’t focusing attention on development 
being trained corresponding administrative competences.

Especially contrastly this problem is shown in the analysis and development 
of such programs for development and fixing of professional competences of the 
bachelor of management. The analysis of structure of these competences shows 
not only increase, rather common cultural competences of their total, but signifi-
cantly more serious level of their specialization, specification, a profiling and other 
criteria of an assessment of filling of their contents. Without providing here the list 
of all structure of such competences as it was already noted, it will be improved 
certainly, we will emphasize that the most part from 52% of abilities and 18% of 
skills of the modern manager can be if isn’t mastered, is precisely fixed only in 
process of practice or training of a bakalavriant in a control system functioning in 
actual practice.

It is obvious that reduction of specific weight of skills as a part of professional 
competences of the bachelor of management reflects the basic nature of its voca-
tional training forming bases of mastering appropriate resources, instead of di-
rectly their practical embodiment. 

At the same time, key domination as a part of professional competences of the 
bachelor of professional abilities puts before educational and methodical study, 
both theoretical, and practical parts of training programs very difficult, including 
essentially new tasks. 

They are connected not only with direct increase in volume of concrete pro-
fessional abilities of the graduate which he has to master during participation in 
educational process of university, but also in many respects, with obvious effort of 
applied orientation of their structure and the contents.

Reform of the domestic higher school along with traditional approach to forma-
tion of fundamental knowledge accurately focused universities on strengthening of 
the accounting of real needs of potential employers in development by graduates of 
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concrete structure and an appropriate level of professional competences. Interests 
of employers are supposed to be declared not simply, but really to represent and 
directly to fix in a specification of structure and the maintenance of administrative 
competences of graduates.

Refers not only, and perhaps not so much for bachelors, much to the masters, 
receivers in the development of professional competencies them significantly 
deeper and more specific profilization illustrated by the fact that, in the structure of 
professional competence of the master of the share skills reaches 60 % by reducing 
the corresponding indicator skills to 10%. The format of the approach to the prepa-
ration of the master, along with the originally applied profile orientation software 
training, involves equipping its competences of the researcher, Analytics, experts. 
This is especially important today, when the University as the most important goal 
defined transition to research orientation professional podgotovki students. It is 
clear that the formulation and solution of this problem is not limited to the orienta-
tion on the part of a very narrow and, in our opinion, quite lapidary. 

The main thing that involves this orientation, consists of mastering master dif-
ferent skills. Moreover, the skills of analysis, content ratio, a weighted estimate, 
selective identification systems for, justified gradechi composition and determin-
ing the level of management criteria must also be acquired and consolidate the 
process applied approbation and adaptation. Analysis of raspadenie composition 
cultural and professional competences of a Manager proceeded from the idea of 
what skills are different from the skills lack of experience multiple execution of 
their content, bringing it to automatic. This understanding characteristic of the 
applied perception of cultural and professional competence of graduated higher 
education institutions several distinct from scientific understanding and applica-
tion of these terms. 

The emphasis in it delaetsya on substantive approach to skills and application 
of adaptation skills, among which allowed certain distinction. Today in educa-
tional-methodical work of universities such distinction is not only essential, but 
sometimes brought to the direct opposition that has a destructive impact on the 
definition of the place and role and, ultimately, on the accentuation of attention to 
organization development vypuskniki management skills. 

Meanwhile, Paktia convincingly proves that graduated the University, espe-
cially the master, the promising for the employer, to a large extent, it is still in 
the institutions of higher education have mastered cultural and professional skills. 
Obviously, in the formulation and solution of this task, the employer not only can 
but must contribute substantially. 

It is in our opinion not so much in the determination of the composition of 
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competences as to provide opportunities for the organization and realization of 
educational programs of practice and training on the functioning of enterprises and 
establishments. 

This will allow not only more effective to develop and consolidate the compe-
tence of the Manager is a graduate of the University, but most employer to access 
is not released yet abukasis for more effective selection of potentially promising to 
work in his organization applicants. 

Practice, study, the implementation of projects, research, thesis in real inte-
resaba employer theme can become a constructive basis of mutually beneficial 
cooperation of higher professional education and the potential rabotodatelyam will 
allow for a new show and a training program in University, focusing professorial 
teaching kollektiv, students, the University as a whole in great demand among the 
staff of educational disciplines

The most complete and varied effectiveness of these resources is revealed in the 
course of participation of students in academic competitions, shows and confer-
ences, ensuring the formation of a young manager research professional compe-
tencies. 

A good example of this is the participation in the competition for research 
grants, providing development and consolidation of competitive competences in 
competition procedures of projects already under development and submission of 
applications. It is these forms create conditions for real creative competition awake 
and develops individual student initiative, beginning amateur allow widely ac-
quainted with the progress and results of research fellow professionals, relate them 
to their own potential contribution to the development, testing, adaptation, imple-
mentation and practical application scientific advances in research, educational, 
industrial, and other social and economic processes.

As shown by the annual competition of student research papers, a selection of 
relevant topics, the study of published material and holding my own research, the 
formation and formulation of conclusions, proposals and recommendations in the 
children allowed to allocate for the effective development competencies group 
worthy winners, today continued his studies at graduate and postgraduate.

This is the first step to be included in innovative research activities of young 
university graduates continue their education at a new level.

Today participate in innovation, as the faculty team and learners revealed two 
closely related concepts. First of all, innovation expressed in the proposal and im-
plementation of something new, previously unknown and not applicable. However, 
solving such a problem, the student masters the necessary competence innovation. 

From this perspective, an innovative approach to the formation of managerial 
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skills can not only rely on a fundamentally new development, but also appear to 
adapt the presentation and development of the basic concepts of management to 
the increasingly developing theoretical and practical innovation of the educational 
process. 

One example of such innovation becomes part of students in the implementa-
tion of a modular approach to the construction of curricula and the educational 
process, in which the interactive participation of students can take.

Introduction federal state educational standards (GEF TA) in the direction of 
“management”, the transition to tiered bachelors and masters, development and 
implementation of competence-based approach necessitated the formulation of ap-
propriate methodology, development and application of new methods of develop-
ment of knowledge and skills generated by the study complex management disci-
plines. 

Research and production methodologies, management education, innovation, 
testing and adapting the methods allowed to justify his conduct and form a com-
plex of advanced and innovative products, providing constructive organizational 
and methodological support for the development of managerial skills.

Basis of the complex began to develop and offer presented in Table 2.2 forms 
of organization development content of the discipline procedures interactive ex-
ploration of the theme of discipline in 2. This approach not only to present proven 
effective in the process of testing the form, consistently combining traditional and 
innovative methods of productions and applications, but also to highlight, for ex-
ample, the role and place of business games as teaching complex procedures of 
organization development management skills.

Modern methods of management education must rely on an interactive basis of 
construction and maintenance of the learning process, not only due to a qualitative-
ly new level of requirements for the content of the material, but also the demand 
for its rapid expansion, renovation and modernization. 

This task in the development of programs designed to address discipline mod-
ules such as: announcements, summaries, definitions, questions, conclusions il-
lustration, regulations, rules and other emissions control points and the position 
of presentation, prepared as a contrast with accents. Each of them, accompanying 
presentation of the material suggests an appropriate response in the form of educa-
tional operations learner base spectrum is presented in Table 2.2. follows:
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Table 2.2 -  Range of operations and development content of the topic of discipline.
form content and application in an interactive procedure

announcement leads a short list of key words and key provisions, directs the student in the use of information resources 

abstract outlines the state of the problem of the sources of examples of specific information on it for self-development 
and application 

question highlights the key, problem position this context with a view to a joint analysis and resolution

conclusion identifies and articulates a fundamental consequence of the considered material, allowing to construct a logic 
of its acceptance and application

definition states and highlights the nature of the formulation of concepts and definitions for the development and use of 
the work on the subsequent material

illustration gives the name of the possible examples, determining the direction of the search and study a specific expres-
sion allows visually understand the material 

rule allocates approach essential basis, the answer to the question, involving support for his further study

position emphasizes the essential connections and dependencies steadily developed or allocated on the basis of the 
analysis presented material

situation Propose  interactive scenarios and setting permissions problems, providing comprehensive development pro-
gram in the dynamics of the situation

Obviously, specifically adapted techniques can combine constructively signifi-
cantly greater number and variety of operations, methods, techniques forms acqui-
sition and retention of competence, both basic and variable component provided 
by the federal state educational standards, for example, in “Management.” It is im-
portant to understand that crucial in the organization and development of construc-
tive securing effective managerial competence plays their number and variety, and 
logical construction, efficiently tuned interaction and procedurally optimized per-
formance. Naturally, the most constructive procedure originally designed and con-
sistently implemented in an interactive format that provides continuous interaction 
of students and teacher. This interactive procedure for the management of admin-
istrative competence on the basis of the proposed operations, techniques, methods.

Each topic and corresponding components of the discipline are provided by in-
formation and methodological support, directly planning the control and analytical 
measures for the development of the material. Content of the proposed procedure 
focuses the learner on key stages and components of the development, in order 
to understand and master the material presented, parsing, analysis and discussion 
one-to-one, in a small group or in the class. 

Composition of operations has an open vector structuring, allowing to develop 
their spectrum and content in the adaptation of the educational process to the level 
of training of students. This approach offers the prospect of a much more construc-
tive and effective use of direct material of real companies and organizations in 
complex management courses based on modern information technology.
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Stepwise selection of control reference points and accented moments allows for 
a wide and varied program of performances and assembled lectures and seminars, 
organization of self-study students on a unified basis. It can be used as a construc-
tive way as both a tool and a condition of broad program of cooperation to absorb 
the material with other teaching aids.

Information and methodological support of the procedure provides a systematic 
correspondence with the matching addresses of educational environment, allow-
ing use of a variety of Internet resources in the learning process. They can be pre-
sented as specific training programs, procedures, software products, and univer-
sity departments that are actively developing and teaching complex management 
disciplines. Effective mobilization and use of any, especially digital information 
resources in the development of management competencies is defined by the use 
of modern techniques and procedures, training, support and maintenance of an 
integrated educational process. This task, in our opinion, is most effectively solved 
through the adoption and use of the basic format of complex management disci-
plines, as the most effective design, corresponding to the modern level of develop-
ment of information technologies, Federal Educational Standard requirements and 
educational material content.

Training and methodological support for the development of managerial skills 
in accordance with the format based on the construction, use and update of cor-
responding packages: organizational (OP), content (CP), information (IP), train-
ing (TP), control (CP), forming following arrays of training and methodological 
materials:

Organizational package
OP-1. Teaching and research program for the development of discipline;
OP-2. Logic circuit and method of the course discipline;
OP-3.  Conductor monitoring progress of research and development of the material;
OP-4.  Scoreboard with current emphasis of the students;

Content package
CP-1. Illustrative - and textual support (digital version of the textbook);
CP-2. Multimedia support program;
CP-3. Actual problems and effective solutions for the topics of the course;

Information package
IP-1. Databank of definitions for key terms of management;
IP-2. Databank of sources of educational information on the discipline;
IP-3. Databank of sources for reference information;
IP -4. Package material illustrating the discipline in practical situations;
IP -5. Movie demonstration and illustrative video clips;
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Training package
TP-1. Databank of case studies;
TP-2. Databank of skills development of skills;
TP-3. Bank exercises for skills development tasks;
TP-4. Bank of topics and tasks for coursework research;
TP-5. Databank of complex situations management;
TP-6. Databank on training courses;
TP-7. Bank of business games on development of professional competencies;

Assessment package
AP-1. Entry level tests;
AP-2. Intermediate package, thematically structured tests;
AP-3. Methods of assessing the level of implementation of tasks and objectives;
AP-4. Technique of protection and assessment of coursework;
AP-5. Final assessment test;
AP-6. Tools for assessing the level of development of competencies.

Accompanying the development of teaching and management disciplines based 
on this technique is carried out according to the procedures differentiated for stu-
dents, teachers, tutors and other users of the educational complex.

For example, with multimedia educational product, accompanying develop-
ment of management disciplines (CP-2), the definition of the basic concepts of 
the material classified in a single glossary provides a targeted search for a specific 
term and its definition.. There also is a general register which is recommended for 
use as a practical material composed of open official documents, which are offered 
to students as additional illustrations relating to the presentation of the course. In 
multimedia applications for teaching and methodology support the development of 
managerial competencies includes specific educational-methodical development, 
the use of which will help the learner to go beyond the content of the discipline 
with the aim of co-operation in implementing the knowledge and skills in the pro-
cess of further training and practice.

For example, key in organizing the learning process in “Management” program 
is a role business game “Manager”, professionally and efficiently forming the core 
competencies of assessing, evaluating and participating in market procedures. 
Role-based participation in the business game provides learning as observer, or-
ganizer, participant of financial, production, brokering on stock and commodity 
exchanges, public and commercial banks on innovation and venture enterprises, 
offices, holding, leasing and insurance companies in the state registration and tax 
Inspectorate. Each participant of this business game accumulates knowledge and 
skills of business registration, corporatization, investment and insurance, mar-
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keting analysis, production, promotion and sale of goods and services, payments 
to the budget and contractors, participation in innovative and lending processes, 
emission and placement of shares, bonds and promissory notes. 

Role game format provides a comprehensive simulation of business activity in 
the system of the major units of the market infrastructure, operating in accordance 
with Russian legislation. Development of cooperation between the participants of 
the game is defined as a major determinate factor of the marketplace. Therefore, 
as in real activity, each participant has to solve problems in the game by not only 
theoretically choosing the correct strategy and tactics of management, but also by 
changing their behavior in accordance with the competition and market conditions.

Student participating in the game independently verifies the strategy and tactics of 
management of the organization obtaining key professional competencies of a manager.

It is important to understand that the efficiency of the organization and the role 
of the business game as an integrated development tool are determined by its po-
sitioning in the general procedure for constructing professional education manage-
ment supported by special methodological procedures.. Package of basic proce-
dures (PBP) establishes the basic modes support in accordance with the objectives, 
audiences, programs, and the choice of specific conditions and the personal choice 
of the individual user.

Within the framework of comprehensive solutions for the professional training 
eight following basic procedures are used:
1.  Procedure of preliminary examination, orientation, selection and adaptation of 

program content and user training - “Preview.”
2.  Procedure of direct support of classroom lectures, consulting, practical, interac-

tive and other activities - “Occupation.”
3.  Procedure of information and methodological support for additional, indepen-

dent development program - “Self-study.”
4.  Procedure of support for conferences, demonstrations, presentations of content 

developed and implemented in training programs in the “on-line “formats” -  
Conference”.

5.  Procedure for preparation, administration, and maintenance of software, evalu-
ation and analysis of executable program in role business games - “Business”.

6.  Procedure for the analysis and evaluation of test and control activities performed 
by the program - “Test”.

7.  Procedure for the development, implementation, reporting and protection of 
final projects of students - “Project”.

8.  Procedure for adjustment and improvement of the teaching program being ex-
ecuted on the basis of collecting, collating and recording the comments and 
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suggestions of listeners - “Program”.
All proposed procedures regulate the possible modes of use of adapted multi-

media for any curriculum.
Thus, in accordance with the formulation and implementation of the process 

approach to the organization, a 100-point rating scale credit level of the intermedi-
ate control measures, has been in use for more than 15 years, allowing to position 
on corresponding level of training achieved, as follows:

Credit Characteristics to assess the level of development of the theme 
Rated “Excellent”

 100-91 with a comprehensive view of the development of creative vision (from 
outstanding to spreading)
 90-86 comprehensive performance evaluation with the original use (from in-
novative to adaptable) 
85-81 with a full understanding of the complex use 
80-75 showing a deeper understanding of the use

Rated ‘Good’
74-65 Introduction to the study illustrating the 
64-61 representation on the basis of systematic analysis 
60-55 confident understanding based on objective analysis 
54-50 understanding of the nature and content based on the system approach

Rated “Satisfactory”
49-43 without bringing the illustrating 
42-38 enumeration of guidelines without analysis 
37-33 allocation of a number of basic provisions without specifics
32-30 minimum reduction concepts and problems without illustrations 

Rated “Unsatisfactory”.
29-21 key concepts and issues are not presented 
20-11 concepts and provisions are not 
10-3 concepts and provisions of related issues are not represented
2-1 No provisions and terms are provided.
This ongoing assessment of progress on the basis of credit scale is updated 

regularly and results available to students via the Internet on-line format. Creating 
a real competitive environment, the format of individually differentiated credit scores 
has become a powerful motivator for improving the current activity of students. This 
can be seen in the real assessment of the results of the discipline Organization Theory, 
described in table 2.3.

An is annotation, A is answer at a workshop, I is illustration, S is situation, T is test, 
Ft is final test.
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Table 2.3

№

п.

п.

Program 
section/
section 
status

1    /    1,0 P /   1,2 Sh  / 1,3 1U   / 1,4 U   /   1,0 U1  /   1,1

Timeframe 
per section 07 - 24.02.12. 21.02 -1.03.12 06.03–06.04.12 27.03-0.04.12 10.04-04.0512. 17.04.-22.05.12

Assess-
ment form An A T An A T Аn A T I A T S A T S A T Ft

1 Sergey 55 59 62 45 51 64 67 69 58 60 56 66 62 64 61 57 58 64 62

2 Yana 52 56 56 48 57 60 75 63 61 77 54 61 78 63 64 75 55 78 79

3 Vladimir 53 50 47 44 41 52 65 55 59 49 50 51 53 38 55 52 53 59 53

4 Marat 73 68 49 46 55 58 57 73 52 50 60 45 76 43 60 69 69 54 57

5 Alexander 54 61 55 42 59 65 68 59 64 66 52 62 73 60 65 64 60 63 64

6 Alex 45 55 49 64 56 63 72 52 62 71 63 57 75 70 69 61 67 62 77 

7 Elena 64 66 65 43 62 66 71 60 65 70 61 66 72 65 63 60 61 61 78

8 Julia 53 62 66 40 63 68 64 45 55 63 56 58 64 62 62 62 57 60 61

9 Irina 33 40 42 35 42 38 44 37 45 43 40 55 51 35 46 38 46 45 38

10 Peter 51 64 53 47 54 55 50 53 49 62 48 50 54 53 52 56 52 55 54

11 Artyom 48 54 59 42 52 53 55 51 42 57 34 59 58 42 44 55 59 40 49

12 Gleb 57 58 51 49 50 61 53 58 57 73 57 68 59 66 58 53 62 68 66

13 Svetlana 59 66 61 58 60 62 77 61 69 68 55 63 77 61 66 74 68 73 84

14 Victoria 49 63 64 57 69 71 70 66 60 72 53 54 63 58 57 68 56 52 55

15 Anastasia 68 65 57 46 65 50 66 64 56 67 62 67 79 69 67 67 63 72 82

16 Valentina 63 60 58 66 68 57 73 62 63 75 51 53 71 56 56 72 51 77 75

17 Zurab 69 75 52 38 67 45 74 67 54 64 65 48 65 54 53 58 50 56 59

18 Oleg 43 53 60 61 58 59 45 57 48 74 45 64 69 57 68 71 64 70 70

19 Anton 66 67 63 41 61 67 54 56 53 65 58 48 72 68 71 70 73 76 76

20 Victor 58 52 54 52 46 51 47 49 51 61 49 52 70 44 50 54 66 58 60

21  Nataly 40 69 48 43 53 56 51 54 67 59 35 56 50 55 54 63 70 65 65

Years of experience in setting and application of interactive technologies in 
management education shows that the development of new forms, and use of prov-
en methods of their implementation are characterized today by quite significant 
disciplinary and instrumental difference. 

The results of the survey and the continuous demand for expert evaluation and 
effectiveness of setting and using interactive technologies can be classified as rep-
resented in Table 2.4:
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Table 2.4
# Disciplines Entry

test
Annotation,
Illustration

Case 
discussion

Training Documents’
developing

Role
game

Final
test

1 Organization
Theory

2/7 1/4 3/2 -/- 5/3 -/- 8/7

2 Management
Theory

8/8 9/8 10/8 -/- 7/4 8/4 7/6

3 Governance
Theory

-/- 6/7 9/4 3/1 5/4 8/4 7/6

4 Behavior 9/4 7/5 10/7 8/7 6/3 9/2 4/5

5 Labor safety -/- 8/1 6/2 8/1 6/5 -/- 4/1

6 Org. design 10/8 3/2 10/9 -/- 9/8 8/3 7/5

7 Org.
Management

7/6 6/5 6/3 -/- 9/2 -/- 6/3

8 Applied
Management

6/2 5/4 9/8 -/- 6/7 9/8 6/5

9 Personnel
Management

8/7 4/8 7/9 -/- 4/1 8/9 5/8

10 BA -/- 9/7 10/9 6/9 9/8 5/2 9/7

11 General
Management

6/2 5/4 8/7 -/- 9/8 -/- 8/7

12 Strategic
Management

6/2 5/4 8/7 -/- 6/5 -/- 8/7

13 Research 10/1 -/- 2/1 -/- 10/9 -/- 8/5

14 Self-org. 6/9 8/3 10/4 8/7 8/7 4/5 9/5

15 Events 9/7 10/7 9/8 10/9 8/7 9/8 7/6

Correlative analysis presented in Table 2.4 shows limited demand for such ex-
tremely effective interactive methods of development and consolidation of man-
agement competencies, as trainings and business games. It is clear that these re-
sults are largely explained by the complexity of the organization and conduct of 
these forms of training sessions, and of course, the need to rope in significantly 
more teachers. It is also obvious that the trans disciplinary framework and content 
of business games, interactive participation of students, demands to have appro-
priately prepared audience. Meanwhile, the urgency of the development, formu-
lation and application of management training, in modern conditions of limited 
opportunities determine content, clarity, organization and practice opportunities 
with direct involvement of students in such formats as training, testing, adaptation. 

In this context, it’s very important to understand that management training, 
along with business games are key, and most importantly, the most effective meth-
ods of development and consolidation of administrative competencies.

Obviously, the variety of methods and forms of interactive development and 
consolidation of studying managerial competencies are far from exhausted both in 
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quantity and in quality. Opportunities of exhaustive assessment of the intermedi-
ate results are ensured by the extensive use of digital information technology in 
the positioning and execution of pre- determined forms of invariant and methods. 

Table 2.5 - Presents the spectrum of interactive technologies used for develop-
ing managerial competencies

# Characteristics Forms Methods
1 Registration Research Test
2 Submersion Approbation Annotations
3 Imitation Adaptations Illustrations
4 Stages Experiment Situations
5 Application Practice Documentations
6 Role Combination Business games
7 Training Internship Trainings
8 Evaluation Rating Competion
9 Public Protection Discussion
10 Procedure Support Construction

Formulation and application of interactive technologies creates tutorial “work-
shop “of the complex development of innovative. Their composition, content and 
application are developed, tested and adapted at the moment based on competence 
education in the format of Federal Educational Standards. 

This is necessary both to ensure an organic and coherent reconstruction of the 
whole educational process of the university, and to work out a new format devel-
opment. Thus, the structure and content of the training manual “Practical Manage-
ment” is presented in Table 2.6 as follows:

Table 2.6
Section Content

Annotations Short characteristic of the problem using examples from the sources of specific information in order to 
self-study and apply them to the problem

Illustrations Providing specific examples to determine the research path

Situations Presenting interactive script of staging the case and solving the problem

Training Developing and cementing cultural and professional managerial skills in interaction

Business games Role modeling of independent actions of participants

Bibliography Systemic list of information search and processing, combining public and demonstrated data.

“Practical Management “training manual shown above allows not only to po-
sition and to offer a wide range of application of structured material, but also to 
ensure its independent development, adaptation subject, object detail for each stu-
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dent in a logical sequence due to the thematic development. Obviously, the proposed 
workshop techniques and their varying material are used as fundamental textbook 
instructional design, providing a comprehensive and systematic understanding of 
fundamental management disciplines. This development, in our opinion, can be a 
teaching book “Governance”, structure and content of which are represented in Table 
2.7 as follows:

Table 2.7 - Structure of tutorial «Governance”
Sections Content

Information Informational support of governance practical learning

Law Legal acts, norms, legal support and arbitrage regulation of governance

Economy Main governance support by micro-, macro-, regional, national and global resources

Functions Methods, procedures, protocols, norms of personnel, finance, resources, production, quality management, etc.

Subjects Content and specifics of activities of governance subjects

Objects Factoring of state, regional, municipal, social, business and public governance

Industries Factoring of governance in construction, energy sector, transport, chemical and other industries

Special Factoring and specifics of governance in communications, innovations, quality, risks, projects and development.

The structure presented above is an exhaustive and comprehensive set of the-
oretical, functional, applied and bibliographic material necessary to support the 
educational process of development and consolidation of a wide variety of man-
agement skills. Such a diversified format methodical allows not only to conduct 
a meaningful presentation support for development and consolidation of a wide 
variety of management skills, but also to some extent to coordinate and combine 
their development in the format of the educational process.

It is important to understand, generate and apply universal approach to the de-
velopment and presentation of teaching materials, allowing their use in the teach-
ing of each management discipline. Most versatile formulation and application of 
this approach are shown in the structure and content of teaching manual “Encyclo-
pedia of Management” united and consistently presented in Table 2.8 as follows:

Table 2.8
Sections Content
Genesis Development of management as science in retrospective

Schools Concepts of major scientific schools of management and their 
practical use

Scientists Biographies and scientific characteristics of personalities in management science

Categories Description of terms and categories in the science and practice of management

Experience Blocks of practical solutions for specific management problems
Innovations Innovative trends and developments in the theory and practice of management
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Conciseness of this manual’s structure directs its users to the possibility of us-
ing fundamental scientific material in the development of common cultural and 
professional management competencies in the study of a wide variety of manage-
ment disciplines. In general, a universal approach to the development, presenta-
tion and use of complex teaching aids in management disciplines determines the 
overall design of their positioning, providing constructive representation and di-
rectly addresses students’ need for each theme and subject materials. The overall 
configuration of such a complex, which allows to implement both mentioned and 
innovative educational and methodological tasks can be represented in Figure 2.1 
as follows:

Two more teaching aids, besides those described above, are shown in Figure 
2.1. Key position belongs to “Thesaurus of Management”, which is the basic con-
ceptual apparatus, reflecting and developing content of management disciplines in 
the form of complex, mutually consistent definitions. Getting to the study of mod-
ern knowledge, it is necessary first of all to determine the language of research, 
formulate and describe its structure and content, as the key set of the most com-
monly used terms and their definitions. They form the language of specific field of 
knowledge, reveal and reflect its content, provide an effective and appropriate use 
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of tools of research.
Foundation construction and use of such language is a set of categorical defini-

tions - conceptual apparatus provided in their subject- meaningful relationships 
and dependencies, which is especially important in the field of theory and practical 
management. 

Particular importance is the functional adaptation of the concepts used and their 
definitions for the purposes and objects of conditions of case management disci-
pline that defines the appropriate format and presentation of the development of 
educational and methodological manuals. This approach establishes quite distinct 
differences from the dictionary, glossary or set of keywords, initially coherent and 
integrated modeling and revealing its nature, content, structure, aims and methods 
of application. 

Fundamental management theory systematically and meaningfully combines 
components of the complex teaching aids. It provides not only a representation 
of the general concept and targeted content, but actually negotiates the diversity 
of composition and content of management disciplines into a unified system of 
knowledge. 

Fundamentally shaped and presented textbook “Management Theory” unites 
and consistently represents the entire spectrum of the fundamental laws and prin-
ciples of management, functions, methods, processes and results of their applica-
tion as shown in Table 2.9: 

Table 2.9 - Structure of manual “Management Theory”
Sections Content

Goals Determining and achieving planned results, necessary stage of management

Organization Planning and developing the programs of building and functioning for the object of management

Synergy Coordination of human, financial and technological resources of functioning

Regularities Stable, repeated dependencies between development, adoption and implementation of management

Functions Separate specific types of management as basis for distribution of rights and responsibilities

Principles Rules and norms, recommendations to develop, adopt and implement actions 

Methods Research methods, summing up theory and practice, used in management

Solutions Implementation of managerial decisions

Actions Active changes, providing quality increase and cost/profit ratio

Effectiveness Stable increase of cost/profit ratio

Changes Forecast, reaction and compensation of destructive changes by projecting and implementation of function 
and development programs.
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It is assumed that this teaching book will be presented in two levels of develop-
ment: general theoretical and profile- specialized, providing a logical connection 
between the staging and the teaching of basic and applied management disciplines. 
Obviously, the structuring of the content ultimately will have a substantially broad-
er and varied configuration, but this analysis should be sufficient to confirm its 
central position in the complex teaching development.

Teaching manual «Management Theory», becomes the key dominant of 
the complex, shown in Figure 2.3. It provides mutual content positioning and 
coordinated application of the other components of the material. A teacher, who 
has not only mastered this complex in advance, but has also constantly modernized 
the composition and content of fundamental materials of the course, should act as 
a guide for the students to use all the resources of teaching manuals in the t field of 
management education

2.3 Development of teaching management disciplines

Federal Educational Standard has introduced the block modular format of de-
velopment and implementation of the curriculum. Initially it was formed on the 
basis of an eclectic approach, as both student and employer were supposed to have 
access to influence the structure and contents of a set of courses. 

Presenting requirements for the development of modules focused at unification 
layout in a variety of teaching combinations, eclectic approach has not only the 
ensured the compactness of their performances, but their adaptation to the subse-
quent aggregation. 

Naturally, it should be done now on fundamentally different basis, which will 
claim innovative orientation of actual teaching constructions. 

At the same time, it is an eclectic approach to the development and implemen-
tation of the curriculum which makes it relatively quick and logical to modernize 
and update not only the content of the individual blocks and modules, but also, 
more importantly, their composition, both in group and individual training.

For this purpose, an eclectic approach provides a much wider range of possi-
bilities with respect to self- improvement curriculum modules, even when a seri-
ous innovation needs to be incorporated into the course... An example of the use of 
these opportunities is to equip each of the substantive components of current and 
future training programs with organizational and methodological blocks contain-
ing, in addition to traditionally recommended literature, case studies, tests and 
self- control tasks. 
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Carried out in such a package, development and unification of the structural 
components of the program provide unity of perception of any educational innova-
tion.

Federal Educational Standard introduced new mandatory component of disci-
pline “Management Theory” named “Organizational Behavior”. It would be inter-
esting to consider an example the system of professional management education in 
Japan defining the course “Theories of Subordination” as one of the fundamental 
disciplines. 

The contents of that course, not only intertwine and intersect within the course 
itself but, most importantly, narrowly focus on studying the development of knowl-
edge and skills needed for constructive professional interaction in the organization. 

All this points to the particular importance of socialization in the training of 
managers which has traditionally used classical learning approaches, in spite of 
aggressive emasculation of the core competencies of the national management by 
the conductors of import concepts promoted by interested external competitors.

Development and implementation of modern educational programs focused on 
domestic employer are possible only on the basis of using the entire spectrum of 
design for teaching approaches.

It allows graduates of the best national universities to seek international recog-
nition, and attributes well-earned recognition and praise to the relevant educational 
institutions in Russia and abroad.

Formation and development of management education, the introduction of state 
educational standards of the third generation, the introduction of competence-
based approach led to rapid expansion and diversity of management disciplines, 
the most popular of which are described in Figure 2.2 as follows:
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Figure 2.2 – Positioning of management disciplines
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Such a variety of composition and content of management disciplines is ex-
plained by profilization of management education, demand for specialization, de-
tailed specific courses adapted to the real needs of employers. 

It is obvious that one specific curriculum includes only some of those disci-
plines, depending on profile regulations, industry specialization and profile orien-
tation. 

In this regard, it is important to specifically and reasonably select and position 
each administrative discipline in terms of ensuring the development of a specific 
profile required by management competencies. So it’s based on that concept that 
the most popular content of variable block of disciplines higher professional man-
agement education is selected. 

Chartered bachelor, specialist, magister of management control at the first step 
of their professional activities face existing systems and processes of practical 
management of the organization. Its main provisions, functional requirements, in-
dustry guidelines establish procedures for a new employee’s functioning within 
organization. 

The development, implementation and evaluation of performance are regulated 
and governed by the relevant regulations and administrative acts

This puts the system of higher professional management education in the Rus-
sian Federation in a position to fulfill administrative task of studying the interac-
tion of business knowledge, develop skills needed for constructive functioning of 
the organization. Certain part of the necessary primary university competencies are 
successfully formed by managerial disciplines traditionally taught at universities. 

However, their content and methods lack a holistic view, complex staging and 
targeted application of the variety of management tools adapted by aggregated 
modern organization.

The successful solution of this problem, in our opinion would facilitate the 
introduction of variable components of profiles in management. These include, for 
example, such popular courses as “Self-organization”. 

Example of determining the composition and content of managerial skills, suc-
cessfully secured with trainings discipline “Self-organization” is shown in table 
2.10.
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Table 2.10 - Professional competences of master fixed by interactive training 
of discipline “Organization of events”

Specialization trainings Development and consolidation of managerial competencies of organizing events

Registration Distribution and training a complex of construction operations and procedures...

Preparation Development, drafting and coordination of the program of actions of participants...

Briefing Image formation, public opinion, providing the desired reaction..

Conferences Accumulation and exchange of approaches, ideas, competences, decisions...

Meetings Creation of the agenda, ensuring the implementation and execution of the decisions ...

Discussions Statement of forms, conditions and procedures of achievement of the corporate understanding

Meetings Development and implementation of complex measures of preparation and conduct...

Negotiations Preparation, maintenance, updating and analysis of interaction of participants...

Introduction Development and implementation of a programme of practical implementation of the decisions...

It is important to understand that the conduct of the new discipline is largely 
determined by the definition of its place and role in the system of positioning the 
current scientific understanding and applied use of appropriate resources. More-
over, at the first stage, the experience shows, the new discipline often simply re-
peating recaptures orb or rows part of joint positions in related areas of knowledge. 
In some cases this approach is constructive, as it allows you to forma new research 
direction at the junction oft he existing areas of expertise.

However, the use of artificial collision of the old with the new does not always 
lead to constructive rationale and introduction of necessary academic disciplines. 

This may initially oppose not only the substantive material, but also the au-
thors of relevant training in instructional design and implementation of teaching 
programs.

Such a confrontation like this,for example, as it infrequently happens with 
newly introduced management disciplines and specializations traditionally taught 
by management, not only conducive to the establishment of the first disciplines of 
management, but also distorts the perception of the past. It is especially danger-
ous that, in practice, this contrasting leads not only to parallelism and duplication, 
but also to mutual repudiation of the content of individual objects, and the system 
of knowledge in general. Therefore, the formulation and introduction of the new 
discipline must be able to settle its positioning in the present system of managerial 
knowledge.

Modern complex of managerial disciplines is studied as a subject of purposeful 
exposure to all types and forms of organization, from machines to information. 

In contrast, the professional approach purposefully allocates guide subordi-
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nates, which, in turn, can provide a meaningful functioning of any organization. 
So, for example, the course “Finance management” studies the processes of 

emission, circulation, evaluation and other assets, securities, money, provide spe-
cialized systems of rates, tariffs, accounting, etc. Unlike it, the discipline of “Fi-
nancial management” considers the shape, structure, procedures, relevant orga-
nizations staff, processes and systems to ensure their effective functioning and 
development.

With respect to the disciplines of management education the problem of po-
sitioning in the current training system is not only organizational mandatory, but 
substantive crucial. The fact that amalgamated and regimented processes and sys-
tems largely determine directly and formalize the action of the subject at the ad-
aptation stage oft he object and the practical application of any set of professional 
development. In practice, the implementation of each of the decisions, in varying 
degrees, is necessary to be justified, provided and accompanied by, certainly, and 
above all, the organization’s leadership. This defines the organizational-method-
ological significance of leadership in developing, taking and implementing any 
managerial decisions, ensuring the effective functioning and development of each 
organization.

Every professional manager must really realize that before you can proceed 
to the planned activities you need the appropriate way to establish an administra-
tive code, register, issue organization. To implement this may be necessary when 
management personnel, and generally any of the organization’s staff has not yet 
exist. Of course, these procedures can be executed by the representative of the 
founder or specializing organization, but this does not change the content provided 
by their actions. It is important to understand that even before the establishment of 
the organization there is a need to implement a complex of certain operations and 
procedures relating directly to the management. The development of the necessary 
knowledge requires adequate, professional approach to the formulation and solu-
tion of this problem.

Performing all further activities, in already registered and created organiza-
tion, needs constant and, in varying degrees, detailed control. For this purpose, the 
adapted for the organization the system of responsibility, performance monitoring, 
evaluation and stimulation is created. Its creation and practical application is again 
implemented by management, reaffirming the universal model of implementation 
as mentioned above, and a variety of additional functions. They are all aimed at 
achieving results and improving the efficiency of functioning of the organization, 
based on the established and transparent system of management. It is clear that 
partly the solutions of these problems are considered in the disciplines of manage-
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ment organization or documentation provision, but for the overall presentation of 
the material in the integrated development of skills, for example in the form of 
business games, it is advisable to introduce a separate discipline.

The most obvious functional component of such discipline should be promptly 
and regulatory supported by the organization’s functioning. It is carried out contin-
uously during the whole life cycle of the organization and submitted by the direct 
supervision of activities of the subordinate. Based on the dispatch mechanisms and 
regulation, such support is the most explicit presentation of content management, 
mostly because it is implemented in close cooperation with the above mentioned 
three components. In general disciplines of variance component can adequately 
reflect the system-forming role of cultural competence that makes it possible to 
justify, to allocate and present the positioning of professional competence in the 
system of modern managerial disciplines.

This positioning is determined not only by specialization subjects represent-
ing the areas of management, but also a constructive interaction with complex 
scientific knowledge and academic disciplines of variance component, putting and 
solving the corresponding problem. So, along with the “General management”, the 
necessary basics of selection and the formation of a “Business administration” is 
“Organizational behavior”, disciplines, applied computer science and many other 
fields of knowledge. The first defines the essence and content of the social system 
of organization as the main object of the disciplines of management, and, second - 
complex of means and forms of its reflection, learning and performance.

A special place in the development of management knowledge and skills is 
taken in this scientific direction and previously widely taught course by such a dis-
cilpine as “Labor organization” (“Scientific organization of labor”). Intoduced in 
the 1920s and actively developed in the 60-ies - 80-ies of the last century this dis-
cipline, received a relevant and widely claimed designation of “NOT”, in a varying 
degree, which became the basis for the selection of a package of the applied fields 
of knowledge. They can include “Industrial sociology”, “Conflictology”, “Innova-
tion” and other actively developing self-management courses. A number of disci-
plines define today “NOT as” their immediate predecessor, the complex sensing 
and developing its conceptual positions today. “NOT”, highlighted as an indepen-
dent discipline long before the formation of “Organizational behavior”, largely 
determined the content of some of its sections. This is due not only to the eclectic 
nature of the latter, but with a broad, comprehensive approach to the formation 
of its structure and contents. Such continuity in the development of the discipline 

“Organizational Behavior” by developing specialized approaches and compo-
nents of the “scientific management” highlights another aspect of their interaction 
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as part of changeable components. It is manifested in the demand and use of re-
sources in these disciplines by specific processes and systems of organization man-
agement. Such disciplines, as “Organizational behavior” and “Labor organization” 
define a target of applied institutional courses, consistently providing and develop-
ing content management competencies. It is necessary to include such an object-
oriented disciplines, as “Production organization”, “Organization management”. 

On the one hand, they consistently reveal and describe the whole organizational 
complex which is used for administration. On the other - adopt and integrate ad-
ministrative resources in specialized tools and mechanisms for the administration 
and management of the organization’s functioning.

Such a discipline as “Business administration” can become the basis of de-
velopment and application of knowledge, abilities and skills generated by such 
consistently successive courses, as “Operations Management” and “Organization 
Management”. Their aggregation and development in the composition of the vari-
ance components allow you to integrate and apply the general potential in condi-
tions of purposefully ongoing management processes of functioning organizations. 

All this not only generates the appropriate organizational-methodical support 
of the leadership, but also incorporates blocks of disciplines of management and 
control in a single purposefully developing complex.

The variable component is not only used, but also generates a set of applied 
courses and related disciplines, providing a practical application of the full range 
of resources management of the organization. Besides Applied Informatics, pro-
viding development of a package of special skills to this area include the discipline 
of statistics, accounting, analysis, evaluation, scheduling, management, etc. At the 
final level of adaptation and specialization competencies applied in this direction 
the documentation disciplines and record keeping are positioned to ensure ade-
quate maintenance of the organization. In general terms, the composition segment 
and positioning of the disciplines of the variable component in the curricula of 
modern management education can be summarized as follows:

Organizational behaviour  General management Applied Informatics

Labour organisation Strategical management Statistics, accounting, analysis, Evaluation

Administative resourses Administative management Business administration

Business management Management of the organisation Records management

Organisation of production Operations control Scheduling and regulation

...................................................................................................................................
Organisational design Project management Organisational changes
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During the implementation of the competency approach the variable component 
of university curricula block of management disciplines is intensively expanding 
and complemented with innovative components. It increasingly includes such sub-
jects as “Operations Management” or “Scheduling and Regulation” etc. reflecting 
the focus and particular profile specifics of training programs of undergraduate 
and graduate specialities. This process reflects the natural tendency of deepening, 
detailing and specialization of general scientific and applied areas of knowledge 
and training courses actually demanded by market economies. Naturally, in these 
conditions, the reflection of variable segment, represented in Figure 2.5, seems an 
incompleted, vector -oriented format. This allows, along with such a reflection of 
already developed areas, creating innovative disciplines, such as organizational 
design, project management, organizational change, as well as,forecasting, assum-
ing and providing the formation of new courses for employers constantly updating 
the structure and content of the professional competencies.

Professional knowledge, abilities and management skills necessary for each 
graduate of modern higher education institutions can be developed in the respec-
tive disciplines of socio-economic components of the base unit, according to the 
federal state educational standards of the third generation. Preparation of bach-
elors, specialists and masters of management profiles involves the introduction of 
such subject -oriented courses as, for example, “Preparation and negotiations” in 
the content of variable components. Taking into account the specifics of the uni-
versity there can also be a wide variety of combinations of management training 
modules, while it is important to ensure that this combination is fundamental in 
positioning their system of knowledge and management skills of the organization. 

For this purpose, the above mentioned interactive forms and methods of orga-
nizing and conducting educational process - oriented application development and 
strengthening of managerial competencies should occupy a special place in the 
development of their resources.

Each of the newly introduced management disciplines naturally gravitates to 
its corresponding composition and content level (year of training in it) of higher 
professional management education. So, for the undergraduate, forming the ba-
sis of universal, both general and specific knowledge and skills a graduate of the 
first level of higher education seems necessary, for example, the development 
of the course “Documentation”. This will form a holistic view of the process 
management reflection, its hierarchy and the corresponding development skills 
subordination,observance of the established order and discipline workflow and se-
cure form of submission skills and responsibilities of a prospective employee of 
any organization. Self-organization can become rather a versatile, really unifying 
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framework and its condition for operation, simulation and development, which is 
necessary for the formulation and implementation of the process approach to the 
development of the core professional management resources by the bachelor.

In specialties curricula, providing development and implementation of gradu-
ates posing professional level special tasks and functions of management person-
nel, a basic discipline of “Business Administration” can continue the development 
of knowledge and skills. Together with the components given above it is designed 
to equip a future young professional, who has not gained practical experience in 
a particular company yet, with administrative support and resources to ensure the 
development of specific solutions. This course will develop management knowl-
edge and administration skills,which are claimed by management, up to the level 
of administration manager. They will form the necessary basis for the subsequent 
preparation of the bachelor and independent expert to carry out direct duties, and, 
subsequently taking the post of the head of the organization divisions.

For graduate training program, developing, including complex professional 
Master competencies, knowledge and skills researchers, specialized and adapted 
to the specific professional profile, including leadership positions graduates can 
be provided by a discipline “Managing implementation of innovation”. It will not 
only train purposefully relevant professional competences, but also become an 
indispensable basis for acquiring and building skills of adaptation and implemen-
tation of any future research development of the of master in practice of a wide 
variety of organizations. Fixed directly on the basis of the competencies devel-
opment in the preceding disciplines of management training programs skills to 
manage the implementation purposefully can prepare a student for professional 
management team work of subordinates, both in research and in other departments 
and organizations.

It is obvious that in such a constructive manner the composition and content 
of the entire complex of management disciplines will be constantly upgraded, 
evolved, adapted and expanded, in accordance with the development of manage-
ment education and employers’ demand for specific packages and applied varia-
tions of professional managerial skills. The practice of the first graduates of mas-
ter’s and MBA programs especially convincingly shows that such teaching and 
methodical approach are equally productive in interdisciplinary, modular block of 
format and organization, conduct and professional tiered educational development 
of process in “Management.”

The educational and methodical approach, presented in this publication, in any 
case, does not claim to be comprehensive and unambiguous, but only tries to use 
the proposed development to solve the most urgent problems of implementing 
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the provisions of the competent, levelled, standardizing formats in contemporary 
management education. However, in our opinion, it can become a constructive 
basis for design,construction and application ofan integrated model of lifelong vo-
cational education for managers, shown in Figure 2.3 as follows:

Figure 2.3 - Model of “lifelong” vocational education, realized by the State 
University of Management

Formalization and evaluation of development of competencies

                                                                                                                  Promotion

                                                                           Selection                          SMU      
                                                                                                           Employment
                                                      Assessment                                    SMU

                                                                                        Probation
                      Arrangement                                               SMU
                                                                 Training 
      Orientation                                             SMU

                       Education 
                           SMU

Comments on construction, operation and upgrading applications of the model, 
shown in Figure 2.7, require a separate explanation, which interested users can get 
in the Research section of “Methodology and modern technology management 
education” of Research Institute Department of the State University of Manage-
ment. This publication should only highlight the key position of this model, which 
determines the need for a focused positioning of educational projects and training 
programs of the university at all levels of the work period of the life cycle man-
ager. Its implementation is, in our opinion, can provide building system of really 
“lifelong” professional education for a manager, specifically defining the place and 
role of the university at every stage of professional development and career growth 
of its graduates.
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2.4 Development and assessment of competencies in the format of a 
business game”Manager”

2.4.1 Organization of the role business game

The role business game “Manager” (RBGM) professionally and effectively de-
velops students’ competence of analysis, goal setting, conducting procedures entire 
spectrum of market interactions, making them supervisors, participants, organizers 
of financial management, production, brokering on the stock and commodity ex-
changes, in the public and commercial banks, innovation and venture enterprises, 
offices of holding, leasing, insurance and other companies, in the state registration, 
tax inspection, the arbitral tribunal, etc. During the participation in RBGM the 
trainer acquires the competence of development and approbation of strategy, tac-
tics validation and testing of enterprise management, planning and implementation 
of actions on the organization and conduct of business, analyzes, evaluates and 
adjusts the program of management activities of the organization. 

Each participant of RBGM flexibly develops, and reinforces accumulating to-
tal knowledge and skills as a range of professional management competencies of 
business organization in terms of active market interaction. The role- play format 
of the business game provides each student with acquisition a personal experience 
of the organization, participation and conducting such key procedures as:
• Development and implementation of the business plan;
• recruitment, training and placement of personnel;
• registration of enterprises and entrepreneurs;
• corporatization, investment and insurance;
• issuance and circulation of stocks, bonds, bills, etc.;
• market segments analysis of financial markets;
• development, implementation and modernization of advertising compaigns;
• software, conduct and update production;
• positioning, promotion and sale of goods and services;
• development and implementation of innovative projects and programs;
• deposit, credit, conversion operations;
• participation in the exchange trades, contests and auctions;
• settlements with counterparties and budget;
• organizational change and business development, etc..

The development and consolidation of these competences and other procedures 
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of RBGM is based on a comprehensive simulation of business activity, both physi-
cal and legal entities in the system of the major segments of the market infrastruc-
ture. The rules for the operation of these bodies and all participants of RBGM are 
determined by the current legislation of the Russian Federation, the complex of 
regulatory acts and regulations. 

The construction and development of the process of production and economic 
cooperation between the participants of RBGM are defined as the main market 
deterministic laws, and even random and irrational decisions and reactions of its 
individual participants. 

Therefore, as in real activity, each RBGM participant has to solve the problem 
of determining the correct strategy and tactics of business not only theoretically, 
but also a permanent change in their behavior in accordance with the competition 
and market conditions.

This format and RBGM allow participants to adapt and consolidate their knowl-
edge of a market infrastructure in the form of practical skills and applied skills of 
setting and achieving goals, form a holistic view of the development and imple-
mentation of strategies and business tactics, identify, define and test directions of 
their future careers, which cause the interest of employers. 

The theoretical basis of conducting RBGM is economic, administrative and 
social sciences, the syllabus areas, profiles, specializations. 

During the immediate special training to participate in RBGM the knowledge, 
received in the educational process, is aggregated with the development of profes-
sional abilities and applied skills, providing objective adaptation of students to par-
ticipate in the management of simulated interactions with business organizations, 
units and formations in real market conditions.

The organizational format of RBGM involves holding it for several consecutive 
training days or intermittently between them, on probation, for shared recreation 
and playing field of real or virtual platform. 

Recreation is a field, where throughout the game both participants and observ-
ers of what is happening during RBGM, can be present. 

The playing field is divided into the production area with jobs of entrepreneurs 
equipped with simulated business offices and commercial area located along the 
perimeter of the plant site, with the offices of the market infrastructure. 

Jobs representatives of these bodies are equipped with the necessary tools and 
organizational computing to simulate real conditions of functioning departments, 
banks and brokerage firms, exchanges, agencies, bureaus, state inspectorate and 
the like presented in Figure 2.4 as follows:
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Figure 2.4 - Infrastructure business game”Manager”
             Bank                            State inspectorate                            Arbitration court

Stock Exchange     Commercial bank     Investment fund   Brokerage group      
Stock Exchange  

Registration chamber   Innovation centre   Enterpreneur     Trading house          
Currency tenders

                                                                     Businessman  

Production  Leasing company  Manufacturing enterprise  Brokerage firm Com-
modityxchange                                                          

Department

       Legal consultation           Insurance company                         Advertising 
agency

Each RBGM training day is divided into three sets: an introductory, gaming 
and analytical. The introductory set is conducted by the manager of games for ev-
eryone in there creation in order to clarify the conditions, procedures and features 
of the game. An explanation of the rules of  infrastructure bodies functioning are 
made by their representatives, answering questions of the participants and observ-
ers. The introductory set completed their familiarization with the organization of 
interaction with specific infrastructure bodies, arrangement of playing field and 
recreation, the current system of information and control of RBGM.

The game set can combine several financial years, during each of which there is 
a complete cycle of interaction of contractors and entrepreneurs with all the market 
bodies. The start and end of the financial year, set and game day are established 
and announced beforehand, adjustments can be made by the RBGM manager. The 
game day ends with conducting the analytical set, during which the representatives 
of the market infrastructure sum up the intermediate results of the business activity 
of entrepreneurs. For each fiscal year, the program is complicated by additional 
introductory game, developed on the basis of the obtained results of the business 
organizations and entrepreneurs in the preceding financial year.

On the final day of the game at the end of the last fiscal year before the analyti-
cal set the check of accumulated assets and property of the participants is carried 
out, in which all settlements are reflected in the liquidation balance, the value of 
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property, securities exchange rate, cash balances in the bank accounts of each com-
pany are determined, production, stock and commercial activity of the RBGM par-
ticipants are estimated. Based on these results and evaluation of managers in the 
game the ratings of each participant are determined, both in individual competen-
cies, and generally, the results of the business game. The place of each employer 
as part of all participants in the game and his personal result,expressed in credits, 
are determined. Later this becomes one of the basic assessment of training RBGM 
participant and is used by employers in making decisions about the contract pro-
posal to selected participants for a particular position.

2.4.2  Development of competencies in market infrastructure bodies in the RBGM 
(the Role Business Game “Manager”)

In the first fiscal year in the course of participation in the business game every 
student after the registration at the State Inspection begins his\her own activities 
with the opening of a personal RBGM bank account.

During the business game the RBGM Bank fulfills three main functions:
1) the initial interest-free lump sum direct lending to business game participants;
2)  refinancing of commercial banks in the form of a bank loan with the interest 

determined by the level of inflation;
3)  maintenance of accounts and services of entrepreneurs and enterprises through 

the Payment Processing Office (the PPO) 
During the first and second functions, the RBGM Bank makes relevant con-

tracts with customers.
When making the third function, all written out and sighted money 

orders(payment for securities, goods and services) in the bodies of market infra-
structure are transferred to the RBGM Bank Settlement Centre for processing and 
registration in entrepreneurs’ and companies’ current accounts. Under a contract 
with managers representing joint stock companies (the JSC), according to share-
holders annual meetings decisions, the RBGM Bank will transfer dividends to 
shareholders’ accounts. Mediation in payment is processed by managing customer 
accounts. In carrying out their orders debiting accounts or money accruing to cus-
tomers accounts are done. Loan funds, in addition to the use of deposit funds of 
the clients are generated through the issue of government obligations (bonds, Table 
2.11) and funds received during the initial and second placement of Joint Venture 
securities.
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Table 2.11 - Imitation of a bond certificate 

During the business game the RBGM Bank produces:
•  issuance of bank loans to commercial banks at interest, with the magnitude of 

credit rates is stipulated in the opening set and depends on the term of the loan 
and the rate of inflation. When applying for a loan, the debtor gives the bill to the 
creditor;

•  issuing government bonds, issued in a bearer form. Income on bonds is paid at 
the same time to maturity of the loan by charging interest to the nominal (annual 
payments are not made);

• maintenance of customer accounts and cash management services;
•  direct debiting of funds in time determined on presenting bills to settle the ac-

counts (Table 2.12);
• assistance in the re- issue and issue of firm shares.

Table 2.12 - Imitation of the bills certificate RBGM 
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If the enterprise needs additional financing during the business game (when or-
ganizing production or some operations) they can apply for a loan to a commercial 
bank (CB), which is registered by RBGM participants. Joint stock companies may 
release (via the RBGM Bank) of securities (shares, bonds, bills and other securi-
ties), followed by their circulation in the stock market.

The Payment Processing Office (the PPO) of the RBGM Bank monitors the 
participants’ compliance with financial discipline, solvency of entrepreneurs, en-
terprises and commercial banks, and at the end of each fiscal year, the performance 
of standards, including the value of the net assets of enterprises, which shall not 
be less than the amount of authorized capital. In addition to providing targeted 
subsidy to RBGM each RBGM participant, in the opening set can allocate his\her 
securities, the terms of which are defined in the opening set.

The PPO of the RBGM Bank opens an entrepreneur settlement account for 
each participant of the game with a starting asset in the form of interest-free tar-
get loan for five years. In case he does not fulfill his specific target (program) at 
the denoted period of the game determined in the opening set of the game when 
summing up the game the loan is converted into a commercial loan with accrued 
annual interest based on the existing level of rates KB. 

A participant of the game gets a checkbook on the opening an account in the 
RBGM Bank. The checkbook binds a check lot. With the help of this checkbook 
the participants make calculations among the participants – private customers and 
market infrastructure units. The check consists of two main parts: the upper - and 
lower parts. The check is a written owner direction on debiting his account and 
transfer the money to the account denoted. The account number from which the 
funds are debited is written on both parts of the check - on the detachable part of 
the check and the counter foil. Filling in a check, the account holder denotes the 
account number in the detachable part of the check to which the funds are trans-
ferred. The sum of all transactions on the check is made in the position “TOTAL.” 

The check is considered invalid without checkbook holder’s signature. All en-
tries on the counter foil of the check are carried out by the participants of the game 
(“credit manager”) alone, the counter foil is a part of the information control of 
the check and always remains in the owner checkbook. In position “Taken” of the 
counter foil the total amount of the transaction is entered on the check (which is 
equal to the position of “Total” in the detachable part of the check).
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Table 2.13 - Imitation of the certificate account RBGM 

To prevent unintentional calculation by unsecured checks in the counter foil by 
checkbook owners the amount of current account is also indicated on the balances 
of the entrepreneur (properties «Balance “). In the implementation of passive op-
erations (value payments, services), the residue is reduced by the amount specified 
in the requisite “Taken” and the implementation of active operations (receipt of 
funds for the sold value, services rendered) balance increases by the amount of 
expected revenue from the accounts of other members of the business game, which 
is also reflected in the balance sheet of the entrepreneur activities. Visa (signature) 
of the representative of the infrastructure body (stock exchange, department, in-
spection) of the business game that produces the reception of the detachable part 
of the check is stamped on the counter foil. Filling properties “Visa” confirms the 
payment transaction or transfer of the sum by the entrepreneur. Withdrawal of the 
detachable part of the check is made only by the representative of the relevant 
body of market infrastructure.

An example shows how form N2 an entrepreneur Petrov, who bought securities 
from Trader N 3 filled in a check and paid the exchange fee for transactions At the 
Stock Exchange (the SE).

Initially, when opening an account, checkbook is given to every entrepreneur 
on the entire amount of interest-free loans. At any time, the entrepreneur can get 
the Bank RBGM help on the current state (residua) on your account. Upon detec-
tion of facts of calculations with unsecured checks the account is distrained and the 
offender property is sold at auction for subsequent settlement with creditors. For 
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all checks in the book, the account holder can purchase Bank RBGM new book 
with a note on the account balance.

Private customers and appropriate recipients in the RBGM carry out the follow-
ing principal payments on the accounts:
•  Payment for acquired in primary issuance of government bonds; recipient – the 

RBGM Bank; 
•  Payment for purchased as a result of trading on the Stock Exchange of shares of 

privatized enterprises in an initial public offering; recipient – the RBGM Bank; 
•  Payment purchased from other entrepreneurs securities (stocks, bonds, etc.); re-

cipient - the entrepreneur-seller;
•  payment for the securities (bills, bonds, shares, including the re-emission) ac-

quired from entrepreneurs and firms, items that enhance the efficiency of the 
entrepreneur; recipient - the enterprise-seller; 

•  payment of taxes, government fees and fines; recipient - the appropriate authority 
of a market infrastructure; 

•  debiting redemption of promissory notes made out by a private customer; funds 
are debited from the account of the drawer and credited to the account of the 
instrument holder;

•  transfer of funds to a business entity created by this individual; 
•  payment for individuals and legal entities (stock and commodity exchanges, bro-

kers, commercial banks); recipient - the seller of services; 
•  other operations.

Note 2.1:
1).  To obtain a loan from a commercial bank a trader writes an appropriate instru-

ment which should be accounted by the RBGM Bank and serves as a basis for 
the transfer of funds from the account of a commercial bank to the entrepreneur 
account.

2).  Operations conducted among entrepreneurs or entrepreneurs and legal entities 
without registration in the infrastructure market bodies are considered to be 
void.
The main channels of flow of funds to the accounts of entrepreneurs:

      •  proceeds from the sale of securities owned by the entrepreneur as personal 
property;

      •  funds received at maturity securities (bonds, bills), entrepreneur owned as 
personal property;

      • dividends on the shares owned by the entrepreneur as personal property;
      •  wages received by the owner - director of the company in the process of production;
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      • Payment for services rendered by other entrepreneurs;
      • other operations.

Settlement account for a legal entity is opened at the RBGM Bank for each 
enterprise (firm) registered at the Registration Chamber. The right to conduct any 
transactions and operations on behalf of a legal entity and dispose of company ac-
count belongs to an executive director of the company (controlling shareholder or 
a person authorized by the general meeting of shareholders). Transactions from the 
account of the enterprise are conducted in cashless form only and on the basis of 
settlement documents submitted to the RBGM Bank by relevant bodies of market 
infrastructure (clearing houses of Exchanges, Tax Inspectorate, etc.).

Major payments made from the accounts of legal entities and bodies represent-
ing the settlement documents:
•  Payment for securities, property and services acquired from companies, firms, 

entrepreneurs; stock and commodity exchange clearing houses;
• payment of taxes, government fees and fines; State Inspectorate;
•  payment of wages to the Director of the enterprise in the process of production; 

Production Department;
•  payment of dividends on shares of the company; the Bank at the request of the 

Director of the JSC;
•  debiting redemption of promissory notes made out by the enterprise; the Bank 

acceptance without order upon presentation of the bill;
•  cancellation of funds at maturity of bonds issued by the enterprise; the Bank ac-

ceptance without order upon presentation of the bond.

Note 2.2:
a).  Checkbooks for legal entities (companies, firms) in RBGM are not applied. 

To ensure timely passage of the financial operation in stock and commodity 
exchange clearing houses, in other bodies of market infrastructure registries 
of transactions (operations) are conducted. After the treatment of an entrepre-
neur requesting registration of transactions or operations necessary settlement 
documents are forwarded by the authorities to the RDIM Bank for posting cor-
responding amounts of money on the accounts of the participants of the trans-
action.

b).  Operations conducted between entrepreneurs and legal entities, or between sev-
eral entities without registration in the infrastructure market bocies will be void.

c).  Basis for registration of a transaction (operation) is the corresponding entries 
in the registers of trading on the exchanges, documented agreement on transac-
tions with a brief content tagged deal.
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d).  Debit payments for accrued dividends by the Bank RBGM is made in accor-
dance with the decision of the Executive Director (shareholder meeting). Spe-
cific remit dividends to shareholders is made by the RBGM Bank indepen-
dently in accordance with the register of shareholders, provided by the Stock 
Exchange.
The main channels of the receipt of funds in accounts of legal entities: 

      • funds received during the primary issue (offering) of shares of the enterprise; 
      • proceeds from the sale of securities belonging to the enterprise; 
      •  funds received at maturity securities (bonds, bills), belonging to the enter-

prise’s ownership; 
      • payment for services rendered by other companies; 
      •  payment for goods sold at the Commodity Exchange, or in a transaction reg-

istered at the Stock Exchange Clearing House.

    Note:
a)  Received at primary (repeated) issue of shares funds shall be paid into the ac-

counts of the relevant enterprises and firms through the formation of the share 
capital and working capital.

b)  When the primary issue of shares of privatized state enterprises received funds 
are distributed between the State budget and accounts of the enterprise in the 
proportions of the applicable legislation and reported in the opening set.

c)  To obtain a loan from a commercial bank, the company issues a corresponding 
bill, which is subject to registration in the Bank and serves as a basis for the 
transfer of funds from an account at a commercial bank to the account of the 
company.

2.4.3 Stock market of the role business game “manager”

The stock market simulates the Stock Exchange as specially organized station-
ary auction market of securities and currencies. During the business game at the 
Stock Exchange players can:
• buy shares (holdings of shares) of the company, offered for sale Property Fund;
• buy bonds issued by the Treasury during the primary issue;
• buy or sell currency at foreign exchange markets;
•  buy shares, bonds, bills, put up for auction by other entrepreneurs and businesses 

(secondary securities market);
• sell shares, bonds, bills belonging to entrepreneur’s ownership.

Having bought a holding of shares on the first trading at the Stock Exchange, 
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an entrepreneur becomes an executive director of the production company, com-
mercial bank or a company, and, after the registration At the State Inspectorate, can 
proceed to production activities. In the course of the subsequent trades directors 
may move to another entrepreneur.

The Stock Exchange (the SE) of the business game provides conditions for the 
conclusion (in the form of an auction) and execution of contracts for the sale of 
securities, permitted for transactions on the stock exchange: all kinds of securities, 
currencies, etc. the SE business game securities are represented by shares (Form 
2.1), bonds (Form 1.1), bills (form 1.2), as well as by options, futures and other 
securities.

Persons wishing to be admitted to the exchange trading, must acquire a ticket, 
which entitles its holder to be a permanent tenderer. Exchange ticket is not the only 
document that confirms the right of admission to the auction, but it also is a means 
of identifying the participant during the auction. For this purpose, the main props 
of the SE exchange ticket in the business game is the number shown at the top of 
the ticket in large print that matches the entrepreneur - ticket holder (member of 
the exchange) current account in the bank. The SE exchange ticket differs from the 
Commodity Exchange ticket by the inscription identifying the kind of exchange, 
and color.

Table 2.14 - Shares certificate imitation RBGM

Таблица 2.14 - Имитация сертификата акции РДИМ

The SE reserves the right to limit the number of participants in the exchange, 
so the place at the SE (an exchange ticket) can also be traded in the auction. A 
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member of the SE business game can act as a principal carrying out a transaction 
on his\her own behalf and at the expense of securities belonging to him, or as a 
broker carrying out a transaction on his\her own behalf and at the expense and on 
behalf of the client.

A broker makes exchange transactions on behalf of clients for a fee, the amount 
of which is usually defined as a percentage of the price of a transaction volume. 
Brokers may also be provided by various types of information services. Entrepre-
neurs, who want to work at the Stock Exchange as a broker, shall buy a broker 
ticket of the Stock Exchange at the auction.

Trading at the Exchange is conducted in two modes. In the first mode trades are 
conducted on the basis of the catalog generated upon preliminary requests coming 
to the speaker of FB from brokers and principals. The second mode of trading is 
carried out on the basis of proposals which are not included in the catalog or are 
directly exposed again in the Stock Exchange pit during trading. A member of the 
Exchange shall be liable for the execution of his deals. 

If one of the contracting parties (party - principal, acting as seller, buyer or 
mediator – the broker) after trading on any stock values refuses to perform the 
contract on the basis of specified conditions made during bargaining, the Stock 
Exchange applies sanctions against the above mentioned person: a penalty in favor 
of the injured party and SE, in case of the second violation - deprivation of the 
exchange ticket (the size of penalties is laid on in the opening set). In the bidding 
process the speaker of the Exchange has the right to verify the solvency of parties 
to the transaction by making a request to the PPO of the RBGM Bank. Persons 
who have been insolvent or those who have no exchange tickets (not members of 
the exchange) are not allowed to the Stock Exchange. 

The sale and purchase of the property at the Exchange is made on the basis of 
the contract of sale, i.e. the fulfillment of the obligation, on the one hand, to pay 
the seller for the securities and, on the other hand, to transfer them to the buyer. 

With the statement of the sale of securities based on cash (contact) transac-
tions the specified securities are passed to the SE speaker until the transaction is 
executed. In other cases, securities are transferred to the SE by the time specified 
in the contract of sale. Transaction processing and its settlement is made in the SE 
Clearing House, while the deal is subject to the Exchange fee, which is determined 
as a percentage of the price of the transaction volume. The Exchange may grant 
the broker the right to organize the Clearing House with pre- registration of it as a 
legal entity - a brokerage company.

The seller registers the securities at the Clearing House or gives promise to 
fulfill a deal (to transfer the securities) after some time if it is required by the speci-
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fied conditions. To pay for the transaction the buyer issues a receipt to the seller’s 
account as the payment of the Exchange fee and, after taking the detachable part 
of the receipt at the Clearing House, gets securities. The transfer of funds from the 
buyer’s account to the seller’s account is made by the Bank according to the docu-
ments represented by the Clearing House.

In case of non-delivery of the items sold due to the prepayment, the SE admin-
istration in addition to other sanctions, sends a requirement to the RBGM Bank 
for the transfer of the money from the account of an offender in accordance with 
the amount of the transaction in favor of a buyer. Along with the basic securities - 
shares, bonds, bills – the SE trades the derivatives from the securities:
•  options - contracts (agreements), providing the right for the person who has ac-

quired the option, within a certain period of time to buy or sell at a certain price 
a certain number of shares or other valuables;

•  futures - contracts (transactions) made at the Exchange and representing the sale 
of securities at a fixed price made at the moment of a deal, with the execution of 
the operation after a certain period of time (by a certain date).

   The stock item rate is reflected on the scoreboard, installed in the operating room. 
    The current stock quote value is based on the sale price of the paper at the last 
auction at the SE.

   During the work at the Stock Exchange a trader acquires shares and other securi-
ties in order to:

•  obtain shares, allowing taking the post of the executive director of the company, 
firm;

•  form the fund portfolio, providing the maximum amount of money when allocat-
ing assets of the company at the end of the business game;

•  gain maximum profit from the sale of previously purchased securities at a new, 
more favorable rate;

• profit by receiving regular dividends paid on the shares;
• increase the appraised value of the stock portfolio at the end of the business game.

Taking into an account the changing market conditions, the manager can 
promptly get rid of less profitable shares and buy more profitable. For the strategic 
objectives (e.g., obtaining a controlling stake) an entrepreneur may himself or with 
the help of a broker to provide the required depreciation of the shares with a view 
to their subsequent acquisition at minimal costs.

The SE speaker leads the exchange trades, located in the trades in the operating 
room - pita, where deals are made. Making transactions are carried out at the Stock 
Exchange Clearing House. A representative of the stock exchange provides help 
to participants of the business game for a fee. Payment on this may be single, i.e. 
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for each question, and loan, i.e. initially paid a certain amount of money for all the 
responses to the questions within the competence of the administration of the SE.

2.4.4 Commodity market of the role business game “Manager” 

Funds and objects of labor necessary for production organizing at enterprises 
are purchased and manufactured products are sold at the auctions held at the Com-
modity Exchange every fiscal year. The Commodity Exchange (the CE) of the 
business game simulates the structure, which provides conditions for the conclu-
sion and execution of sales contracts of goods and services, registers contracts on 
export-import transactions of entrepreneurs.

The Commodity Exchange (the CE) participants are legal entities - enterprises, 
while the number of the Commodity Exchange ticket matches the number of the 
enterprise. To participate as a broker an entrepreneur can form a brokerage firm.

Exchange ticket of the Commodity Exchange differs from the Stock Exchange 
(the SE) ticket by an inscription, which identifies the kind of the exchange, and 
color. 

On the basis of the information received before the auction from pit brokers and 
principals in the CE, a catalog of the CE trades, which is held on the first trading 
mode, is formed. The second mode of trading -direct- is held on the proposals, 
which are not included in the catalog or displayed again (these are the proposals 
that have been included in the catalogue, but were not satisfied in the first mode of 
trades). Applications may also be submitted before and during the exchanges on 
various lines of communication, if the space provided for the business game permits.

The broker commits stock trades on behalf of clients for a fee, the amount of 
which is usually defined as a percentage of the value of the transaction. The bro-
ker may also provide various types of information and other services. Execution 
of transactions and payment is made on them in the CE Clearing House, with a 
transaction subject to the exchange fee, which is determined as a percentage of the 
value of the transaction. A member of the Exchange is responsible for execution of 
deals as a principal or a broker. The guarantor of the transaction by the Exchange 
Clearing House is the right that may be granted to brokerage firm. Sale and pur-
chase of goods on the Stock Exchange is made on the basis of the contract of sale, 
i.e. the obligation is fulfilled, on the one hand, to pay, on the other hand, to transfer 
goods.

Upon completion of auction the seller is obliged to present goods at the Clearing 
House. The buyer receives the item in the Clearing House to the extent determined 
by the results of bidding and execution OTC transactions. Posting corresponding 
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amounts on the accounts of participants of transactions performed by the RBGM 
Bank based on documents submitted by the CE Clearing House.

When performing a forward transaction the seller provides the Clearing House 
with a stock exchange receipt (Form 2.18) or promises to fulfill a bargain (to give 
the goods to the buyer) through time, as provided for under the terms of the deal. 

While the time when this product should arrive to the production department 
is indicated in the “Note”, i.e., when the warrant holder may obtain it from the 
Department. The buyer shall issue a receipt for the goods and gets the warrant that 
gives him the right to get the product at the Stock Exchange Clearing House.

Table 2.15 - Imitation of the RBGM exchange receipt certificate 

Performing a forward transaction without the use of the warrant the seller after 
the deadline passes the manufactured goods to the Clearing House. In order to 
ensure the timely execution of transactions the Clearing House may form the stock 
by placing the relevant purchase orders through the brokerage firm. In the case of 
non-execution or late execution of transaction the Clearing House provides a prod-
uct to deal with stock or pay a fine to the injured party and exposes the penalties 
the company responsible. 

The size of penalties is announced during the opening set.
Transactions concluded off-exchange session must mandatory be registered at 

the Clearing House; the transaction value cannot be less than the minimum price 
of the deal in the past auction.

The current rate of goods is reflected on the scoreboard, installed in the operat-
ing room. 

The rate is determined by the last deal of the auction. In accordance with the ap-
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plicable law the commodity exchange can organize competitions for the placement 
of a state order for the supply of basic production goods to state funds. 

A fixed amount of each product delivery and other requirements are determined 
during the competition. 

The winner becomes the enterprise, meeting all the conditions of the competi-
tion and offering the lowest price. If there are no bidders for the supply of any 
goods the order for the supply by Enterprise-monopolist with the initial license for 
the manufacture of this product is set. 

In case of breaches of state order the penalties prescribed by the law shall apply 
and they are declared in the opening set. 

The exchange trades are led by a CE speaker located during trading in a pit 
operating room. For a set fee, he consults participants of the business game. Pay-
ment on this may be one-time, i.e. for each question, and loan, i.e. initially paid a 
certain amount for the answers to all the questions that are within the purview of 
the administration of the CE.

The Production Department (the PD) of the business game is an infrastructure 
body of the business game performing the following functions:
•  implementation of the simulation model of the production functioning;
•  acceptance of the goods for safekeeping, including for their subsequent sale 

through the Stock Exchange;
•  return of the goods in the safekeeping by the owner warrant -receipt;
•  assessment of inventories and production waste;
•  providing leasing of technological complexes; organizing a competition;
•  order packaging for the supply of products to the state funds and organizing a 

competition for them.
The manufacturing process in a business game is simulated on the basis of a 

model that is represented by the manager of the game during the opening set with 
a description of the specific manufacturing technologies. 

A simulation model of the manufacturing enterprise includes a documentation 
set that includes an envelope and a technological sheet, as well as the words, imi-
tating the tools and objects.

The envelope mimics the passive part of the basic manufacturing assets (build-
ings and structures). The main props of the envelope are a code number consisting 
of two parts. For example, A-09 corresponds to industrial enterprise (A), initially 
working on the technology number 9.

In the production technology the words are used as tools and objects of labor 
having a certain meaning in Russian, for example: 
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HINGE + SAMPLE+ 450 = FORMAT
 where:      HINGE……         -      tools, 
                        ….SAMPLE     -      items,
                                    …...450    -     labour labour costs, 
                                           ……FORMAT….-….. finished products.

The operator of the department records manufacturing process in the techno-
logical process sheet and according to its results gives the finished product in an 
amount corresponding to the volume of production. Provided for the functioning 
of simulation model the words as a finished product are printed on the cards. Fin-
ished products produced as a result of the introduction of new, not provided for 
in the beginning of the game technologies, as well as products manufactured in 
high volumes, may be issued in the form of receipts, which display the name and 
quantity of manufactured goods. Production technology at one of the enterprises is 
carried out according to the following model:

The letter “O” simulates production residues remaining after the transfer of 
value in the production process which are identified by conventional or environ-
mentally harmful waste.

In accordance with the DREAM model of the production process the last two 
letters of each word are used as a means of labor and objects. This forms a unit of 
finished product. Thus, in the example above the number of FORMAT produced 
is three.

Actually the production process is as follows: the company provides the pro-
duction department with the words HINGE and SAMPLE. In exchange it gets 
manufactured products - three words FORMAT, letter O is registered as a waste 
product, and wages of 1,350 (3x450) rubles are debited from the company and 
credited to the account of a individual - director of the company.

At the beginning of the business game for the production of the first batch of 
goods (up to three pieces) the entrepreneur uses two words for the basic technol-
ogy received with the attributes of the enterprise and starts production paying the 
appropriate costs in Production department. 

For further production in accordance with technology in question a new batch 
of tools (word HINGE) and objects (the word SAMPLE) of labor must be pur-
chased at the Commodity Exchange and repeat the technological process for pro-
ducing finished products (3 words FORMAT).

In the case of changes in conjuncture the entrepreneur can stop the output on 
available technology and through a new one registered in POA and State inspec-
tion, as well as buying, if necessary, additional subjects and means of labour, to 
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launch a new output of products which are in high demand.
Let’s consider the possible options for the introduction of new technologies.
First, it is possible to use existing tools and objects of work in accordance with 

a process list available for the entrepreneur as production components for new 
technologies. For example, the 

         HINGE + SAMPLE+ 450 = FORMAT

If the FORMAT is not in demand at the Commodity Exchange, the entrepre-
neur may change the technology, releasing crucial products, for example, suspen-
sion. The new technology will be of the form:

 
                   HINGE + SAMPLE + N=SUSPENSION

The value of N (labor costs) entrepreneur negotiates and approves with broker 
of Production Department

Secondly, any goods purchased at the Commodity Exchange can be used for 
the registration of new technology. For example, having the CONTOUR and it is 
possible to register a new technology that produces commodity CHAIN, which is 
in demand in the market:

CONTOUR + HINGE + N = CHAIN

Finally, it is possible to group disparate letters (waste) into words that are of 
sense in Russian language. For example, if full production cycle is done in accor-
dance with two technologies:

SEGMENT + FRAME + N = .......and …..STORAGE + CONTOUR + N = ...

then in the first technology the letter S means waste, and in the second – syl-
lable STOR., a word STORS is made, which can be sold in the commodity mar-
ket, be used in any other technology or can be passed for a fee for processing to the 
Production Department at the end of the RBGM.

All conditions of the new production operation the manager negotiates with the 
Production Department. Each enterprise can organize parallel production in ac-
cordance with several registered technologies. The number of new free of charge 
registered technologies is directly proportional to the size of the authorized capital 
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of the enterprise. The fee for a new technology simulates investing in development 
of “know-how”, the registration fee of each new technology increases in compari-
son with the registration fee of the previous one.

The following restrictions are introduced for the registration of new technolo-
gies: 
• the means and objects of labor cannot be imitated by the same word; 
• finished products in this technology cannot match the objects and means of labor;
• a closed production cycle cannot be implemented in one company, when the 
finished products of functioning technologies completely meet the needs of the 
objects and means of labor for other technologies. 

Production in accordance with the new technology is allowed to be started only 
after the presentation of the certificate of its registration in the state inspection. 

When you receive the goods for safekeeping (for example, for subsequent sale 
at the Stock Exchange, for the purpose of insurance), the owner receives a war-
rant - receipt which confirms the delivery and storage of the goods in the PD. Dur-
ing the Business Game the Production Department represents a leasing company 
which is leasing technology cycles producing real estate, consumer durables or 
equipment necessary to achieve target task of the business game and improve the 
functioning of the business.

On the final day of the game in the final set the PD estimates the cost of prod-
ucts stored in the entrepreneurs warehouses or stored in the PD, as well as penalties 
for waste. Thus: 
• price of the goods is established on the basis of the current exchange rate; 
•  price of the goods for which no transactions on the stock exchange were made, 

is established in accordance with the assessment methodology, the meaning of 
which is that the most expensive is a longer word;

•  the penalties for waste (letters, of which it is impossible to make a meaningful 
word) depends on the frequency of their use in the Russian language. In accor-
dance with this waste is classified on the basis of “environmental” hazards (ц, щ, 
ъ...), the more hazardous waste is the greater is the fine.
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Table 2.16 - Tariff classifier receiving environmentally harmful waste products 
for recycling

Environmentally harmful

waste groups 

Recommended

Processing price

Terminal acquisition

 rate

Penalty for «loss» of waste

А,Е,И,К,Л,М,Н,О,П,Р,С,Т 1000 rubles 2000 rubles 5000 rubles 

Б,В,Г,Д 2000 rubles 4000 rubles 10000 rubles

Ж,З,Ч,Х,У 3000 rubles 6000 rubles 12000 rubles

Э,Ф,Ц,Ю,Я 3500 rubles 7000 rubles 15000 rubles

Щ,Ш,Ы,Ь,Ъ 4000 rubles 8000 rubles 20000 rubles

On the basis of calculations the list is filled and is passed to the Payment Pro-
cessing Office (the PPO) of the RBGM Bank to enroll sums on the account of 
entrepreneurs.

The PD can offer a variety of additional services to the clients: market analysis, 
business analysis, assistance in the development of new technologies, competitive 
product analysis, to define the strategy of production and marketing, and other 
services. This kind of consulting services the Manufacturing Department provides 
participants of the business game for a fee, the initial size of which is set during 
the opening set. The PD is not responsible for the loss and damage to property in 
the hands of entrepreneurs.

2.4.5  Mastering competencies of work in fiscal bodies within the framework of 
RBGM

State Inspectorate (SI) of the Business game performs the following functions:
• business registration;
• taxation of individuals and legal entities;
• monitoring compliance with applicable laws.

Each company begins operations only after registration with the State Inspec-
torate. To do this, executive director submits to inspector evidence of purchase of 
the company’s shares (issued by stock exchange) and the bank check, if necessary, 
and receives an envelope with a package of shares, other securities and the attri-
butes of the game. Director also registers newly introduced production technology; 
document confirming the right to work on a production technology is a certificate 
of registration (form SI. 1, Appendix). In the course of business activities each en-
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trepreneur pays income tax; value added tax, imputed tax and property tax. Upon 
completion of each fiscal year, the State Inspectorate tax payments are made. Each 
participant of the game files tax returns for the past fiscal year (Form T.1, Appen-
dix). Necessary information for these game players is obtained from the company 
balance sheet (Form A.1 application) and balance sheet of business activity(Form 
A.2 application). The object of taxation is the gross profit of the company, de-
creased /increased in accordance with the provisions of Article 2 of the Law of 
the Russian Federation “On income tax of enterprises and organizations”. Gross 
margin represents the amount of profit (loss) from sales of goods (works, services), 
fixed assets, and other assets of the enterprise as well as non-operational profit, 
reduced by the operational costs.

Profit (loss) from sales of products (works, services) is defined as the differ-
ence between the proceeds from the sale of goods (works, services), without value 
added tax and excise taxes, and the cost of production and sales, included in the 
cost of production.

The composition of profit (loss) from operations includes income from equity 
participation in other enterprises, from the lease of property, income (dividends, 
interest) on shares, bonds and other securities belonging to the enterprise, as well 
as other income (expenses) from operations not directly associated with the pro-
duction of goods (works, services) and its implementation, including the amounts 
received and paid in the form of sanctions and damages.

The amounts paid to the budget in the form of sanctions in accordance with the 
legislation of the Russian Federation, are not included in operational expenses, and 
are deducted from profits remaining at the disposal of the company.

During the business game SI may impose penalties in the following forms:
•  collecting the entire amount of hidden income tax due or hidden or unaccounted 

tax and a fine of the same amount, and for the repeat offenders - the appropriate 
amount and a fine of twice this amount;

•  a fine of 10% of the payable tax amounts for failing to submit correct tax declara-
tion;

•  a fine in an amount equal to five times the size of the registration fee of a technol-
ogy if using it without proper registration.

   In case of failing to submit tax returns and other illegal actions GI is entitled 
to arrest the bank account of the company or entrepreneur, participating in the 
business game. All participants may ask GI for advice or consultation within its 
competence.
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2.4.6 Mastering the competencies of company work in RBGM

Participants of RBGM are legal entities in the form of joint stock companies 
(JSC) and business entities created for the purposes of the business game. Shares 
participate in the turnover of the stock market in the form of bocks of ordinary 
registered shares of various sizes. Each block is issued by certificate - certificate of 
ownership of shares of a certain number.

After registration, each company opens bank account, to which the funds re-
ceived at primary and re-emission of shares, are transferred.

Executive Director, exercising direct control of the company is an entrepreneur 
who either has an absolute majority of shares (50% plus one) or is elected at the 
general meeting of shareholders. If the shareholders’ meeting elected a new execu-
tive director, the former director shall give him the attributes of the enterprise (the 
envelope, technology list,, available means and objects of labor, checkbook of 
enterprise). 

For each fiscal year, the executive director or the shareholders’ meeting makes 
decision on the payment of dividends on all shares issued.

Manufacturing enterprise is initially licensed for production activities, one reg-
istered technology, tools and objects of labor corresponding with this technology. 

Name of the industrial enterprise consists of the letter “A” - feature of industrial 
enterprise and a two-digit code attributed to technology. For example, A -09 is an 
industrial enterprise with core technology # 9.

During the business game the director may register any additional competitive 
technologies and abandon unprofitable ones.. In this case the following restrictions 
apply:
• Basic technology should always be present;
•  The number of existing technologies in the enterprise is limited to authorized 

capital amount and is defined by the Charter of the Company.
The business game does not limit the number of enterprises participating in the 

game. Entrepreneurs have the right to organize additional enterprises established 
by the correct legislation process.

Commercial bank established by participants receives a banking license and 
currency license from RBGM Bank. The bank activity is regulated by current ap-
plicable law. The bank is may exercise lending for individuals and legal entities. 

The necessary funds of commercial banks are accumulated by attracting cus-
tomers, issuing stocks and bonds, using bank loans.. Commercial banks do not 
conduct production and sales activities. Commercial banks conduct foreign cur-
rencies transactions on the basis of foreign exchange licenses. 
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Commercial bank is coded by letter “c” - as a sign of a commercial bank and 
a two digit number of the bank. The number of simultaneously operating banks in 
the business game is not limited.

Commercial firm (CF), for example, the trading house may have license to sell 
durable goods, insurance and advertisement and to conduct currency and export-
import operations in accordance with applicable law.

To meet their business challenges entrepreneurs may create limited liability 
companies. The authorized capital of an LLC is fully formed by one entrepreneur 
and should be sufficient for the acquisition of assets, the list of which is determined 
in the opening set.

For the organization of additional enterprise (firm, company), the participant 
must register the company’s charter in the State Inspection and purchase a license 
for its activities. In accordance with current legislation the SI sets the minimum 
capital for new business entities.

The target of the business game is getting the maximum profit while accumu-
lating special economic assets other companies providing efficient business infra-
structure. 

It should be noted that the size of the business infrastructure is directly depen-
dent on the amount of the authorized capital of the enterprise: the larger the com-
pany, the more powerful assets it needs to create. The extent to which the company 
will present its infrastructure at the end of the game, will significantly affect the 
results, the image component of the final rating in particular.

Example of a complete business infrastructure for one of the companies:
Lease manufacture (enterprises with registered capital of 120 thousand rubles.)

Level 1
PROCESSING CIRCUIT + BILLET+ 300 rubles. = CELL PHONE
Price of leasing cycle             8000 rubles.
SEGMENT + SAMPLE+ 400 rubles = COMPUTER 
Price of leasing cycle             10,000 rubles.
SUSPENSION + SECTION + FORMAT+ 500 rubles. = SIMULATOR
Price of leasing cycle              12,000 rubles.
DETAIL +CHAIN   + RUBBLE + 600 rubles = CAR 
Price of leasing cycle             15,000 rubles.
FIGURE+ BAR + MODULE +FRAME+ JOINT + 700 rubles. = OFFICE
Price of leasing cycle 20,000 rubles.
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Level 2
2 TELEPHONES    =   COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
2 COMPUTERS     =   COMPUTER NETWORK
2 SIMULATORS    =   TRAINING CENTER
2 CARS                   =   TRANSPORT SYSTEM
2 OFFICES              =   ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEX

All business disputes between the participants of the game are solved by the 
state in accordance with applicable law.

In order to save time and simplify procedures there is a “one stop service”, 
where, after completion of all relevant documents it is possible to simultaneously:
• to register production using basic technologies;
• to register leasing production of first and second levels;
• to register new technologies;
• to register waste utilization;
• to pay out and receive dividends;
• to fill out debiting or crediting orders;
• to repay the securities;
• to pay out salaries, etc.

2.4.7 Evaluation of the results of role business game “Manager”

Results shown by managers and businesses are summed by the end of the busi-
ness game based upon the following key indicators:
a) Valuation of assets of each company, i.e.
     • Issued share capital of the company;
     • balances of the enterprise;
     • value of the securities belonging to the enterprise;
     • valuation of inventory;
     • assets of subsidiaries.

Valuation of inventories uses of the latest market value of the goods, the vol-
ume of transactions in the last bid and the weighted average cost of the goods dur-
ing the business game.

Any penalties and fines relayed to market infrastructure facilities, waste fines 
and penalties imposed by the state arbitration in property disputes are viewed as 
liabilities.
b) Valuation of asset security for company chares.
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c)  Financial results of business activity of a participant (the remaining bank ac-
count balance, personal assets in shares and securities). 
Given those indicators, a personal rating is calculated for each participant.
Investment rating is calculated separately, based upon the effectiveness of a 

participant’s stock exchange operations.
The rating of business image depends upon the completion of necessary real 

estate and other assets list, designed for different companies.
There is also a rating defining participant’s compliance with legal norms and 

regulation.
The final evaluation of participants’ performance is determined by the integral 

credit.
C= CP + CSE + CI + CL, where
CP is the credit for mastering competencies, providing production activities;
CSE is the credit for mastering competencies for qualified stock exchange activities;
CI is the credit for image-building competencies;
CL is the credit for the competencies of compliance with law and legal regulations.

While calculating the credits, personal input is taking into consideration in case 
of several shareholders in a company.

The results of the RBGM are announced in a press-release with the rating list 
of participants who are ranked by their integral credits.
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2.4.9 Documental provision for Business Game “Manager”

There is a minimal necessary documentation in digital format with following 
reprint on paper in order to organize, conduct, analyze intermediate results, intro-
duce new inputs and summarize the Business Game “Manager”. Below are the 
examples of filling out specific positions of the main accompanying documents, 
enabling to understand how the participants register their data and to use this in-
formation.

Each participant, during the registration, gets the package of protocols for fill-
ing out the working documentation, which formulates the operations and assigns 
certain rights accordingly. In order to graphically understand the settings and ap-
plication of the Role Business Game “Manager” (RBGM), let’s review the tables 
below.

The introductory set of the Game starts in the first fiscal year with the partici-
pant’s registration and transfer of purpose-oriented time loan to his/hers account 
using the form P1 in order for the participant to organize and conduct business 
activities.

Table 2.17 – Example of filling out form P1. Current account [5]. Balance 
sheet of the business activity (Year 1)

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 500 000 rubles Purpose-oriented loan (RBGM bank)

2 Purchase of stock exchange ticket 10 000 rubles

3 Purchase of block of shares of enterprise N 235 000 rubles

The participant reflects the expenses to purchase stock exchange ticket or 
blocks of shares in the same form P1. 

The purchase of a block of shares (for the first fiscal year of a control one) in 
accordance with current law will provide the transfer of money obtained by the pri-
mary placement to the current account in the form P2, which will let the participant 
pay for raw materials and production at the enterprise.
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Table 2.18 – Example of filling out form P2. Current account [6]. Company 
balance sheet A-06 (Year 1) 

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 84 000 rubles %, primary placement results

2 Purchase of 1 section and 1 building 23 000 rubles

3 Payment for 3 frames ‘production 540 rubles

Second fiscal year

Evaluation of the conditions of commodity and financial RBGM markets leads 
to diversification of production, resulting, in particular, in new technology pur-
chase (form P1) and the purchase of the block of shares of the raw materials sup-
plier.

Table 2.19 – Example of filling out form P1. Current account [5]. Balance 
sheet of the business activity (Year 2)

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 Purchase of a new technology 11

2 Purchase of 1 share A-04 3 000 rubles

3   35 000 rubles Year 1 dividends 32 000 rubles

Technology purchase is registered with RBGM production department, assign-
ing legal rights to specific enterprise for the second fiscal year.

Table 2.20 – Example of filling out form / Current account [8]
Registration Certificate for Technology

Technology #11                                  Patent (yes/no)                                  Paid 3 000 rubles                                 Inspector

The sample sales of the first fiscal year and commodity market analysis lead to 
the serial production and product sales in form P2

Table 2.21 – Example of filling out form P2. Current account [6]. Company 
balance sheet A-06 (Year 3) 

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 Purchase of 9 sections and 6 buildings 178 000 rubles

2 Payment for 18 frames’ production 2 800 rubles

3 205 000 rubles Sales of 15 frames
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Obtaining dividends on the shares bought earlier makes it possible to buy the 
shares of other companies in the third fiscal year, expecting more dividends and 
their value raise.

Table 2.22 – Example of filling out form P1. Current account [5]. Balance 
sheet of the business activity (Year 3)

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 104 000 rubles Dividends

2 Purchase of technology lease 12 000 rubles

3 Purchase of blocks of shares A01/4, A02/2, A03/4 92 000 rubles

Money, accumulated at the participant’s account, enable him to pay for tech-
nology lease to produce the most effective products of the 1st and 2nd levels of 
complexity.

Table 2.23 – Example of filling out form P2. Current account [6]. Company 
balance sheet A-06 (Year 4) 

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 Purchase of 12 modules and 6 buildings 144 000 rubles

2 Payment for 24 frames’ production 9 600 rubles

3 244 000 rubles Sales 

The participant’s strategy guides him to use obtained dividends to purchase 
shares and commodities, expected to increase in value.

Table 2.24 – Example of filling out form P1. Current account [5]. Balance 
sheet of the business activity

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 186 000 rubles Dividends

2 Purchase of goods 92 000 rubles

3 Purchase of blocks of shares A07/2, A08/2,F02/03 924000 rubles

4         -------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
---

---------------------
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Table 2.25 – Example of filling out form P2. Current account [6]. Company 
balance sheet A-06 

# Credit The name of operation Debit

1 Purchase of commodities 175 000 rubles

2 Payment for hazardous waste utilization 21 500 rubles

3 286 000 rubles Sales 

4         -------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------

Let’s look at the final, fourth year of RBGM. In accordance with the Game’s 
conditions, all activities of its participants are governed by current legislation of 
Russian Federation. Thus, the participants have to submit tax declaration and pay 
corresponding taxes:

Table 2.26 – Example of filling out tax 
# Content Year 1 Year 2

Thousands rubles
Year 3 Year 4

1  Sales receipts 1650,0

2 Production and sales costs 1088.0

3 Non-operating profits 211,0

4 Non-operating costs 46,0

5 Gross profit 727,0

6 Taxed profit 296,0

7 Profit tax 59.4

8 VAT 174,0 

9 Imputed tax     -

Property tax 82,0

Penalties     -

Total 315,4

Signature: Inspected by:
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Example of filling out property registration certificate (Name >>>>>>>):
The codes of enterprises managed by participant A - 06

Participant’s account balance 171 000 rubles

Enterprise account balance 43 000 rubles

Shares (names and quantities) A01 – 4, A02 – 2, A03 – 4, A07 –2, A08 – 2, F02 - 3

Bonds and notes Sold and repaid

Ready product Sections - 12
Frames - 5
Buildings - 1

Property Office, cottage cars – 3

Waste Utilized

Game’s paraphernalia (stock exchange ticket, check book, 
envelope)

Complete set

2.4.10 Thesaurus of the role-playing business game “Manager”

ROLE-PLAYING BUSINESS GAME - complex imitation of management 
process by business activity on the basis of role participation in model functioning.

BUSINESSMAN - the legal or natural person registered in the State inspector-
ate for available property and according to a kind of activity.  

MANAGER - an expert who is professionally engaged in practical business 
management.

MARKET INFRASTRUCTURE… - a system of establishments and the orga-
nizations (banks, the exchanges, fairs, consulting and information marketing firms, 
etc.), providing free movement of goods and services in the market.

CONJUNCTURE - the combination of circumstances, capable to influence an 
outcome of any business.

REGISTRATION… - entering procedure in the registration register of the re-
cord testifying to existence at a registered legal entity to be engaged in any kind 
of activity.

FIRM … - the production or service organization focusing the activity on con-
crete inquiries of users of supplied products or services.

BUSINESS PLAN… - the action program of the businessman proved by the 
target analysis of market condition, investments, goods, services, own tasks and 
resources.

PROFIT.... - the difference between expenses and the means received from 
realization of results of activity. 

MARKETING.... - the complex of organizational, advertising and other mea-
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sures providing the forecast of demand, right choice of the price, steady profitable 
sales of products; enterprise strategy, etc.

PROMOTION - implementation of the program of practical actions on intro-
duction of goods into the market. 

COMMODITY MARKET CAPACITY… - one of the main objects of research 
in marketing and defined by the volume of goods realized on it usually within a 
year.

LEASING - a form of complex rent of means of production under certain con-
ditions with the right of repayment. 

INNOVATION... - search, development, creation, introduction and mainte-
nance of earlier absent objects and decisions. 

KNOW – HOW - a set of technical, commercial and other knowledge, skills 
and the know-how performed in the form of documentation.

ASSETS - property of the company, cars and equipment, buildings, stocks, 
bank deposits and investments into securities, patents, licenses, etc.

DEMAND - (the exchange) - the oral or written message on desire to sign the 
contract under certain conditions. 

CONTRIBUTION - monetary payment for participation, carrying out opera-
tions or for the right to carry them out. 

AUCTION - the public bargaining under the leadership of the special person 
(auctioneer) where the goods are received by the one who offered a ceiling price.

TICKET - (the exchange) - the written document confirming the fact of acquisi-
tion of a place at the exchange, the right of participation in the auction and identi-
fying the participant of the exchange.

CONTRACT - legally processed document confirming the fact and the contents 
of the transaction between contractors.

ASSETS - assets, money, checks, bills, money transmissions, letters of credit 
by which payments can be made and obligations can be repaid.

INVESTMENTS - a set of the expenses realized in the form of long-term capi-
tal investments in the industry, agriculture, transport, construction and so forth.

BANK - the state, mixed or private financial institution which is carrying out 
credit and deposit operations, mediation in monetary circulation.

RATE - the interest established by bank for using the credits or paid a deposit.    
MARGIN - the profit of a bank which is forming of excess of a payment for the 

credits over payments of a deposit.
CREDIT. 1. - granting money or goods on credit on the terms of urgency, re-

payment. 
CREDIT. 2. - the bank credit - delivery by bank of cash loans for a term at interest.
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CREDIT. 3. - the accounting - the right side of business accounts; 
DEPOSIT...... - reception by the bank of monetary funds to pay the deposit un-

der the interest rate depending on the term and conditions of withdrawals.
CHECK - the written instruction of the owner to write-off of a particular sum 

of money from his account and transfer to the specified account.
REQUIREMENT - a document obliging the bank to transfer the specified 

amount from one account to another. 
ACCOUNT - the form of a current bank account cash payments, which reflects 

the income and expenses. 
REPAYMENT.... - return of the sums of money taken on credit according to a 

special schedule; within the several first years repayment can not be made (grace 
period).

LOAN - transmission agreement by the lender to the borrower in the ownership 
of a property or funds on terms equivalent to the return.

SECURITIES - documents expressing the right of ownership and income 
(shares, bonds, bills, etc.)

SHARE - permanent security, confirming the deposit of funds to authorized 
capital and the right of the shareholder to participate in managing the company, its 
profits and distribution of the remains of property

EMISSION - issue of securities, secondary circulation of securities. 
ISSUE PROSPECTUS - the detailed program of production and sale of securi-

ties in the quantity, quality time characteristics is published.
WARRANT - the warehouse certificate, document of title, which can pass from 

hand to hand by means of the endorsement.
BILL - the security containing the liability of the drawer to pay after approach 

of term a certain sum of money to the owner of the bill (bill holder).
BOND - the security, certifying the payment of the cash and confirming the 

obligation to return in time nominal value, with interest.
CERTIFICATE - officially certified identity document, for example, actually 

replacing securities in various financial transactions.
INDULGENCE - the specific kind of the security that insures the holder against 

authorization for the established list of violations.
DISCOUNT - the excess of a market rate over security face value.
FACE VALUE - the nominal cost of the security defined and specified on it at 

issue. 
TRANCHE - the stage of maturity, release into circulation of the issues, place-

ment, payment, elimination under certain conditions.
OPERATION - exchange, bank actions with goods, values, documents.
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EXCHANGE - the structure, providing conditions for the conclusion and ex-
ecution of agreements of purchase and sale.

QUOTATION-the price, the exchange rate, establishment of an exchange price, 
the circulation of securities or goods on the exchange; the official publication about 
market rates.

PIT - venue of the auction, the conclusions of transactions at the exchange, 
equipped in a special way.

LOT - the identifier of goods, consignment of goods at the auction, presented 
in the line of the catalogue.

RATE OF EXCHANGE - index of the price of goods, in points developing at 
the exchange as a result of the auction.

“BULL” - the exchange speculator receiving benefit from an increase rate 
(playing for growth).

“BEAR” - the exchange speculator receiving benefit from lower rate (playing 
for decline).

BROKER - the exchange intermediary between sellers and buyers, taking place 
at the exchange and acting in the auction on their own behalf, for account of the 
client.

PRICE LIST - the proposal of sale and purchase with comprehensive informa-
tion about the item price and other conditions.

PRINCIPAL - the physical or legal person participating in operation for on their 
own behalf and at own expense.

POINT - the unit of measure accepted for an assessment of a price of securities 
on the stock exchange. 

DEAL. 1 - the act of buying and selling securities, goods, other property be-
tween contractors.

DEAL. 2 - cash (contact) - exchange operation under the terms of which the 
moments of the conclusion and performance of the contract practically coincide.

DEAL. 3 - for real goods (spot) a type of the urgent transaction made for the 
purchase of real-life goods.

DEAL. 4 - on- call - a type of the urgent transaction under the terms of which 
the price is fixed at the time of the requirement of the buyer, thus the seller insures 
goods.

DEAL. 5 - speculative at the difference of the prices at which the obligations 
are fulfilled on the basis of the course which has developed at the time of the con-
clusion of the transaction.

DEAL. 6 - with an award - a type of the urgent transaction with the obligation 
of payment of a certain sum for an option to execute the transaction or not to ex-
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ecute as a whole, and in any part of conditions.
DEAL. 7 - the urgent - exchange operation under the terms of which the mo-

ment of performance of obligations doesn’t coincide with the time of the conclu-
sions of the contract.

DEAL. 8 - firm (simple) - a type of the urgent transaction on real-life goods 
under the terms of which obligations are fulfilled on the basis of the rate which has 
developed at the time of the conclusion of the transaction.

DEAL. 9 - forward - a type of the urgent transaction on real-life goods under 
the terms of which obligations are fulfilled on the basis of the rate which has de-
veloped at the time of execution of the transaction.

DEAL. 10 - futures -with an immediate reimbursement and a delay of receiving 
the purchased goods.

OBVIOUS - the bargain concluded and carried out openly, publicly, defiantly.     
FORWARD - calculation for currency or other transaction more than in 2 work-

ing days after its conclusion. 
FUTURES - form of contract with a delay of delivery of goods and immediate 

payment..
BONUS - the additional discount stipulated by terms of transaction, during its 

conclusion or a similar award.
OFFSET - mutual repayment of obligations, calculations, payments according 

to transactions, for example, the clearing mechanism. 
REGULATIONS - rigid, strict, accurate situation, the instruction putting bor-

ders, framework, limits.
REGISTER - the official list registering a status of subjects and objects of prop-

erty.
REQUISITE - obligatory set of data, information, the data established by the 

law or regulations in relation to the organizations and documents.
RELEASE - commission charges of the broker to the intermediary; publication 

of results of execution of offers.
CHARGE (the exchange) - a percentage from the price volume of the transac-

tion, raised by the exchange, other fixed payments.
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY - form of association of funds from investors on 

the basis of implementation of stocks of the enterprise and joint participation in 
management.

SHARE CAPITAL - the fixed capital of society formed according to its charter 
of contributions of shareholders at acquisition of shares.

MAJORITY INTEREST - the number of securities providing to their owner an 
exclusive right to management of the share capital.
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DIVIDEND - a part of the profits of the joint stock company for a particular 
period of time that is paid to shareholders for each share that they own.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL - a set of material means and monetary funds pro-
vided in the constant order of association, the enterprise, the registered sum of cost 
of fixed assets.

FOUNDER - the natural or legal entity, alone or jointly creating an enterprise 
that helps their means carrying contractual responsibility and participation.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION - an official document giving details of the 
structure and running of a company, for example the powers of directors, the rights 
of shareholders, the way in which accounts will be approved.

BALANCE - accounting document fixing a financial state of the legal entity for 
the period and for a certain date.

DEBIT - left side of business accounts; in the active account the debit means an 
increase in the considered sums, and in passive reduction.

RECEIPT - the section of a current account in which receipts of money are 
reflected.

EXPENSE - the section of a current account in which funds write-off on pay-
ments is reflected.

INCOME - the difference between expenses and the proceeds received from 
the sale of activities and results.

OPENING/CLOSING BALANCE - the final difference between the total 
amounts of money coming into and going out of an account.    

ARBITRATION - conciliatory method, a way of resolving disputes in which 
the parties address to the arbitration judges (arbitrators) or an official body.

ARREST - blocking of financial activity of the violator by official bodies with 
physical restrictions of access to documentation.

BANKRUPTCY - insolvency of the debtor - the enterprise, bank, i.e. the in-
ability of the debtor established by court to pay according to the debts.

INSPECTION - the body exercising control over the activity, the taxation of 
businessmen and so forth.

TAX DECLARATION - the official statement with the indication of results of 
activity, the sizes of the income, expenses and the sums of paid taxes. 

TAX - the fixed - the compulsory payment raised by the state from natural and 
legal entities. 

FINE - monetary penalty – the measure of material impact on the persons guilty 
of violation of the rules

PENALTY - defined by the law or the agreement the amount which one of con-
tractors pays to another in case of obligation non-execution (a penalty fee, a fine).
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LICENSE - the document providing the right to use patented inventions and 
technologies. 

Mastering conceptual apparatus of the role-playing business game “Manager” 
is the task of preliminary training of the participants solved within a framework of 
mastering educational programs of courses of relevant disciplines.
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Attachment A

Occupational standard model 2

Occupational standard

Type of economic activity 3//

Russian economic activity classification code 4

_____________________________________________________________
(class/subclass/group/subgroup)

___________________________________

2 The given version of the occupational standard model takes into account the 
proposals and amendments filed to the Russian Union of Industrialists and Enter-
preneurs occupational standard committee during 2007-2011. National qualifica-
tion development agency, National research institute of labour and social insur-
ance, Federal Institute for Education Development, Computer and Information 
Technology Enterprise Association, National Staff Training Fund, Professional 
Educational Problem Study Centre, Professional educational centre of Samara.

3 The type of economic activity is determined by ARCEA. The name of an 
occupational area is formulated by the one responsible for the development of the 
occupational standard if the activity mentioned in the former cannot be (is difficult 
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to) referred (to refer) to a single type of economic activity.
4 ARCEA – All-Russia classifier of economic activities; the given document is 

included into the Russian classification of technical, economic and social informa-
tion. Adopted by Federal standard №454 of November, 6, 2001, introduced Janu-
ary, 1, 2003.
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I. General provisions
II. Occupational standard application field.

The occupational standard is a multifunctional regulatory document describing 
the duties of a professional man/woman within the limits of a specific type of eco-
nomic (professional) activity and various competencies required to fulfill them as 
well as a range of other criteria characterizing job specifics. Structurally, it consists 
of job descriptions.

Major application areas of the occupational standard are the following:
-  A wide range of staff management tasks (the development of company working 

standards, staff motivation schemes, job descriptions, billing positions; staff se-
lection, recruitment and certification, career planning);

-  Standardizing and unifying procedures within the limits of an economic activity 
(the establishment and maintenance of common requirements to the content and 
the quality of a job, the correspondence of job titles, the structuring of job types, 
etc.);

-  Qualification assessment and certification;
-  The development of federal educational standards and professional educational 

and teaching programs, the development of learning material.
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1.2 Terminology, definitions and abbreviations

For the aims of the existing occupational standard the following terminology 
is used:

The main terms and abbreviations:
Type of economic activity – production process based on combining some 

resources (equipment, workforce, technology) to produce goods or services for 
sale. Types of economic activities are classified according to ARCEA – All-Russia 
classifier of economic activities.

Area of activity – the aggregate of labour activities with the common inte-
grative basis having a similar range of duties and competences required for their 
fulfillment which corresponds with one or several types of economic activities.

Labour activity – the aggregate of interlinked duties, produced by the division 
of labour in a particular process or a business. Labour activity has specific objects, 
conditions, nature and results.

Qualification level – qualification cluster with similar characteristics pre-
scribed by the national qualification frame.

Qualification – officially declared readiness to start labour activity (a diploma, 
certificate, etc.).

Competence – readiness to apply knowledge, skills and experience to fulfill 
professional duties successfully.

Qualification certificate – an officially issued document certifying that an in-
dividual has a qualification required to fulfill professional duties.

National qualification frame – general description of qualification levels and 
ways to achieve them in Russian Federation, also used as a tool to combine edu-
cational and job areas.

Industrial qualification frame – a document containing the ranking of indus-
trial activities (levels and sub-ceilings including); the classifying criteria being 
that of National qualification frame and other criteria significant for a particular 
industry.

Employment function – activities aimed at the fulfillment of a relatively inde-
pendent and complete part of production (business) process in a particular activity.

Working conditions – a combination of working environment and production 
process factors influencing employee’s performance and health.

The existing occupational standard makes use of the following abbreviations:
-  “Common tariffing and qualification manual of jobs and professions of menial 

industries of Russian Federation”;
- “Common, professional and employee positions manual”;
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- “Managerial, professional and employee position qualification manual’;
- “Russian classification of economic activities”;
- “All Russian occupation classification”.

Additional terms and abbreviations:
When necessary additional terms, their definitions and abbreviations may be 

introduced.

II OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD PASSPORT
Type of economic activity/type of professional activity 5

________________________________________________________________________

ARCEA code________________________
(class/subclass/group/subgroup)

The main objective of an economic activity/professional activity:

_________________________________________________________________

Labour activities according to qualification level and their links 
with valid regulative documents:

_________________________________________________________________

Qualification level (sublevel) Type of 
labour 
activity

Prescribed 
positions

Additional data 6

National 
qualification 
frame

Industrial 
qualification 
frame

Positions 
according to 
NQMMP

Professions 
according to 
SWRSRB

Types of occupation 

The first

The second 

The third

The fourth

… …

Activity cards 7
Qualification level______________________________
Job __________________________________________
Possible job titles _______________________________
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General description of a current job
Requirements to professional education and training
Work experience requirements

Specific terms of work permission 

Possible workplaces
Working conditions
The necessity of providing certifying documents (diploma, certificate, etc.)

_________________________________________________________________

List of job functions

Code Function Qualification level (sublevel)8

1.1.1 Job description_________________________________
1.1.1.1 Job description________________________________
1.1.1.2 Code_________________________________________

Main activity
Knowledge required
Skills required
Other characteristic of the job 9

_______________________________

5  Type of economic activity is indicated according to ARCEA. The name of pro-
fessional area is composed by those responsible for the development of the oc-
cupational standard if the activity mentioned in the latter cannot be (is difficult 
to) referred (to refer) to a single type of economic activity.

6  Henceforth prescribing parts included in the professional standard are given in 
italics.

7  Qualification requirements for corresponding qualification level mentioned in 
National industrial qualification frame are integral part of the existing occupa-
tional standard.
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1.1.1.3 (other activities are described in succession)________________
1.2 Activity type_____________________________________________
(all the types of activity of a given qualification level should be described)

2. Qualification level__________________
(all the types of activity of each qualification level should be described in succession)

IV.  TYPES OF QUALIFICATION CERTIFICATES ISSUED ON THE BASE OF 
THE EXISTING OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD

Qualification certificate denomination List of functions required for granting a qualification certificate 

V. OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD DEVELOPERS

The occupational standard is complete; the following data including

Organization Name of the head of the organistion Signature 

Organizations, involved in the development of the existing occupational stan-
dard________________________

_________________________________________________________________

8  Qualification level (sublevel) is indicated according to the National and/or indus-
trial qualification frame.

9  Any significant activity characteristics, e.g. requirements to general competen-
cies, working experience, means of labour, etc.)

Organisation Russian Federation constituent
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VI. OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD EXPERT EVALUATION AND REGISTRATION 10

The current occupational standard is adopted and registered
_________________________________________________________________

Included in the National professional standard list 
(registration №__________)
Minutes №_____________
Date _________________
Person in charge (full name and signature)

Attachment A-1

AMENDMENTS TO THE OCCUPATIONAL STANDARD AMENDMENTS 
REGISTRATION LIST

Point № Page/section/point number The date of the ratifi-
cation of a new ver-
sion of the document

amended replaced new annulled

Person responsible for the introduction of the amendments
_____________  ____________   /________________/      «_____» ____ 20___.

Job title                  signature                            full name

Attachment A-2 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 11
_________________________________________________________________
10 Data filled according to the established rules
11  If necessary the developers of occupational standard describe the development 

process, give additional explanation making for the effective use of the stan-
dard.
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Attachment B

EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE (EXEMPLARY)

1.  Type of professional activity (as determined by the experts, e.g. professors, tu-
tors, employers, and/or professional unions)

Type of professional activity (full list of activities corresponding with the quali-
fication according to two/three – stage education system is included)

Type of activities differentiated according to the stages of higher education (the 
“X” mark is appointed to those activities which graduates should be prepared for)

Bachelor           Specialist         Master

1.1. 

1.2. 

1.3. 

1.4. 

1.5. 

1.6. 

1.7. 

1.8. 

Etc.

2.  When recruiting staff the preference is given to
2.1 bachelors
2.2 specialists
2.3 masters

3. We value graduates’ skills (competencies) in the sphere of 

3.1.
3.2. 
3.3. 
3.4. 
3.5. 
3.6. 
Etc.



Note It is advisable to suggest employers rank the most essential skills and 
competencies, (not less than 10 of those) from 10 (= the most essential) to 1 (= the 
least essential).

4.      We do not put up with specialists’ weaknesses such as (the list of negative 
characteristics is developed by experts):

4.1   poor theoretical knowledge
4.2   poor motivation
4.3   high self-esteem, overconfidence
4.4   inability to behave oneself
4.5   poor knowledge of modern law and economics
4.6   poor practical skills (theoretical and practical knowledge is disconnected)
4.7   ignorance of international standards for the given profession
4.8   poor work motivation
4.9   poor knowledge of a foreign language
4.10 lack of self-criticism
4.11  breaking the rules of company ethics
4.12
4.13

Etc., (circle the most appropriate answer)

5. Future function and/or specialization forecasting

Factors Prospective impact on functions, tasks 
and types of an activity in 5 years time

5.1.    Technology
5.1.1. New materials 
5.1.2. New equipment, machines, tools
5.1.3. 
5.1.4. etc.
5.2.    Labour organisation
5.2.1. Production methods
5.2.2. Methods and means of labour
5.2.3. Assembly methods
5.2.4. Maintenance
5.2.5. Repairing
5.2.6. 
5.2.7. etc.
5.3.    Socio-economic factors
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5.3.1. Environmental changes
5.3.2. Changes in customer behavior patterns
5.3.3. Prices and markets
5.3.4. Legislative changes 
(may be filled by joint employer, professional union, research institute, professor 
expert groups)

GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE (model)

The questionnaire used in the German research “Between the university and the 
labour market” was partly used as the basis for the following questionnaire.

1. How would you estimate the following aspects of your education?

(aspects of education process developed by experts should be listed)

For example: Very good Very bad 
5 - 4 - 2 - 1

Academic research methods 5 - 4 - 3 - 2

Developing the skills of composing a 
scientific text

5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1

Individual professional and educatio-
nal consulting

5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1

Etc.

5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 Foreign languages 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 Organizational 

skills
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1

5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 Adaptability(etc., 
following the 
“menu” of general 
competencies
recognized by 
experts) 

5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1
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2.  How relevant do you think the following knowledge, skills, abilities and 
competence are for your current career (column 1)? How successful do you 
think you have been in mastering those while studying at the university 
(column 2)?

Knowledge, skills, abilities, competence
Relevance to the current career

Relevant       Not relevant   To a greater extent     To a lesser extent

5 -4     - 3      - 2 – 1                       Basic skills                       5 - 4       - 3        - 2 - 1

5 -4     - 3      - 2 – 1                       Knowledge of                       5 – 4       - 3        - 2 - 1 
                                                  scientific methods
5 -4     - 3      - 2 – 1                       Foreign language                   5 – 4       - 3       - 2 - 1
5 -4     - 3      - 2 – 1                    Organizational skills           5 – 4       - 3      - 2 – 1 
5 -4     - 3      - 2 – 1                  Adaptability
                                                  (etc., following the “menu”
                                                  of general competencies
                                                  recognised by experts) 

3.  What difficulties have you experienced when looking for a job? (more than 
one variant is possible)

3.1 Few job offers, corresponding my specialization
3.2 I don’t possess the knowledge required 
3.3 Advertised vacancies do not correspond with my qualification
3.4 Other education level (specialist, master) required
3.5 Other specialization required
3.6 I don’t possess the competence required (enumerate those)

4. How do you assess your career prospects?

Very good Very bad
4.1 In terms of work stability 5 – 4      - 3     - 2 - 1
4.2 It terms of opportunities of 
changing qualification 

5 – 4      - 3     - 2 - 1
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5.  How serious were the following problems at the beginning of your career if 
at all?

Serious                                                                         I didn’t have any problems

5.1 I felt I lack competencies directly linked                    5 – 4      - 3      - 2 – 1 
             to my professional activity 
             (skills or competencies which, in experts’ opinion, 
             a university graduate should possess are listed)
5.2 I felt that I lack some professional 
             competencies (weak points of professional education 
             which, in experts’ opinion, a university graduate may 
             have are listed)

6. Which economic (cultural, educational) sphere the company (firm, 
organization, office, enterprise) you are currently working for is in?

The first job                                                                                       The last job

6.1 Agriculture, forestry and fishing
6.2 Energy 
6.3 Water industry
6.4 Mining
6.5 Chemical industry
6.6 Mechanical engineering
6.7 Vehicle manufacturing
6.8 Electrical engineering
6.9 Electronics
6.10 Computer/Hardware
6.11 Metal production and recycling
6.12 Construction
6.13 Other manufacturing industries
6.14 Trade
6.15 Banking, credit companies
6.16 Insurance companies
6.17 Transport
6.18 Telecommunications
6.19 Software development
6.20 Computer services (training, consulting, designing software)
6.21 Economic, law, personal consulting
6.22 Mass media
6.23 Health care
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6.24 Social service
6.25 Other service organizations
6.26 Private skills improvement centres
6.27 Schools, lyceums, gymnasiums
6.28 Vocational colleges
6.29 Universities
6.30 Research organizations
6.31 Arts, culture
6.32 Non-commercial organizations and funds (non profit oriented)
6.33 State, municipal and regional government
6.34 Other

7.  How would you describe your current workplace and working 
environment?

True                                                                   False
7.1 I’m doing projects                                                 5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1 
7.2 I’m working in a diverse                                       5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
             professional environment
7.3 I’m cooperating with                                             5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
             colleagues with different 
             qualification on a regular basis
7.4 My performance is frequently                               5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
             measured   
7.5 My success is acknowledged                                5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.6 I have only myself to rely on                               5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
             while tackling problems
7.7 Innovations are applied                                          5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.8 I have to think outside the scope                           5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
             of my job
7.9 Initiative is encouraged                                          5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.10 My tasks are frequently changed                         5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.11 I can make decisions in my job                            5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.12 My job requires loneliness                                    5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.13 My job is mostly predetermined                           5 – 4         - 3         - 2 – 1
7.14 I organize my work myself                                     5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
7.15 My job involves international                                5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
             cooperation
7.16 My improvement proposals are                            5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
             closely examined
7.17 I regularly communicate in a                                 5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
             foreign language 
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7.18 Skills perfection and further training                       5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1
             are highlighted
7.19 Cooperation is paramount                                       5 – 4        - 3         - 2 – 1

8. Would you say that you are working within your specialty?

First workplace                                                                Last workplace
Absolutely            No way                         

From the point of view                                     5 – 4        - 3                           - 2 – 1
of your professional position
From the point of view of the                           5 – 4        - 3                           - 2 – 1
tasks performed
From the point of view of                                 5 – 4        - 3                           - 2 – 1
Qualification (specialization)

PROFESSOR’s QUESTIONNAIRE (model)

Professor’s questionnaire may consist of two parts: the first one to hold those 
competencies which both graduates and employers agree on that is why the 
content of this questionnaire should include the results of the graduate and 
employer questionnaire data processing. The second part is to contain questions 
about specialized professional competence: organizational, managerial, economic, 
general scientific, general professional, specific (it should be stressed that in our 
opinion this classification corresponds with the specifics of specialist training for 
the sphere of technology and engineering and is impossible to be applied to other 
higher education qualifications. The structure of the second part of the questionnaire 
is similar to the one used in the TUNING project.

№          Professional                         Relevance for                   Relevance for
              competence                          bachelors                          masters/specialists

1                                          1. (not relevant)                 1. (not relevant)         
2                                          2. (slightly relevant)          2. (slightly relevant)   
3                                          3. (relevant)                       3. (relevant)
4                                          4. (significant)                   4. (significant)
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Eurilink Edizioni (created in 2006) became the Link Campus University and 
Foundation Press in 2011. 

Mission:
-  To create a cultural bridge between the university and global society by 

offering highly scientific publications contributed by top opinion leaders, 
professors, women and men of culture and learning. 

-  To offer its students and readers innovative texts on current issues and 
debates, also at an international level. 

Aims:
-  To provide up-to-date teaching materials of international standing in 

various languages 
-  To promote the values, research and knowledge of the University and 

Foundation 
-  To address strategic topics that are not frequently debated, stimulating the 

interest of scholars and public opinion
- To support the integration of different fields of study
- To interact and gain the loyalty of a growing number of readers
- To achieve and maintain financial equilibrium 

Eurilink publishes in Italian and English, using online as well as traditional 
distribution channels.
Promotes and sells online from its own website: www.eurilink.it and from 
the most important online bookshops.

Eurilink Edizioni Srl
Via Nomentana, 335, 00162 Roma

www.eurilink.it - ufficiostampa@eurilink.it
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